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:MIAMI, Fla. (AP) Democratic presidential campaign has been scrambled by a
Florida primary in which Gov.
George C. Wallace won by a
lanrirdirk., Sen. -Hubert
Humphrey claimed victory in
second place and Sen. Edmund
S. Muskie suffered a drubbing.
Humphrey said today that
Wallace is now "a -formidable
opponent ... no doubt about
that" but, predicted the governor would never win the Democratic presidential nomination.
"I'll get it," Humphrey said
in an interview on NBC's "Today" show.
Wallace, who rode to victory
on his opposition to school bus-

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Thanks to the 4-H Club for the
box of candy. It went thatavray.
Mrs. Alma Fortner of Murray
Route One brings in the
following on "How to Raise a
Crook".

"L Begin from infancy to give
the child everything he wants.
This yew ba.will thew uP
believe'bathe world owes him
a living.
"2. When he picks up bad words,
laugh at him. It will encourage
him to pick up "cuter" phrases
that will blow the top off your
head later".

ing and his pledges to bear al convention; Humphrey won 6
down on crime and tax the with his 18 per cent.
wealthy', also appeared on the
Sen. Henry M. Jackson Of
show and said he felt the small
showing of his Democratic ri- Washington finished third with
vais in tt,e -printery- was--“w -13-4er-cent,--ahead-of-litiskiewith his 9 per cent, and vowed
blow" to all of them.
School busing was the top is- to win the April 4 Wisconsin
sue oft,the campaign. The Flori- primary.
da vaers, in a -straw --ballot . NeaL-York Mayar-Jebn Y.
which has no legal effect, over- Lindsay won 7 per cent-barely
whelmingly registered opposi- edging Sen. George S.
tion to court-ordered , school McGovern for fifth place after
busing to achieve integration. a heavy investment here in
They also voted strongly in sup- time and money. McGovern
port of quality education for took 6 per cent.
In the Republican primary,
all.
Wallace's victory of 42 per President Nixon swept to victocent of the Democratic vote ry with 87 per cent of the vote
gave him 75 of the state's 81 and easily won all 40 delegates
delegates to the party's nation- to the GOP National Convention.
The Democratic primary left
the party's top contenders with
these prospects:
-MuSkle: The preprimary
frontrunner. he suffered a second successive blow after last
week's lackluster victory in
New Hampshire. The primaries
in Illinois next Tuesday and later in Wisconsin now loom as
crucial.
-Humphrey: Fighting to
overcome a "loser" image, the
former vice president got the
boost he sought when he byContinued on Page Six

Revival Meet
Scheduled At
Poplar Springs

The center for Calloway citizen, give counseling SerCounty "Senior Citizens" vices, and to refer them to the
became more of a reality various services ernich they are
yesterday when Mrs. Bette in need of such as social
Hogg. of the Kentucky Com- security, public assistance,
mission on Aging came to various aids to which they are
Murray to present the local entitled, etc.
—
Seili-o-r-eitizens-AdviSory-lreia-- She puintethauithat
with a check for one-fourth of a twenty such 'centers in Kentotal grant of
$12,600. Mrs. tucky at this time and that the
Hogg gave the check to Stephen state is a leader in the nation in
setting up the proper
Davenport, chairman of the
MURRAY MAYOR HOL1WES ELLIS (left) maples 13,1011de IIIfederal grant from Mrs. Bette
local board, to initiate the mechanics for the intake of
E. Hogg, community consultant for the Kentucky Commission on Aging. Some objectives of the project.
Federal funds set up for such
program include the improved mardination of welfare, social security, V.A. and other services and
The presentation took place projects.
initiation of short-term educed.* programs for the elderly. Also shown are Rev. Steve Davenport,
For the year beginning in
yesterday in the City Councilacting chairman for the civilised city-county Senior Citizens Advisory Council, and 0.C.
April the state will aid the
Chambers
of
the
City
-Hall
McLemore, local Senior Mises Omit president and member of the advisory board. The local
before the Advisory Board and projection a 75-Z basis. Next
organization contributed 14280hrward the project.
(Pboto by Wilson Woolley) Mayor Holmes Ellis.
year they will help on a 110-40
Mrs. . Hogg explained that basis and the following year on
one of the first actions of the a 50-50 basis. Local conBoard should be to name' a tributions may
director for the center. She money or "in kind".
explained that the emphasis
Continued on Page Six
Revival services will be
should not be on recreation but
held at the Locust Grove Church
rather "information, referral,
of the Nazarene starting
and counseling". "Some cenMonday, March 20, and conters think they are successful if
tinuing through Sunday, March
Kentucky State Senator Kentucky basketball team for they have everyone playing
26.
Carroll Hubbard has introduced four years; and
bingo", she told the group,
Dr. Rob Staples of Bethany, to the State Senate a resolution
WHEREAS, during his senior
Murray Boy Scout Troop 77 '
"however this is not true". She
Oklahoma, will
acting
be the
Stan
has
been
congratulate
Key
to honor and
year, Mr.
principal camped this past weekend at
explained
that
the
evangelist. He is the son of Mr. Key, son of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin team captain during several of
reason for a Senior Citizens the John James Audubon State
and Mrs. Bryan Staples of Key of Hazel.
the games and has been on the Center is to give information Park at-Henderson'and-biked
Kirksey.
game;
each
line-up
for
Key, a graduate of Calloway starting
which is needed. by the older the Audubon Trail which covers
Services will be". held at 7:3Q Ci)unty High School, is a student and
most of the park consisting of
each evening-at the church at the University of Kentucky
WHEREAS, during his three
606 acres.
located one mile north of and player of the UK Wildcat
years of varisty competition, he
The trail is named in honor of
Kirksedy or Highway 299. Rev. basketball
team.
The has thus far scored 495 points;
the world famous naturalist and
Bend-Cram'Cfoins is the minister resolution,
adopted has been outstanding on both
painter, John James Audubon.
of the church.
unanimously by the Senate, team defense and offense; leads
Highlights of the ten mile hike
reads as follows:
the present team on assists; and
virgin woods, a bird
included
W.
Whaley,
Dr.
Peter
A RESOLUTION honoring
hawiatide -fifty per-cent of his
and congratulating.than Ifpg 111.100103sspatiitbis_,awrin; assistant professor of geology at sanctuary,a -lake reserved for
tailimean,Slate University,. has bird and animel.life, a nature
WHEREAS,. Stan Key, of a
• •
been seleeted to reeeive-wgrant --miter, and-a museum.
.9azel, Kentucky has been aWHEREAS this fine record to
Advancements in backattend a short course in
. iember of the University of by Mr. Key, which is the result
geology in Florida and the packing, hiking, trailing,
of extraordinary athletic ability
stalking, and cooking were
Dor-Mae, Littleton 's,
Bahamas June 4-15.
developed through hard work
Mademoiselle, and The Place.
Awarded by the National completed during the Weekend
constant
and maintained by
They will feature the following
Science Foundation, the grant outing' Jim Jennings was
discipline on his part, deserves will support a 12-day study of selected for the best camper
Bob
Mesdames
models;
recognition by the citizens of the conditions
Billington, Larry Mayfield, Rob
under
which award.
Commonwealth;
Scouts attendingthe campout John
Johnson,
Ray, Robert V.
limestone is deposited in reef
NOW THEREFORE, Be it and shallow Marine bay en- were -Jim Jennings, Ernie
Jerry Beane of Murray R nte
Lyons, Gary Marquardt, Bob
the
Dodd, Chris Cropper Mark Burke, Bob - Hibbard, Kayo Seven--reported the theft of a resolNed .by the Senate of
vironments-.
the
of
Assembly
General
to
rifle
,Don
and
Thurman, Barry Wells, Bryan
-Houston,
two
shells
boxes
of
Whaley, who joined the
Willis, Hal
Kentucky:
Overby, Wells Purdoin, Jr., the Murray Police Department Commonwealth of
Murray State faculty in 1968, Warner, Joey - Grasty„ Brad
Section _1. That Stan Key is said he hopes to use knowledge Boone, Donnie. Henry, Donnie
C.C. Lowry, Tommy Crisp, on Wednesday morning at 12:13.
Beane said a 22 caliber congratulated for his out- gained uring the session to Rogers, Mike Alexander,
Continued on Page Six
Marlin,lever action, Weaver 4X standing performance as an apply to the limestone deposits Johnny McNutt, Timmy Page,
scope,,serial No. J 901,6 and athlete, who brought honor to found in West Kentucky. He was Rusty Moore, and Claude
JI,Iinson. Kevin Ray was a guest
model No. 39A1870, along with himself, his school and his state
one of 22 chosen from more
two boxes of 22 caliber shells, by his skillful play as a member than 100 applicants for the short 4if the troop. O.J. Jennings
along with Scoutmaster 0.8.
all valued at $125.00, were taken of the basketball team of the. course.
from his 1968 Ford two door University of Kentucky.
adult
provided
He earned the A.B. degree at Boone,
while it was parked in the lot of
Sect ii 2. That the clerk of the Ohio Wesleyan University, the leadership for the trip.
the Murray Division of the Senate be, and he hereby is, M.S. degree at the UniVersity of
Troop 77 meets each Monday
Tappan Company between 7:30 directed to mail a copy of- this Kentucky, and the Ph. D. at 6:30 pin. At • the First
pun. Tuesday jnd midnight,I resolution to Mr. Stan Key, degree at Louisiana State Christian Church. North Fifth
St reet
according to the police report. Hazel Kentucky.
University.

Dr. Rob Staples
Revival Speaker

Whaley To Attend
Course In Florida

Men's And Women's Styles
Will Be Featured at Style Show

"A Little Bit of Irish", the
annual style show presented by
the Music department of the
Murray Woman's Club on
Thursday, March 16 at 7:30 p.m.
at the Murray University school
"I Never give him any spiritual
auditorium, will feature eleven
Revival
services
are
Waif**. Waituatil he is twenty
Murray men showing -clothing
at
scheduled
for
March
15-19
the
one and then let him decide for
Buckingham-Ray Ltd,
for
Poplar Springs Baptist Church.
himself.
Rev. Tom Powell - will be the -*College Shop, Corn Austin and
Graham and Jackson.
guest evangelist.
"4. Avoid the use of the word
The chairman of the event,
Robert
Walker
and
Charles
"wrong". It may develop a guilt
Mrs. Max Brandon, especially
be
in
charge
of
the
Peeler
will
complex. This will condition
singing. Jean Brandon, Louise invites the men of the comhim to believe later when he is
Short and Carol Kelly will be in munity to see Ed Chrisman,
arrested for stealing a car that
Wells Purdom, Jr., Phillip
charge of the music.
society is against him and he is
Jimmy Brandon, Monty
Tibbs,
Both the youth and adult
being persecuted."
choirs will sing during the Cathy, George Smiley, Bill
Bond, Larry England, Bill Paul
revival.
"5. Pick up anything he leaves
Rev. Tom Perkins is the Howard, Max Brandon and Joe
lying around--books, shoes,
pastor of the Poplar Springs Pat James, showing the latest
clothing. Do everything for him
Baptist Church, located east of fashions for Spring.
so he will be experienced in
ladies stores parThe
responsibility Murray off the Panorama ticipating are Campus Casual,
throwing the
Shops
Road.
rfriti; others":
'

Rifle & Shells
Reported Stolen

"6. Let him read any printed
matter he can get his hands on.
Be careful the silverware and
drinking glasses are sterlized,
,but let his mind feed on garbage."
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP.) "7. Quarrel frequently in the
presence of children. Then they The Senate Elections and Conwon't be too shocked when the stitutional Amendments,.Committee Sent the Senate reapporhome is broken up".
tionment plan back to the
Continued on Page Six
chamber floor today where it
must be acted on if it is to
complete its journey through
the general assembly by Friday.
The bill was sent back to
Jackson Purchase
Showers or thundershowers committee for the second time
Ii4ly today or tonight. Dcceasing cloudiness with a
chance of showers Thursday
morning. High today in the mid
60s. Low tonight 40 to 45. High
Thursday in the mid 60s. FriBasketball games featuring
day sunny and mild.
the fifth, sixth, seventh, and
Kentucky State Forecast.
eighth grade students will be
Fair in the east and increas- held at the Kirksey Elementary
ing cloudiness with scattered School on Friday, March 17, at
showers in the west today. Be- 6:15 pin.
coming windy and warmer this
Johnny Bohannon, principal,
afternoon. Scattered thunder- said the fifth grade boys will
storms in the extreme west this play the sixth grade boys, the
afternoon. Windy and warmer fifth grade girls will play the
with showers and 'scattered sixth grade girls, the. seventh
thunderstorms over most of the grade boys will play the eightif
state tonight and in the east grade boys, and the seventh
Thursday. Showers ending in grade girls will play the eighth
the west Thursday and turning grade girls.
cooler. Highs today mostly in
will be
The admission
the 60s. Lows tonight in the 40s. twenty-five and fifty cents. The
Highs Thursday in the 50s in concession stand will be open.
the west and 60s in the east.
The public is urged to attend.

The Weather
=a=

Tuesday amid reports that the
Democratic leadership in the
Floyd H. Edwards
Senate lacked sufficient votes
to pass it as presepllY drawn.
The only change made in
committee this, morning was
one that would leave two Eastern Kentucky districts unchanged.
Floyd H. Edwards, tic:L.
The change was added to the
bill as a committee amendment Tennessee Governor of K to
with only one senator, Walter International, spoke at a di:
Baker, R-Glasgow, voting meeting of the Kiwanis
against it. Baker said he 15 in Waterfield Student 1
thought the courts might look Building Tuesday night
Governor Edwards told
upon the amendment with disfavor since it was chosen over persons present the,' K4
an alternative proposal which is something you live a:.
would have brought the two dis- men plus Kiwanis en:.
triets-the 25th and the 29th- better community." lir I
the delegates to
Continued on Page Six
several needed chare
eluding the lowering
average age of member
committees; more cont.
youth to bring abchr
derstanding on both •
The Lynn Grove Parent- broadening of servo e,.
Teacher Association will meet dveloptnent of love for ,
Thursday, March -6, at seven
Mrs. Marietta FA \.
p.111. at the school for the accompanied her husha;
regular monthly meeting.
inlet with the wives befor,
Mrs. Bill Dodson's fifth grade r•ineeting. Mr.and Mrs. Ed
class will be in charge of the visit all Kiwanis
program.
Kentucky and Tennesse,
All parents and interested are well known in Murr
persons flee urged to attend.
Continued on Page Si,.

EdwardsSpeaks
At Kiwanis Meet

Sometimes a little is a lot.
If every family in Murray
would save a little paper and a
few glass containers .and have
them collected by Murray
State's recycling service, a lot
,4 ugliness around the county
would vanish. .
Oh yes, the Murray State
Student Government has
•Enreated a Council
vironmental Concerns which
rAllects newspapers and glass
on alternate Saturdays.
The council, headed by Ken
Webb, a graduate in Biology
from LaCenter, has already
collected once, last Saturday,
March 11. On that day the
collection team picked up over
two tons of paper and half that
amount in glass containers.
"We plan to ship these items
to Memphis after we. accumulate about 10 tons", Webb
explained.
"Not only will Murray and
Calloway County enjoy the
benefits of less litter, but the
paper collected and recycled
CAR WASH
Alpha Phi Omega, national
service fraternity, will sponsor
a car wash on Saturday, March
18; from nine a.m. to four p.m.
at the Whiteway Texaco
Station, 1412 Main Street. The
charge will be $1.50 per car or a
free car wash with a complete
service job. For pick up and
delivery, call 753-9121.

will allow countless trees to,,,
remain standing, and the
recycled glass will ,id the
environment in a number of
areas", Webb continued.
Along with Webb,two Murray
State faculty members are
active in the project. Jim
Redmond and David Worley,

both assistant professors in the
English department, as well as
two students, Steve Dombroski
and Toni O'Dell, take part in the
collection activities.
The Murray City Council has
passed a resolution in support of
the paper and glass collection
project, and several private,

businesses have donated
material and other support to
the project. Among these, The
Tappan Company and
The
Redmond Stake Company have 4
been particularly helpful, according to Webb.
Continued on Page Six

RECYCLINGCAMPAIGN-The Murray State University Student Government begair a bi-weekly
recycling program Saturday, with the collection of newspapers and non-returnable bottles. Collecting dates are set for every two weeks, with the next one scheduled for March 24. Assisting in the pickups were, left to light, Dave Worley, assistant professor of English; Steve Dombroski, senior; Ken
Webb,graduate student; and Tom O'Dell,junior. Anyone with bottles or newspapers to be Oohed up
should call 767-2593 before the next collection date.
(Photo by Craig D'Angelo)
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„New Villain In Battle Of Budget:
Changing Family Spending Patterns
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Courts Once Again Uphold
- Principle That Public
Has A Right To Know
The Tennessee Supreme Court has thrown out a
$48 million libel suit brought against the Kingsport
, Times-News, ruling that criticism of government is
!. "absolute privilege" protected by the United States
Constitution.
Look magazine was also a defendant in the suit
Johnson City, which
brought by the city of
claimed that an article in the newspaper and the
magazine depicted the city as a "fascist state and
not a free state". The article described the arrest in
1969 of two East Tennessee State University students
on charges to desecrating the American flag. The
city claimed that the article on the incident was
"unlawful, malicious, false, mean, depraved,
libelous and defamatory".
The Supreme Court upheld a lower court decision
in dismissing the suit, and said in its opinion that all
governmental criticism except treasonable
statements is privileged. The justice who wrote the
opinion said that "if this action can be maintained,
every report of corruption, graft or thievery, most of
which cannot be based on hard evidence, sufficient
to _convict, would be smothered by the threat of an
expensive suit. and would put every criticism of
-public expenditure, management and conduct of
public affairs. in jeopardy-.
Many politicians and some office-holders would
doubtless welcome a ruling that would make a
newspaper liable for damages because it critized
activities in government. But the Tennessee
Supreme Court has upheld the right of the people to
know what is going on. Courts all over America have
repeatedly held that newspapers have a right to
print the truth, no matter what the consequences.
This precedent was established while America
was still part of the British Empire, when a
newspaper editor named John Peter Zenger was
tried before a jury of his 'peers, charged with
criticizing the British governor in Boston. That jury
held that Zenger had a right to print the truth and
that his readers had a right to.read about,it in his
newspaper.
The important -thing about the most recent Tennessee Supreme Court_ ruling in the Johnson City
case is not that charges against a newspaper and a
magazine were dismissed.. but that the public's
right to know has been preserved. Should our courts
ever begin to rule otherwise, we would see the
beginning of the end of a free society as we know it.

Ago Today
Ten Years
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Deaths reported are Eulous B. Suiter, age 69, of
Hazel Route Three on March 14, and Colllins
Gowans, age 72, of Birmingham, Ala., father of
David Gowans of Murray.
Donald W. Dugger, seaman, USN, is serving
aboard the amphibious force flagship, USS Taconic,
operating with the Sixth'Fleet in the Mediterranean.
Robert L. Waters, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard T.
Waters of Murray Route Four, was recently
promoted to the rank of Major in the United States
Army. He is now stationed at Fort Campbell.
Mr. and Mrs, Henry Fulton are the parents of a
baby girl, Stacey Ann, born March 7 at the Murray
Hospital.

Ago Today
20 Years
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Raurak Raspberry died March 13 at his home in
Hazel
New officers of the Calloway Council of the PTA
are Mrs. Macon Rickman, Almo, president, Mrs.
Charles Stubblefield, New Concord, vice-president,
and Mrs. Bryon Tolley, Murray High, secretarytreasurer.
Wickliffe beat Bandana 62 to 47 and Bardwell beat
Sharpe 71 to 58 in the semi-finals of the First
Regional Basketball Tournament.
John's Grocery, located on the Hazel Highway,
has been completely redecorated, according to the
owner, Jesse Johnson.
Vernon Anderson and Thomas Hogancamp left
yesterday to attend the -Business Education Conference at the University of Indiana, Bloomington.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Thou are weighed in the balance, and artiVaVffirg.—
Daniel 5:27.
We may balance out pretty well in the scales of our own society,
but where is the man who is willing to be weighed by God's
standard'

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
If we had a Vice President with two right feet, he
could walk with a built-in purpose which would be to
wind up back at his starting place in a circling sort of
reconnaissance, instead of with a bump.
"For ghoulies and ghosties and long leggety
sties,
bea
And things that go bump in the night,
God Lord, deliver us."
—Scottish prayer

YOU AND
THE.DRAFT
di

e

LONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
—
Recently, the eldest of our three
sons received a notice of
reclassification from
his
-draft",boarel. The change in
classification was a "shocker"
to him since he had performed
his
active military
service
seriiice and had qualified for a
"veteran's"
classification
under the Military Selective
Service Act of f967.
It is understandable why our
son or any other young man in
the same situation might
become concerned when a
notice of reclassification from 4A to 1-D is received.
If you have served in the
armed forces since 1948 or were
the parent of a son that had
such service, you may recall
that under old "draft"
regulations-, an individual'Mat
had completed his prescribed
period of active duty was
eligible for consideration of
class 4-A, which was lower than
class 1-D.
The 4-A classification did not
negate the fact that such young
men under certain conditions
still had a remaining military
obligation as shown on their
discharge from active duty.
Normally, the military "con-tract" was fulfilled through a
combination of active and
reserve duty totaling six years.
We know that some young
men after they are separated
front active military service
tend
to
overlook
their
remaining reserve obligatiiiii;
Under old draft regulations
(1948-1971) the 4-A classification
was lower than 1-D. Now this
has been changed and in the
consideration of classes, 1-D is
lower than 4-A.
From the point of administration, the new ground
rules for consideration for
classification
are
more
realistic. A 1-D classification is
a very good- reminder to the
young man that a portion of his
military contract still must be
fulfilled.
At this time, it is not our
policy to recommend a
wholesale reclassification of
registrants into class 1-D who
may be eligible for it. However,
if a reclassification is timely,
we are —sirgieiling that his
"draft" board reclassify him
into 1-D. Reclassification of
other young men into 1-D will be
on an annual basis when current

information is received.
We cannot overemphasize, as
far as-the draft board is concerned, that the change is
tantamount to a realistic
cataloging ind- will result in a
better picture of the- board's
manpower resources. Our
regulations require that a young
man be placed in the lowest
classification for which he is
eligible and 1-D is now lower
than 4-A.

Hospital Report
March 12, 1972
ADULTS 103
NURSERY 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Shipley ( Mrs. Edna
Shipley), Rt. 3, Murray, Baby
Girl Watson ( Mrs. Ann Watson), Rt. 7, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Edward Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Benton, James Harrell Herndon, 810 Broad St., Murray,
Mrs. Eva Dalling Wetmore, Rt,
2, Hazel, Mrs. Layvell Pearl
Darnell, Rt. 1, Farmington,
James William Elkins, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Judy Mern
Brumley, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Barbara Jean Lamb, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Delema
Medley Everett, Box 595,
Murray, Kenton Isaac Woodall,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Saddie
Outland Cohoon, 1800 College
Farm Rd., Murray, Mrs. Ora
Lee Jackson ( expired ), 509 N.
2nd St., Murray.

VOTING RESULTS
On-Feb.-29, 1960, the Supreme
Court upheld a provision of the
1957 Civil Rights Act -permitting the Justice Department to
lung civil suits in behalf of
persons deprived of voting
rights.

Nudist Camps Going Public
By LEE BYRD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
America's organiked nudists
hope to get more in the pink by
going public this year.
They're opening their parks
to almost anyone with an interestM eye and the cost of admission. You don't even have to
take your clothes off unless
you've got the stomach for it.
It may rund like a ripoff, or
maybe a put-on. But the American Sunbathing Association,
representing some 130 nudists
clubs with 20,000 members
across the nation, couldn't be
more serious. ,
"I'm quite proud," says President ---IfobUt G. Johnston.
"We've decided to come out-nf
the woodwork and operate competitive recreational facilities
rather than cults or philosophical retreats .... We're inviting
the public to come visit us just
as they might visit Disney
World."
Not that ASA figures to outstrip Disney's cartoon characters as a vacation attraction.
But the new open-door policy
announced Monday "is a goal
we've been building toward for
several years—made pos.sible
by the public's increased acceptance of nudity," said Johnston.
Johnston said all ASA clubs,
90 per cent of the nudist organizations in the United States,
have agreed to the plan. "But
probably only three-fourths of
them will be as cordial at first
as I'd like them to be."
Visitors will be charged about
$5 per family at mosi
he said, With no reductions for
single men and women.
And Jack Jackson, MA advertising director, cautions that_
if

"The guys who just walk up
and say "I wanna look at
naked ladies' are going to be
frowned upon ....
"Still," he said, "I don't
think we need the careful
screening we've relied on in the
past. The Holiday Inn doesn't
screen guests, so why should
we. But we do invite the men to
bring their girlfriends."
Johnston, a personnel officer
for a large firm in Los Angeles,
predicts the new policy—
coupled with a new advertising
campaign and publication of a
guidebook complete with
maps—will spur growth by 25
per cent this year. And that, so
to speak, would be quite a take
off.
, "Dare to go Bare," begins
(Ine ad scheduled to run next
month in a national women's
magazine. "Nudists aren't
nuts—they're simply a slice of
humanity who have learned
that 'naked'i is the • world's
greatest common denominator."
The organization in Orlando,
Fla., also has published
thousands of booklets aimed at
answering some of the mostfrequent questions from the
unexposed. Questions like "How
does it feel the first time?".
"Like jumping into a swimming pool," is the answer.
"Shocking for the first 30 seconds, comfortable and soothing
from then on."
The booklets are devoid of
photographs, reflecting a new
trend in ASA literature. "One
trouble with past publications,"
-said Jackson,"was lwany
pictures. People just couldn't
see themselves in them."
He was, no doubt, f
uratively speaking.

..
,
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Balancing the family budget
is a never-ending battle.
Everyone knows it takes
more money to run a household
than it did last year or the year
before. The cost of living keeps
inching up every month—
although its advances have
slowed up in the past several
months.
But there's another villain in
the picture, and it is the
changed family spending
patterns that have occurred in
the past 20 years, according to
the Family Economics Bureau.
Using 1967 dollars—the
government's current base for
measuring the cOritimier price
index—the Fmaily Economics
Bureau finds that in 1950 the
1967 dollar would have bought
$1.39 worth of goods and services; in 1960 it bought $1.12
worth. By 1970, its purchasing
power was worth 86 cents. In
ot_b_gr Nerds, the_ purchasing
power of 1967 dollars has
decreased 61.9 percent in the
last 20 years.
_But as costs of goods and
services have gone up—so have
incomes; in 1950 half of
American
families
were
making $5,069 or less; half were
making that much or more. By
1960 the median family income
was $6,962 and by 1970 it was
$9,433. In the 20-year period, the
median family income went up
86 percent.
Where the rub comes in is the
way American families spend
their money. What used to be
regarded as luxuries have now
become necessities. Some of the
goods and services people are
buying today were not even
available in 1950. More and
more of the foods purchased are
convenience foods—with the
work of preparation taken out.
And more meals are being

eaten away from home. The
cost of appliances, power tools
and equipment haven't risen
appreciably, but people have
more of them—and they cost
more to maintain.
In fact, service industries of
all kinds are taking an increasingly larger share of the
consumer's dollar. These
services include hotels, motels,
personal services such as
laundry, cleaning, beauty and
barber shops, auto repair, other
repair services, business
services, motion pictures and
other amusements. One of the
fastest growing areas is that of
b,usiness servicts, which. in.*
creased 48.7 per cent just
between 1963 and 1967!
While people have more and
are spending more, they actually are spending lesser
percentages of their incomes on
food, clothingtund household
'Aerating expenses and more on
shelter, medical care, transportation, personal care,
recreation, education and
savings than they did 20 years
ago.
In 1950, 30.4 percent of a
fmily's income went for food,
beverages and tobacco. This
percentage has dropped in the
last 20 years—now only 22.8
percent of income goes for food.
When a person took $20 to the
grocery store in 1960, he spent
$10.68 on perishable foods, $8.04
on other foods, and $1.16 on nonfoods. Today $9.85 of that $20 bill
goes for perishables, $7.81 on
other groceries and $2.34 for
non-foods.
The amount of income spent
on Clothing, shoes, accessories
and
jewelry
has
also
decreased—from 12.4 percent in
1950 to 10.3 percent now. While
the total in this category has
gone down,the proportion spent
on jewelry and watches, not
really essentials for everyday
living, has gone up.
Rising prices for land, construction and property taxes
have increased the percentage
for housing costs from 11.1 to

14.5 percent of income between
1950 and 1970.
The percentage spent on
operating a household was 15.4
in 1950 and had dropped to 14.1
percent now. This includes all
furniture, bedding, appliances,
other house furnishings, supplies and utilities. The cost of
electricity per kilowatt hour has
remained virtually unchanged
since 1960, but we're finding
many new uses for it, and so the
total electric bill for most
families has gone up. By 1970,
40.8 percent of all households
had a clothes dryer; only 17.4
percent had one in 1960, and
they wqrsoalmost unknown in
1950. Dishwashers weren't
counted in 1950; now 17.3 percent of all households have
them.
Medical care, including
hospitalization, the services of.,
doctors and dentists; drugs and
medical supplies, is taking a
much bigger share of a
worker's income these days. In
1950 they were 4.6 percent of all
income, while todbythey are up
to 7.4 percent.
The percentage spent on
transportation has risen, too.
It's up to 13.5 percent now,from
12.9 percent in 1950. In 1950, only
59 percent of all families had a
car, while 82 percent have at
least one auto now. And 29
percent owned two or more cars
in 1970.
The amount spent on personal
care has risen from 1.3'percent
in 1950 to 1.7 percent now.
Savings and investments,
education, religious and welfare
activities and foreign travel
now claim 9.4 percent of income, as compared to 6.1
percent in 1950.
Recreational activities are
now taking a greater share of
income than they did in 1950.
This has increased from 5.8
percent ot 6.3 percent.
Where does your money go?
Next time you're paying bills,
take a good look and see how
you compare with national
averages.

Washington, D.C.—When a
person's tooth develops a small
cavity you don't necessarily
have to pull the tooth—a minor
repair job will enable you to go
on munching a long while. And
_the same principle holds true
for the tires on your car.
- The Tire Industry Safety
Council advises motorists who
have suffered a disabled or
punctured tire that by having
the tire properly repaired they
can still receive the use and
mileage the tire was designed to
give.
"Motorists should realize that
if a tire loses all or most of its
air pressure, particularly when
driving, it must be removed
from the wheel as soon as
possbile for complete internal
inspection by a competent
service station," says Ross R.
Ormsby, Chairman of the
Council. "Surveys show that
two out of three tires run even
short distances when flat are
damaged beyond repair."
Best advise for a motorist
with a disabled tire is to replace
the tire with a reliable spare,
and "get thee to a service
station."
Motorists and service stations
are warned against
using
temporary repairs made from

the outside of the tire, such as
externally-applied plugs,
aerosol sealants, etc., except in
an emergency.In addition,
never use a tube in a tubeless
tire as a substitute for a permanent repair.
Industry-approved repair
methods include a combination
of plug and patch, chemical and
hot vulcanized patches and
head-type plugs—all applied
froth inside the tire.
"Never try to repair tires
with tread puncturers larger
than one-quarter inch or any
sidewall puncture," says Ormsby, "and no tire worn to one
sixteenth of an inch or less of
tread groove depth should be
repaired and placed back on the
car."
Temporary repairs are
considered as such because
most of them leak air either
through the repair or into the
ply cords, causing
ply
separation which eventually
results
tire
in
further
disablement which no longer
can be repaired. Since they are
good for only short distances, at
reduced speeds, the tires should
be removed from the wheel at
the first opportunity and a
permanent inside repair made.

Henning Is
Assigned To
Smithland Safe Tire Repair Means
Longer Tire Expectancy
Major Paul H. Henning has
been assigned to the Corps of
Engineers Smithland Locks and
Dan Project as a Project Officer to assist the Resident
Engineer, according to Colonel
William L. Brandes, District
Engineer of the Nashville
District.
As Project Officer, Major
Henning will assist the Resident
Engineer with supervi.ion
construction of the two giant
locks-and dam on the Ohio RfVer
near Smithland, Kentucky. The
$83.7 million project is being
built by a joint venture comprised of the Dravo Corp. of
Pittsburgh, Gust K. Newbert
Construction Co. of Chicago,
and S.J. Groves and Sons
Company of Minneapolis, under
the supervision of the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers'
Nashville District.
Major Henning, a,Cleveland,
Ohio, native, graduated from
the United States Militify
Academy in 1963, and holds a
Masters degree in Civil
the
from
,Engineering
University of of Illinois. He is
also a graduate of the
Engineer Officer Advanced
Course at Fort Belvoir, Va.
Before his assignment to
Smithland, Major Henning was
the Operations Officer with the
26tsc Engineer Battalion,
Arnerical Division, in Vietnam.
He has also had overseas
assignments in Korea and
Thailand.
_Major Henning and his wife,
Anna Lee, and daughter,
Hillary Ann, are making their
new home in Paducah, Ky.

Tonito thru Tue.
3/21
i

IRS Warns Of
False Agents
Louisville—Taxpayers here
should watch out for unscrupulous individuals posing
as IRS employees to extort
money on the pretense of
satusfying unpaid taxes,
Robert J. Datil, District
Director of Internal Revenue
for Kentucky, cautioned.
Mr. Dath said all bonafide
employees of the Internal
Revenue Service who contact
the public carry distinctive
identification. Ask to see these
credentials if the person who
claims to be an IRS employee
approaches ,,y.ou.. and does not
identify himself.
If you still have doubts after
seeing the credentials, contact
the nearest IRS office, Mr. Dath
said.

Lee
Marvin
Paul
Newman
"Pocket Money",
nctimeat.08' • I WINK num MMUS SU.
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- the Women's Society of
Christian Service.of the Hazel
United Methodist Church held
its regular meeting on Thesday,
March 7,at seven o'clock in the
evening at the home of Mrs.
Olga Freeman.
Mrs. Kooks Jones was in
charge of the program and Mrs.
John McCullough gave the
devotion. Mrs. H.A. Newport,
secretary, read the minutes.
Delicious refreshments were
served by the hostess. Guests
were M Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Calhoun and Rev. James W.
Baker and daughters.

Miss Becky Lynn Burchett Is Married To
Edward Max Gore In Beautiful Ceremony
At Bride's Home On Friday, March 3

The Women's Society of
Christian Service of the
Mason's
Chapel
United
. Methodist Church held its,
regular meeting at the church.
.Mrs. Karen Coles, president,
seas in chine of the _business
session and asked the pastor,
Bro. Jim Baker, to lead in
Prayer.
A very interesting program_
was led by Mrs. Genna Carter
and Bro. Baker on the theme,
"Living Through Change and
Beyond Fear".
Mrs. Jim Baker led the group
in the continued book study in
Psalms.
The minutes of the last
meeting were ready by the
Louise
secretary,
Mrs.
Shoemaker. The treasurer,
Mrs. Katherine Chrisman, gave
her report and also read the
scripture from Isaiah.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Louise Shoemaker to the
ten members and one visitor.

Wedeesday, March 311
The Baptist Woman of MS
Mid-Grove Baptist ClusiiiiiMr
meet at the church at semi
p.m.
-

..••••••a

TERRACE

'ER" GAZETTE

Published weekly at 1505
Stadium View Drive, Murray, Ky.
Editor-Mona Purdom
A special-guest seemon was providedly our own lidr...biss.
Elkins,Feb.27th.Special music was provided by: Mr.&hire
Haman Coles, Mr. & Mrs. Jimmy Wilson and Mr. & Mrs.
Freak Brandon.

The annual spring style show
will be held by the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at the University
School auditorium at 7:30 pan.
The public is invited.

Other Sunday worship services were brought to us on March.
5th by Rev. Granvill Courtney from Immanuel Baptist
Church and on March likh by Rev. Dean Rossfrom Murray
Christian Church. All of these sermons were an inspiration to
m and we are grateful for them.

The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the club room at seven
pan.

A vFunfóii group, consisting of: Mesdames,Deair-Rosa--Darwin Weatherford and Ron Borchers are making plans to
make life more enjoyable for our guests through little deeds
of kindness and social activities.

Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
of the Order of the Eastern Star
is scheduled to meet at 7:30

Miss Brinda Jo Hopkins
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have its annual potluck luncheon at the club house at one
p.m. with Mesdames H. T.
Waldrop, William Purdom,Carl
Lockhart, and J. T. Sammons
as hostesses.

(Wilson Woolley photo)

The,Phi Mu Alpha Exchange
concert will be held at the
Farrell Recital Hall at eight
p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Hopkins of Almo Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Brinda Jo,to Terry Ned Edwards,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ned Edwards of Hardin Route One.
The bride-elect is a sophomore at Calloway County High School.
The groom-elect graduated from South Marshall High School in
the class of 1971.
Miss Hopkins is the granddaughter of the late Stanley Hopkins
and Mary Bell Hopkins of Dexter Route One and also the late Mr.
and Mrs. Arlie Jones of Dexter.
Grandparents of the groom-elect are the late Joe Edwards and
Ruby Edwards of Hardin and the late Robert Bailey and Maggie
Bailey of Soddy, Tenn.
A spring wedding is being planned.

A hearty welcome to: DEWIE FUTRELL, MARY COX,
and ANNA
PEARL DICKERSON, DORA EDMONDS
HOPICINS. Also Welcome to our new staff members: MRS.
MARTHA THORN and VELDA REYNOLDS. We're pleased
to add all of you to our big,happyfamily.
LOST & FOUND: Mr.Shelton's Wrist Watch, found in Mrs.
Shelton's sewing basket.
Mrs. Bessie Coles' glasses,found in the shampoo basin in the
Beauty Shop.
MISSING: Mr. L D. Cook, our favorite male employee is
SORELY missed by all during his current stay in the
hospital.

Mrs. Edward Max Gore

FASHION
NOTES

MURRAY

Pbere ISS-1317 se 563-41141

Thursday, March 11
Phi Beta Lambda will meet in
Room 104 of the Business
Building MSU at 7:30 p.m. with
Kent Wright of H. R. Block
Company
Company as
speaker.

Amidst a lovely setting of
flowers and candelabra in front
of the fireplace in her home
Apple Overcoat for Pork
Miss- Becky Lynn- Birched,
Give a pork. loin roast an, daughter'of Mr. and Mrs.
applesauce coat for a winter Clinton Burchett, was married
meal. Simply spread the roast- to Edward Max Gore, son of
ing loin with spiced apple- Mrs. Nell Gore and the late
sauce during the last half Edward Gore.
hour of cooking. Remember,
Terry Walters, minister of the
when roasted to only 170°F. Hickory Grove Church of
internal temperature (which Christ, performed the imis well done) pork is juicier pressive double ring ceremony
and cooking losses are leea-,1j=earioilcar
iz
n
h itintl
tit:- 41 ft7
--o'clock in the evening.
A beautiful arrangement of
yellow daisies and gladioli with
greenery centered the mantle
which was flanked by two white
wrought iron floor candelabra
with each holding seven candles. Yellow satin bows also
adorned the floor candelabra to
add further elegance to the
wedding scene. . _
Mike Burchett, brother of the
candles
bride, lighted. the
preceding the ceremony. A
program of music from the
"Hollywood Bowl Wedding
Fashion Notes
Album" was played preceding
Written by
and during -the ceremony. The
JO CRASS
Wedding March by Lohengrin,
Once upon a time there
was played as the bride entered
was a little suit..and this
the living room escorted to the
•
little suit went to town, to
altar by her father.
market, to dinner and to
Bride's-Dress
cocktaib...This little-onit
The bride was lovely in her
'mew that with a simple
street length wedding dress of
change of accessories It
yellow crepe fashioned with
was welcome everywhere.
a round neckline and short
puffed sleeves. She wore a
PINS are making a noise
matching veil of yellow and a
In fashion.....Smart gab
strand of pearls at her neck.
them
wear
She carried a large bridal
everywhere...on
bouquet of yellow and white
sleeves...hips...purses and
daisies,frecias,and leather leaf
belts. They rarely make
mixed with acocia.
the scene alone....but go
Miss Marsha Ernstberger
around together in pairs
was the Maid of honor and the
and groups.
bride's only;attendant. She wore
a red street length dress
A costume with its very
designed with ruffles around the
own inseparable mated
neck and down the front. She
dress is the complete ancarried a large bouquet of
swer to wherever...white daisies, gift of the bride.
whenever..and whatever.
Paul Rushing was the best
man for Mr. Gore.
You'll be loathe changing
The bride's nephew, Todd
from a sweater when It's a
Lance Bohannon, was the
polyester largerib took ringbearer and carried the two
that zips all the way to a
rings on a satin covered pillow.
convertible _
For her daughter's wedding
neckline...Great with any
Mrs. Burchett chose to,wear a
width pant.
red -knit ensemble: Mrs. Gore,
mother of the groom, wore a
Remember, fashion is
pink dress and coat ensemble.
your best SOCIAL security.
Both mothers wore corsages of
two white carnations.
Reception
Littletons has the answer
Following the ceremony the
for all swim wear needsreception was held in the home.
Maidenform Bra sized
" The bride's table was Covered
snits-perfect fit-either
with a white linen cloth under
bikini or fuH two-piece
yellow net and was centered
suits--817.00
with a beautiful arrangement of
yellow and white daisies and
the Happy Yellow Store
greenery. Flanking ,the floral
Is open till 5:30 Mon.-Sat.centerpiece were yeller cantill 11:95 on Fri.
dles in silver holders.
Punch was served from the
crystal punchbowl at one end of

Littleton's
iE- LLoi-NtAipirSTORE

Hopkins-Edwards Engagement

The WSCS of the Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist
Church will meet at the home of,
Mrs. Keith Letterman at 7:30
p.m.

Women Of Mason's
Chapel Have Meet

DOWNTOWN
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bride's sister, Mrs. Johnny
Bohannon. The three tiered
wedding cake detorated with
wedding bells and yellow and

Friday, March 17
The Senior High group of the
white roses was served by Mrs. First Baptist Church will have a
barbecue at the home of Mr.
Terry Walters. Crystal and
silver appointments were used. and Mrs. Grayson McClure at
After the reception the couple six p.m.
left for a short wedding trip to
A Country Music Show will be
Barkley Lodge State Park with
the bride wearing a white knit held at the Hazel Elementary
suit with a red blouSe and School at seven p.m. Featured
will be Harmonettes, Jim and
matching accessories.
The new Mrs. Gore is a Jan Allbritten, Eugene Kirk
student at Calloway County and Country Gentlemen, and
Joe Doran and band.
-High
School. _ Mr. Gore
graduated from Calloway
Saturday, March ill
County High School and is now
Slave Day will be held by
employed at the General Tire
and Rubber Company at senior high members of t the
First Baptist Church to raise
Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Gore are now at funds for the trip to Expo 72
For appointment for odd jobs
home near Kirksey:
Others attending the wedding call 753-8106 or 753-1854.
and the reception were Mr. and
Spring Cleaning Day, sponMrs.
Dale Woodall and
daughter, Mrs. Ricky Woodall, sored by the Alpha Sigma Alpha
Mrs. Donald Cleaver, Johnny Sorority, will be from nine aan
Bohannon, children of Bro. and to five p.m. Call 753-8018 for
Mrs. Terry Walters, and Wilson appointment.
Woolley.

Third And Fourth Grade Classes Present
Program At Meeting Of The Hazel PTC
The Hazel Parent-Teacher
Club held its regular monthly
meeting on Tuesday, March 7,
at seven o'clock in the evening
with the new president, Mrs.
James Phillips, presiding.
A letter of resignation from
the former president, Mrs.
Edward .Russell, who has
moved from the community
was read. , She- thanked the
group for their cooperation
during the year.
Rev. Jerry Lee, pastor of the
Shady Grove Baptist Church,
brought an inspiring devotion.
The program was given by the
third and fourth grades.
Mrs. Gwyn Key's class, the
third grade, did exercises and
tumbling routines conducted by
Bill Mauck, a student teacher
for Mr. Cothran.
The fourth grade, under the
direction of their teacher, Mrs.
Edna Robinson,'gave a two pet
play using as a them the lives of
famous people they have
studied, and discussing what
they want to be when they grow
up.
During the business session
Roy Cothran was elected as the
new vice-president.- Mrs.
Marilyn Erwin read the
minutes and Mrs. Elia Tidwell
gave the treasurer's report.
Mrs. Billie Dover took the room
count which was won by the
fourth grade.
Walter Byars gave a report on
the actions of the budget and
finance committee. The group
voted for the PTC to donate half
the gist,of.Velling the school
cafeteria.
i.ppointed to The nominating
committee were Mesdames Pat
Hutson, Marilyn Erwin, and
Jane Buchanan.
PrineCotlwae reminded

game will be held on Thursday,
March 23, and will include a
barbecue supper. Advanced
tickets will be sold by the fifth,
and eighth
sixth, seventh
grade students..More basketball games will be played by the
PTC teams coached by Brook.
Gibson for the men's team and
Margarette Eriach .for the
women. -Mrs.. Phillips urged
support from the PTC members
for the two basketball teams
furnished enwho have
tertainment as well as adding to
the club's finances.
Refreshments were served in
the cafeteria by the third and
fourth grade mothers. Mrs
Gwyn Key won the door prize, a
caramel pie donated by Mrs
Marilyn Erwin, and a plastic
pie-taker.

Sunnyside Club. Has
March Meeting At
The Garrison Home

The home of Mrs. Vt'a Tie
Garrison was the scene of the
meeting of the Sunny skie
Homemakers Club held on
Thursday, March 9, at ten thirty o'clock in the morning
Mrs. Garrison presented 'he
main lesson on "Everythii,i Tr
Its Place".
The devotion was glvi'i
Mrs. Keys McCuiston and .4
president, Mrs. Van Futroll,
presided.
,,•n
During the afternoon
Mrs. Mickey Cherry g \ • 'he
craft lesson on "Maim. A
Cathedral Quilt".
A potluck luncheor
served at the noon hour
- -Members- present were
Futrell Max
Show to be held at the school on Mesdames Van
Phillips.
Dowdy,
Danny
Friday, March 17, featuring
Cherry, Keys meceist., tran
four well-known local groups.
'Kelley, and Wayne c.i, sifi
The intra-mural basketball
-2_
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a new look

.
Murray, Ky.

Burlington House

Draperies
arc
INSULATED
with
BURLTHERM
to Keep
Rooms
Cooler in Simmer ...
Warmer in Winter
NEVER NEED IRONING! 1

• Self-lined
• Machine Washable
• No Ironing
• Won't Fade or Discolor
• Won't Sun-Rot
• "Hidden Asset"
Pleating

50x84- I NCH

Pr.

Burlington House

Burltherm draperies won't crack or peel; won't fade, discolor or sun-rot . . . even
after repeated washings. Cotton and rayon damask weave in avoc-ado, natural,
gold, Spanish black. "Hidden Asset" pleating... Burlington's unique sewing technique that makes pleats stby pleated for life of the drapery.
OTHER SIZES AND DECORATOR COLORS AVAILABLE BY SPECIAL ORDER *
$3499
100 x 63-inch
125 x 90-Inch
$23.99
$9.99
50 x 63-Inch"
$36.99
150 x 63-Inch
$25.99
100 x 114-Inch
$11.99
50 x 90-1!_ich
75 x 63-Inch

$17.99

100 x 90-Inch

'

$25.99

-Inch.
150 a 84

$39.99

$40.99
-74- x 4/44weit-r--. .- . . . ,119.911 ,.., 125 x 6ch-- ....---- —ULM , 150 x 90-Inch
forDollvery
Weeks
PleoseAllow
3
123 a 84-Inch
$3499 _ "
$20.99
75* 90-Inch

alk
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Celtics Lock Up NBA Division
Crown With Win Over Warriors

•

Joe Ford Ties For First On
All-State Basketball Squad

Central Looking For
State Championship

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - gion champions. the 6-foot-5 pi- Schmidt, Covington Holy Cross
THE ASSOCIATED 1PRESS year ago. And by winning their Portland clinched the Midwest
Standout forward Jerry Thrus- votman averaged 20 points and 6-5, senior center.
,r'Quick! How 'many National 63rd game over-all, they kept Division title for the Bucks with
Second Team: Wesley Cox,
ton of Owensboro and sharp- 14 rebounds per game.
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that over the last few years in Elliott Maddox but still dropped
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pro finally won with a 9-under-par total of 275 for 72 holes.
for nothing else. I told him he second spring homer and a twoalso were -ad-JeKaters from
Lowest finishing.rounds for winners were George Archer's 7-Un- the 1971 team.
would be with a 6rofessional run double-and defeated Oakder-par 65 in the'Andy Williams-San Diego Open; Barber's 6-under
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golfers pushed their way to the front,.proving that in any week 16.8, was among a group of outGreat Scott! The Virginia Willie Sojourner 16 in the best nipiac, Conn., 64
there's a chance for the rookies, and these usually back in the pack, standing sophomores in the
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Brian Allin, Johnny Miller,Jerry Heard,Fred Marti, Dave Eicheladded to the Kentucky high Condors 156-133 to highlight points and nine assists and lan- Mich. 61
berger, Bert Greene, Bobby Mitchell, Labron Harris Jr. ‘r.,id
Kentucky St. 118, Minot, N.D.
lefty Dave Robisch had 72
tournament at Tuesday night's ABA action.
basketball
ky
school
DeWitt Weaver all won tour titles.
Elsewhere, Denver whipped points, 17 rebounds and five as- 68
week.
Heard had the best year of the unknowns, winning $112,389.02, Freedom Hall this
W. Georgia 73, NW. Iowa 69
)
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123-106 and Dallas sists to help the Rockets snap a
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For
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:place and Shaw $96,220.83 for 15th. Snead, with $92,929.90, was 17th.
Bernie Williams and Odie
Dallas held off Carolina beketball facilities set up about
BEST FRIEND." THE
Miller was next with 291.081.54.
THREE PROS WHO PRIVE
The PGA tour, with purses of nearly $7 million last Year and $7.5 one-fourth mile from Freedom Smith took up the slack for the hind Donnie Freeman's' 32
missing Scott with 23 and 18 infants, although the Coudari
THEIR BALL CLOSEST lb
Del.(AP)- The
'million in • 1972, really has something for everybody. Take Bob Hall.
THE PIN ON THE 175' YARD,
For teenagers, a dance will points respectively, while sliced a 15-point deficit to three University of Delaware Athletic
who finished 50th on the 1971.money list. He took home
PAR 3 MOLE,DURING THE
be-held in the west wing of the rookie- klius Erving- and-sec; tideway through the final peri- -COuncli TW.1 'voted against al-119303.78, before taxes, of Course.
TOURNEY WIN Dumber,
ifuid Steve Reid, who had a poor year and finished 100th on the exposition center after Friday's ond-year man George Irvine, od. Rich Jones added 24 and lowing freshmen to play either
scored 27 apiece. It was Ir- - Steve Jones /2 for the winnerh varsity .football or basektball,
JEWELRY.
games
'list, still pocketed $20,195.29.
while Joe Caldwell was high for the university announced TuesAnd for the wives, a style vine's career high.
Not a bad business if you cant agolf ball straight most of the
Fatty Taylor added 18 and Carolina with 24.
show will be held Thursday.
time.
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U.S. CHOICE GRADE BEEF

ROUND
STEAK

and Phil
aced catchDempsey
an bidding

OR

I r

I-11N r IL I

KROGER

SLICED
BACON

FRYING
CHICKEN

, OR r.tob,i
MORRELL'S PRIDE

3 BREAST

WILLIAM'S

Kroger Lunch Meats
11-0Z
PKG.

All Neal Webers

--Whole Green Beans
Green Beans
Bathroom Tissue

4
4

KREH
Sugar

10 Lb
Bak

Si

t-LB.
CANS

KROGER CUT OR FRENCH STYLE
1-LB.
CANS
DE LSEY
..
2•ROLL3
0

DRUMSTICKS

Florida Corn
Jonathan Apples

21'
244

16-0Z.
CAN

Apple Sauce
Kroger Catsup

FAMILY SIZE BOTTLE

KROGER FANCY

14-oz.
BOTTLE

K Rrtc,r

Si

TOMATO es , sit
3.'.1t JUICE

LB.

FAMILY PAK OF 3 OR MORE

Choke Rib Steaks

LB.

FAMILY PAK FRYER BREASTS

U.S. CHOICE GRADE BEEF

Boneless K C Steaks
Boneless English Roast

Avondale Tomatoes

ONEL F

KROGER

BOSTON
ROLL

Fmk Cocktail

10- 14 LBS. KROGER WISHBONE OR

FULLY-COOKED. 12- 16 LB

49c c4FuintlYBIrs
n
79c

LB.
WHOLE

Semi Boneless Hams

PORK
LOIN

POTATOES

10 69c
DELICIOUS, QUIK-PEEL

Cantaloupes

LB.

WHOLE, COOKED

-KROGER

Boneless Hams

2 lbs.

Kroger

U S.D.A.
'
GRADE

88

LB.

1-1b.

Zips

A'

394

MICHIGAN RED

Delicious Apples

Showboat

Pork & Beans

We

3-LB. Si99
BAG
KROGER MANZANILLA 6-01.

Stuffed Olives
GOLD tiltEST

Sweet Relish

Z2-02
JAR

R HER

6
9C

LB.
5-LB.
BOX

22•OZ
JAR

Dill Pickles
Coconut Cookies

79c

GINGER SNAP. LEMON OR

sr

Frozen Foods

Baked Foods

2-LB
BAG

Dairy Foods

ITS oar),
mm6 Thr

DIA146111/

41?

2Swith3D.orcnocl

Is

•AN(AN AS
25-with 4-limSWIDIMASSM

36

10 Wiener Rolls 3

SCOPE

PKGS

1
"

FLAKE OR TWIN

Margarine

POTATOES

Brown & Serve Rolls 3 Doi slw

LBS

1 -LB
PK G
KROGER REFRIGERATED
1.12-0Z
PKGS
KROGER LOW FAT
1 12
GAL

Cheese Food

HOMESTYLE PLAIN OR SUGARED

Si

85'

Si
491
Cinnamon Rolls 4.
69'
Chocolate Milk
Topped Rolls
39' ICE
CREAM rAL:07%* Cottage Cheese
43'
County Style Rolls 3 Do, Si
ke Milk
43'
BISCUITS
4
0
BREAD
$
Si
Strawberries 4
4tvoe,s.
85'
Nit Cobblers
89 BUTTER8toc
BREAD 3$11 Grape Juice 4
69,
Si 4
Potatoes

MOUTHWASH

Donuts

DOZ
LEMON OR STRAWBERRY
12-0Z

COUNTRY CLUB

PKG

89c

i 6-02
CTN

_VALUABLE COUPON
BETTY CROCKER MASHED

POTATO

BUDS

I LB
PKG

494

WITH THIS COUPON THRU MARCH
MARCH 21 LIMIT ONE SUBJECT
APPLICABLE TAX

- To

KROGER

half
gal.

KROGER MEL 0 SOFT

1

6
9C
I 0-07
BOTTLE

Kc;(1(“

DELTA FROZEN

10-02
PKGS

OLE SOUTH FROZEN

2-LBS
EACH

STERN OR

•••

WELCH.S FROZEN

6-oz
cot»

13-0Z. A9IC
CAN --

SUAVE CREME RINSE
sun Cruse Rise 111-0Z.
BOTTLE

GOOD FOR ONE 1 6 X 20
FAMOUS ART REPRODUCTION
FREE
w.th S5 00 purchase e.cluding
tobacco, land fresh or frozen milk
products in Tn storesl One coupon
per family, please Good
thru March 21

KROGER

DELICIOUS

SUAVE HAIR SPRAY

4

KROGER AMERICAN

CUT

19.

VALUABLE COUPON

MARKET.BASKET

12 JR. SANDWICH BUNS OR

boons Loire
Hair sow
Spray
Suave

\

55' Rake Coconut
49' DINNER
49'

E COVETED

14

BEVERAGE
GLASS

13'
69'
49'
35'
59'

K ROCA' R MACARONI ft, CHEESE

AMERICAN PLAIN OR KOSHER
LB

PAN-READY

25 wIth 3-Ibs. ONIONS

1 -LB
BAG

Mashmallow Cream

KkoGER

Catfish Steaks
Dressed Whiting
Health 4 Beauty Aids

JERGIEN'S LOTION

can

Spotlight Coffee

TOMATO
SAUCE

FAMILY PAK OF 3 TO 5 LBS.

EA 4IRCS
TI4E
HO VEIVE
*EST To

69'

LBS.

KROGER

Tenderloin 0 Trout

ARO

FOR

GRIND IT FRESH'

K h'OrrE

FAMILY PAK OF 3 TO 5 LBS

PING

6
3

Grapefruit

CAN

14 I,'2-OZ.
CANS

LAVOR
rwrec AGI OF
1'2'220
1

>II WHO
?ISAKILITY
(TURNED

49'

EA

K ROGER

ir4 !1.-

1
50 with GROUND CHUCK,
ROUND or
CHOPPED $
50 with 2 pkgs •REAKFAsT 2
or
CUT PORK
PORK CHOPS
3
50 with 2 pkgs.
. LEGS Or THIGHS
4
50 with 2 pkgs.
lisALADS
MRS. W
5
50 with one I4-oz.
FOX DELUXE PIZZA
pkgs.
two
12-oz.
5
50 with
KROGER LUNCH MEAT
7
100 with 4 cans PET PRIDE
GOURMET DOG FOOD
100 with. 20-qt. sire
KROGER DRY MILK
50 with ono pound
9
KROGER SALTINES
100 with 4 pkgs. •ANOUET 10
COOKIN• SAG MEATS
25 with one bag COUNTRY 11
OVEN POTATO CHIPS
12
zs with 2 heeds LETTUCE
25 with 5-lbs. POTATOES 1-3

FOR

FIRST OF THE SEASON

PKGS.

L BE E

SEARS
IS VOTED

11

Honey Tangerines

5-07.

ILB

CANS
NO. 303
1-1.13
CAN

HAMBURGER

BONUS TV STAMPS

Ati

I

HEINZ GREAT AMERICAN

Self-Basting Turkeys

LB

CRISP RED

RONCO LARGE OR REGULAR

FINE QUALITY RED

LB.

of 10 69'
Trash Bags
45, Hi-C Drinks 3 FOR $1
88' flbow Macaroni 2 .46,0,. 35
. 516
27i orange juice
Si
49c Tomato Soup 5
PKG

28 OZ
CAN

Pear Halves

U.S. CHOICE GRADE BEEF

99`
77'

FOR

EARS

FLORIDA FRESH

HOME PRIDE

KROGER BARTLETT

LB.

QUARTER SLICED
io - 14 MIXED CHOPS

'tit Play

211i t

KROGER

KROGER

Boneless bend Steak

1 -LB
CAN

Garden Sweet Peas

ALL VARIETIES OF

12

FRESH, TENDER GOLDEN

42-01.
CAN

KROGER SMALL

FULL CUT

ecome the
league,"
doesn't get
wrstar for

SHORTENING

Piece Bologna

CALIFORNIA

51 Nan! Oranges
59,

15 1/2-01
CANS

4

Tamales
Beldale

3 WINGS AND 2 GIBLETS

KROGER CHUNK STYLE

led major
ipearances
,asons, and
r-old leftSome cona starters,
43 games.
and then
snoski and
e_lsollPen

leven, who
.has gath
in two seals Blue and
le league's

RUTHERFORD'S HTPOWER

QUARTERS

3 LEG QUARTERS

Pure Pork Sausage

he Twins'
e's seen in

BertlilyleEast, 13-14,
I and again
signments.
I go to Ray
Woodson,
Dkies Greg
lbury also

CHUNK 39c
TUNA L"

MIXED PARTS OF

KROGER SHOESTRING

20-02
PKGS

*It

../E, I '•

VALUABLE COUPON
WORTH 125 CASH
TOWARD •URCHAEE-SZP ONE
1202 BOX

POST TOASTI ES
GOOD THRU MARCH 21 LIMIT I
APPLIC ABLE
SUBJECT° TO
TAX
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Wallace .. .

Hearing Booth To, r. Alsup.- Is
Be Dedicated In
Lions Speaker
Ceremonies Thursday Dr. Robert F. Maw-,

(Condoned from Page 1)
IiCsatianed tress Page 1)
A
committee was named
ASHLAND, Ky.(AP)-A study has been authorised to deter- 'paáed New Hampshire to conyesterday
to obtain the names
used
be
can
here
hospital
mine' if part of the state turberculosis
centrate here. He appears to be
of people who may be infor regional services.
Muskie's main rival in Wisconpr,,fessor of Education and
terested in the position of
Spindletop Research of Lexington will make the study. One sin. at,
Murray; State University's Director of the reading clinic at
of the Senior Citizens
Director
extended
an
for
is
hospital
proposal for use of excess space at the
-Wallace: The Alabama gov- new hearing evaluation booth Murray State University wail
Center. The committee is
• care facility to be operated in conjunction with King's Daughters ernor got the heavy .vote he will be officially dedicated in
the speaker for the regular
composed of Don Brock, Mrs.
hospital here.
sought and will now enter brief ceremonies in Wilson Hall meeting of the Murray 1.ions
Tom Brown, James C
many other primaries, both in March 16 at 10 a.m: ,:-Dr. John Club March 14. Dr.
Alsup who is
Williams, and Rex Alexander
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)-A University of Kentucky the South and in Northern Bartholomy, director of
the
of
niember
ChM
was
Lions
a
group will obtain names of
This
Tuesday
said
health,
and
the
tobacco
hearing
studying
is
biochemist, who
states such as Wisconsin, In- speech and
at
introduced by Rex Thompson,
those who may be interested
waimagvig.4WIEWA
that alcohol is worse for people than cigarettes.
diana and Maryland.
.University, has announced.
pr.,,,4ram.chairman.
and the full committee will then
Iltiatever,_ Dr. Dairid C. White.did Ilet &pis_ damage frolli -- - "1 believe I have at-gOod a - - The booth, partini rthanced
spoke
The
on
speaker
Murray
propose one person whose name
smoking.
chance as anyone- to win the .oy a $3,250, - grant to the and what he hoped would be
will be submitted to the City
White said women who smoke usually have smaller babies and
party nomination," he said at University by the Honorable accomplished by 1980. He said
Council for approval.
a higher rate of premature births. Nicotine does "enormous his Orlando headquarters.
Order of Kentucky Colonels, he hoped Murray would have a
Any person who is interested
things to blood vessels," he said.
These "Trio" Purple Martin birdhouses will be on sale to
Humphrey won his six dele- was installed last summer.
large and beautiful city park persons in Murray and
In this position may send in a
County,
Calloway
Purple
are
said
Martins
gates in a district including
2 tons and with
1
Weighing 2/
resume to James C. Williams at
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)-The Lexington-Fayette County Board heavily Jewish Miami Beach, dimensions of 12 feet by 18 feet, with complete facilitids, the to eat as many as 2000 mosquitoes in one day. All proceeds from
best vocational program in the sale of the houses will
senior
of
poll
a
to
the Ledger and Times. This is a
Tuesday
Approval
where half the population is'
Of Health gave conditional
to
go
4-H
the
Teen
Club,
both a 1,Vsj fientticity arid an outthe booth contains
salaried position with the
et•thdint Aladents _ to determine. bow-MAO Abe)? know about
ver 65. "Ame"g ihe-Pr'gew---Coned!Wain- and etainination standing technical school.
"
director expected to give thirty
venereal disease.
sive Democrats, the 1968 nom- room.
Dr. Alsup also discussed the
the
answer
to
children
their
for
hours a week to the job. Only
Parents must give consent
inee said, "I am the leader."
-It actually is a room- reading problems of students
with empathy with older
people
questionnaire, and participants will remain anonymous.
who
Democrats
six
top.
The
within-a-room and controls
people and with the desire to
A University of Kentucky graduate student in anthropology, ran in Florida, including Wal- sound to a level that makes it and said that tests show that 95
sell and push the program
Paul VanNuremburg,asked the board to approve the poll as part lace,are entered in the Wiscon almost possible for a person to to 98 percent of the students
with reading problems first
'
should
apply. Qualifications
of a -graduate school project. He said the VD epidemic in the
chalis
sin primary. McGovern
hear his own heartbeat", Dr. experienced these diffculties in
nation proves teenagers aren't getting enough information to lenging Muskie for many V- Bathaiamy said.
There is a- wide variety in should include a good perA meeting on Purple Martins
first grade.
protect themselves.
is scheduled at the Extension price and style of these houses sonality, the energy to organize
linois delegates, while formerthe
in
Participating
Guests-at the meeting were
McCarthy of 'ceremonies in addition to
Offioe Thursday, March 16 at 7 to choose from. Price lists will and promote, and the desire to
J.
Eugene
Sen.
Larry Leath, Ken Bristow, p.m. All
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-A total of 72 rabies cases have been Minnesota- opposes the Maine
interested persons are be available at the Meeting and make the project work. As Mrs.
Murray State ,pep‘ident Harry
,-Clifton
reporil,ct in Nentuckrivrthe-first-ttetrandiene-helf months this senator in that state's presidenall profits will go to the CH Teen Hogg paditiroak---rffre-smon Us
invited.
M. Sparks and other university and Dr. Abram Allen, Dr.. Allen
only one part of the program.
year, according to state epidemiologist Dr. C. Hernandez, the tial preference vote.
Paul Winstead of the Club.
AtMurray
be
will
officials
is serving as Deputy District Department of Fish and
The emphasis is placed on
may
persons
same number reported in the state in the first three months of
Interested
Floridmillion
who
1.6
than
More
torney Nat Ryan Hughes,
Governor and is a candidate
1971.
Wildlifeobwill be the guest contact any 4-H club member or counseling, referral to proper
ians, .three-fourths of. them
representing. M.R.
for District Governor in District speaker and will also 'show a call the
--The doctorsaid easesineluded five rabidfoxes fotuxtin Nelson Democrats, voted in the state's
Calloway - County agencies and information.
commanding
Evans,
(Bob)
43-k.
The present center 'will acCount The first rabies cases there in six years.
or Mrs. Ernest
office
Extension
will
wildlife.
Winstead
on
film
preference
colonels
first presidential
general of th.
club
John Thompson,
use St. John's Episcopal tually
Madrey.
Maupin,
Jerry
by
assisted
be
primary. Previous contests organization.
secretary, reminded the Lions also of the Department of Fish
Church, the Douglas ComLEXINGTON Ky. (AP)-The Legislation-Fayette County
only.
delegates
the
for
been
enables
have
booth
The
of the upcoming District Conmunity Center Building, and the
Board of Health Tuesday rejected a proposal to operate a sanitary
Wallace swept ahead with the University to provide a full Vention to be held at Barkley- and Wildlife.
Linda Leslie Named To
Ellis Street Community Center
landfill on 61 acres at the rear of two county subdivisions.
of the meeting is
purpose
The
north
rural,
his
from
evaluation
votes
hearing
first
of
range
Lodge April 29 and 30 and the to
building for the time being. It is
Dr. Glenn U. Dorrah, health board chairman said the board
Murray
of
people
encourage
capAt
List
Oakland
and
Dean's
adults
and
strongholds
children
Florida
services to
State Convention to be held at
hoped-that in future a center
voted to reject the landfill proposal because it would result in
tured every one of the state's in West Kentucky and fits a Bowling Green June 2, 3 and 4. and Calloway County to obbe constructed which will
can
been
"lowering the quality of life in the immediate neighborhood and
has
Almo
of
Leslie
Linda
serve Purple Martin Week by
67 counties, including populous tremendous need for hearing
the communities surrounding it, by pollution of air, ground
the Dean's List at be used solely as the Center.
to
named
houses.
Martin
building
the
aids
encompasses
hearing
which
fitting
Dade
services,
surface, surface water and ground water."
The Senior Citizens Advisory
Literature on Purple Martins Oakland City College in
city of Miami and surrounding and evaluatirg hearing aid
who Oakland City, Indiana. This is Board is composed of the
all
to
will
available
be
effectiveness.
suburbs.
HOPK1NSVILLE, Ky. (AP)-Russell Eugene Croft, Sr.,
the third time that Miss Leslie 'fallowing local persons: Rev.
attend the meeting.
(Continued from Page 1)
"This is my message to the
president of Monarch Oil Co., and a past president of the Kenhas been named to this honor. Stephen Davenport, chairman,
Martin
Purple
said
a
is
It
that
national politicians," the Alabacloser to the Supreme Court's
tucky Petroleum Marketers Association, died Tuesday after a
To be eligible for the Dean's Mrs. Virginia Harmeyer,
can eat as many as 2000
his larghailed
he
as
mandate.
vote
one
one
said
mian
man,
brief illness. He was 64.
a student must receive at Public Health , Mrs. Tom
List,
per
day.
mosquitoes
rewere
there
Meanwhile,
and
er-than-expected victory
1)
Funeral services will be held Thursday in Hokitinsville.
Page
from
(Continued
a 3.5 grade point average Brown, Murray Woman's Club,
least
the
for
houses
Aluminum
ports that a House reapportionthe massive vote, nearly 3 to 1,
hopes of expanding ment plan was in trouble in birds are preferable to wooden and be enrolled for three Mrs. Leonard
have
"We
Whitmer,
proposal.
antibusing
the
for
LOUISVILLE, Ky'. (AP)-Eiglity-six per cent of Jefferson
Episcopal Church, Don Brock,
fought the project in several ways," that chamber,raising the possi- ones, because the metal reflects COUrSes.
been
had
proposal
The
county
the
by
survey
recent
a
to
County teachers responding
Mental Health Center, Mrs.
Gov. Reubin Askew Webb said, "including the in- bility no redistricting bill would heat and is cooler on hot days.
Teachers Associationsaid they have used their own money to buy, by Florida
John
Nanney; Welfare
This aids in the survival of the
by 'presidential stallation .of.. depository con- emerge from this session
opposed
and
years.
three
last
the
in
materials
teaching
or
supplies
lassroom
tainers throughout the city".
Department, Hall McCuiston,
days left after young birds. The alumbarn
two
only
With
Muskie,
Humphrey,
candidates
they
said
cent
per
75
'surveyed,
Of the more than 2,095 teachers
However, Webb was quick to today, the Senate plan would' house are lightweight and are
former County Judge, Rex
McGovern.
regularly spend their own money for essential teaching Iiodsay and
that additional funds would have to go to the House, be as- easier to raise and lower for
add
Alexander, Chairman of the
mood,
somber
a
Muskie, in
materials. The average amountspent was$13a year.
City. Council. Committee on
assailed Wallace as "a derna-_,i be needed. if the planed ex- signed to committee, be report- cleaning. They are also more
Parks and Recreation , R.
sort" and pansion is to take'place.
ed out, and then given a first durable and maintenance free.
- LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)-Thestate pepartment of Finance has gogue of the' worst
"Hopefully, we will receive reading in the chainker today.
All "Trio" houses have these
Cooper, Administrator of the
elsewhere
him
fight
to
vowed
Inc.
Farley,
and
Luckett
of
firm
architecture
Louisville
the
hired
support and aid from some of
features:
-House
the
win'
Murray-Calloway -.County
committee
'Well
in
While
nation.
the
around
t
Exposition
and
Fair
Kentucky
to handle improvements at the
the area's many fine civic clubs plan to reapportion the state's
door
stops
-Winter
Health Center, James C.
some
lose
we'll
Dale
Mr.
battles,
R.
of
Parker,
son
some
Center,as called for by the city fire marshall.
-Heat reflective roof
Williams, Publisher of the
senator and agencies", added Webb. 100 representatives districts,
Maine
the
battles,"
Route
Parker,
Romie
Mrs.
hazardous
`and
most
the
of
three
said
Brown
Merle
Marshall
Fire
"We plan to attend various would have to be added to the
baked
white
-Green
and
Ledger
ana i imes, Mrs. James
said.
thaPhi
into
equipment
has
inhaled
3,
been
\
sprtqkler
automatic
conditions include the absence of
His crushing defeat seemed meetings in support of our Senate plan in tfie form of an enamel lifetime finish
Kappa Phi, national , in- L. Bramley, O.C. McLemore of
around Freedom Hall, insufficient exit space-from Freedeom
program.
-Guard raite to protect leplthaihcincr society at the Senior Cip„•zens Club, Barry
amendment.
_jjp111 and lack otegioke detection devleentie ventilation ducts of t...certain to spur ar reassessment,
The Jana --collection date is
young birth -t
•
the
passed
cam=
the
Heimhis
Of
-Once
New Mexico State University. PoIitdiAT --"ell_y--Retreation
the arena.
-compartment doors inpaign plan of running in the 24 scheduled for Saturday mor- bill as amended it would still
Parker is a retired Lt. Colonel Director, Bailey Gore of
ning, March 25. Any person have to go back to the Senate dividually hinged for easy of the U.S. Army. He retired in Murray State University.
FRANKFORT, Ky.( API-An official of the Kentucky Revenue primaries, a strategy which
The local Senior Citizens Club
Muskie has said in recent days wishing to have paper or glass for concurrence on the amend- cleaning
1966 after serving for 25 years.
Department said Tuesday the department will probably file an
date
this
on
up
should
picked
key-hole
shaped.
to
-Proper
have
formed in 1968 when James
was
would
that
Of
All
ment.
thin
too
him
spread
taxes.
have
may
He served in World War II and
appeal to get Bernheim Forest to pay property
call the Student Government be done on Friday.
entrance
was stationed in Korea C. Williams publisher of the
The department tostits first appeal Feb. 25 when Bullitt Circuit while his opponents . selected
office ( 753-3513) at the
-Mite-resistent non-porous following the conflict there.
Ledger and Times approached
If no reapportionment plan
Judge Charles R. Richardson upheld a state Board of Tax Appeals their best opportunities.
their
leave
and
University
Committee of the
construction.
aluminum
assembly
general
the
It
emerges
taxes.
property
from
Of the other Democratic conruling that the 10,000 acre forest is exempt
- Parker holds a B.S. and the Executive
Club to enlist
Woman's
Murray
tenders, only Rep-. Shirley Chi. James, address and telephone would probably meet in special
supported by the Bernheim Foundation.
from
--Masters degree
Murray
Also,
urged
number.
.Webb
a program
of
purpose
forming
sole
in
the
aid
for
their
session
New_yorker,
black
_sbolin.. a
-,- State- -University--and is- now
of this type.
campaigned in Florida. She re- ,„Fipzetis-and irganizStIons--/n- coming up with -a 11n Mat
in
his
on
doctorate
working
wishing to participate in. or would meet a federal court
composed of Mrs. Tom Brown,
ceived 4 per cent of the vote;
tn mandate.
project
support
the
otheNrise
George Hart,andMes. Nix
Mii:
educational
In:
of
at
Hartke
lidnaticia
Vance
While Sea.
New Mexico State University in
call the kenie office.
Crawford worked on the project
also is a chance that
There
of
Mills
D.
Wilbur
Rep.
diana,
up
set
to
today
offered
Jordan
of
Hussein
New
Las
Mexico.
Croce,
API-King
(
AMMAN
"By pitching in and working the court itself might take over
that the beginArkansas, Mayor Sam Yorty of
Parker taught at St. Charles with the result
a semiautonomous state of Palestine on the occupied West Bank
can
we
make
Murray
togetber,
Citizens Group
state.
the
Senior
remapping
nings
a
of
of
job
the
McCarthy
of the Jordan River once Israeli troops withdrew from the region. Los Angeles and
A highlight of the men's stag High School near St. Louis for was formed under Bryan
an even more beautiful place to
Walter
cent.
Leader
per
one
Majority
than
less
got
each
complan,
the
of
rejection
in
two
joined
foes
Arab
his
years
after obtaining
The King's
night activities at the Murraylive", Webb emphasized.
(Dee) Huddleston, D-Elizabeth- Calloway Country Club Thur- Master's degree at Murray Tolley. The group has met once
municated to the Arab governments_ Tuesday, before he an- • In the GOP contest, Nixon
a month for a potluck dinner
following
the
indicated
town,
nounced it. Radio and press commentators in Egypt,Syria, Libya polled 87,per cent of the vote to
sday night will be the awarding State before going to New and has taken a number of trips
Tuesday:
late
peace
separate
a
Conservative
toward
the
step
was
it
first
Mexico.
charged
for
Iraq
and
9_ per cent
of trophies to the winners and
however they
-The Democratic leadership
agreement with Israel.
To be chosen for -the Phi and excursion,.
Rep. John A.slitirOok of Ohionumersup.-in- the tlub's 1971
pass
have not been able to expand
votes
to
sufficient
lacked
Kappa
Phi
unin
'honor,
and 4 per cent for Liberal Rep.
tourmedal, and 'match play
the lack of a staff,
the bill as prekently drawn.
WASHINGTON ( AP)-Former Any: Gen. John N. hlitaiell Paul N. McCloiikey of Califordergraduate student must be because of
naments.
planned program.
opposed
a
or
is
facilities
leadership
-:-The
says he sees nothing wrong with White House aide Peter nia.
Dr. Ken HkiTell is over-all enrolled full-time at the
DenLast spring a group at St.
- Flanigan's retaining an outside financial consultant to prepare a
Garrott,
most
he
M.C.
junior,
a
As
University.
Public to an amendment by Sen.
McCloskey,'who did not camChurch, in
ro, chairman for the activity, have a
reportfor the Jiaticpu Dena-Rh-lent lithe WI' antilres, t cases. •;
cumulative grade point John's Episcopal
paign•in Florida, dropped out of Relations Director at Murray ver Knuckles, R-Middlesbo
_assisted by John Gregory and
use . its
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Mitchell testified Tuesday that he met with the ITT president
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question"
"previous
and building for week-day.- use
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for more thap a half hour in 1970 but did not discuss the governat the -Southside Restaurant.
by Ted Billington, last year's already earned a grade average
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Garrott spoke to the club on might be called Wednesday to golf chairman, to the following:, if 3.8 for at least 16 hours of as an outdoor leisure and
recreation area and an arts and
the vital and important rote of preventKnuckles' amendment
urse work.
In the thatch play touron the
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___._______duty. Nurses also are
perhaps a few. heari..attacks.. _ viroblems with the siomachs at vention
__occur to a considerably lesser
wannilee.fmg ai-°)Fne here for
extent than they did in ChiPeople away from home, next day's convention sessice," ___ convention
tlisty frocnother _re-;
a:Fsa.". --- -,----7.,,- - 1$5serverlher-doeter.---.
1-Often devidfleip ttiotlfliclitlerl ,
'
4-'''' —
. inside the sports Arena will glans of the nation.
Nevertheless, the doctors the doctors point out lbey con. Dr. Herrick is working with
"By looking at the worst one, of illnesses or injuries most, concede, during those three or- sider all these "treatable be a medical referral service the local - medical
society on
with a dispensary, a team of
well be ready for a far less ex- likely to occur at political con- four hot days m August they cases" under the convention
nurses four locations on me conventfon medical care, while
Cbiat
anticipate
at
did
them
of
Most
such politically medical care plan.
tensive problem in San Diego claves.
coordinating
motivated maladies as headDr. Herrick thinks gastric in- convention floor and two doc- Dr. MarPnY is
this summer," explains Dr. cago.
. e San Diego County
, Murphy. He studied the Chica"Some of the illnesses or in- aches, mostly from tension; digestion might be a real prob- tors on emergency call durilg - iii114 tth
Emergent'Care Committee, a
go medical plan before drafting juries likely will happen during gastric disturbances; bruises lem during convention times all the sessions.
group representing all law enmedical
all
a
of
be
will
concedes
shapes
Outside
cieleof
lot
the
a
if
here,"
convention
and sizes; cuts here, especially
one for the Republicans.
trailer for emergency cases. forcement agencies, hospitals,
Drs. Murphy and Herrick, Dr. Herrick, selected to boss and lacerations; sprains, most- gates, their families and
At least 250 volunteer nurses ambulance services and health
the latter a past president of the medical care program lY ankles: blisters, mostly from friends travel down to Tijuana
across the U.S.-Mexican bor- and 23 doctors, mostly from agencies'
the San Diego County Medical within the San Diego Sports applause during the nonnuat_
Cookie and candy tins make
nearby naval and Marine Corps
der for dinner,
Society, lifted pages from the Arena, site of convention sea- tog speeches; eye irritation
Democratic convention catalog sions, -Hut we think they will problems; some diarrhea and
"That could cause some real installations, are ready for con- good cigar humidors.
S

Doctors are ready for delegates' ills
SAN DIEGO — Republican from an aspiriksupply for Dr.
National Convention planners, Henry Kisaingers tension
of course, are hoping there will headaches to blister pads for
be no head-cracking of the 1968 the feet of weary delegates.
Two San Diego physicians,
Chicago variety here when the
Grand Old Party gathers Aug. Drs. Stephen Murphy and
21 to nominate its presidential 'William Herrick, in charge of
candidate for November's elec- "medicare" operations for the
convention, ironically have
tion.
Nonetheless, Operation Con- taken a leaf from the Demovention Medicare already is crats' medical game plan for
blueprinted and plans range the 1968 Chicago convention.
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Contest Result In Tie for First !lace
Driven to the edge,
he pleads for help!

HAPPY BUNTER-Happieess is the well-trained,
obedient
retriever as he rearms is his master with the fruits of
a successful
quail hunt_

_ST BE BOSS

Man holds key
to a good dog
By HARLON BARTLETT
Copley News Service

meant,Grimsby trotted out a 9week-old Lab and had it retrieve a hen mallard only
DESCANSO, Calif. - The slightly smaller than the dog.
way Warren Grimsby of War- The pup was frantic; she was,
con Kennels in Japatul Valley in a word, birdy.
has it figured,dog is man's best
"Nobody can make a dog
friend as long as man lets the birdy. he either is or he isn't,"
mutt know who's boss.
7- said Nilarien.
"People who pamper and
•"The difference between a
spoil their dogs and think their great dog and
a lousy dog is the
dogs really love them or are desire for that
bird. A good dog
trying to please them are living puts birds and
working above
the biggest joke in the world," all else."
he said.
Too many people, he feels,
"Most people are too easy on have the idea that
a hunting
their dogs. They are real suck- dog should know all
about guns,
ers or patsies for their animals. birds and hunting
without ever
They'll spend rrioney'to get a being -taught. dog trained, then they'll take it
Fact is, even when the trainhome and let it slide back into
is finished. -there's still
the old groove of being dis- plenty of work
to be done.
obedient, uncontrollable and
"A man would be better off if
soCE
the first few times he took the
"A dog is a creature of habit. dog hunting he
would spend
If it is a habit for him to obey,to more time
training the dog
be • disciplined, then he'll al- than worrying
about putting
ways be disciplined.
birds in the game bag," he
"I've seen trainers who are said. really vicious with their dogs.
"Any young dog starting out
I've seen these dogs take lick- is going
to make mistakes and
trigs and yet come right back it is very
important that he be
and sit by that guy and just corrected
in the field. Some
adore him, lick his hand, obey dogs are
great in training but
him, do anything in the world they have
learned that when
for him.
they go into the field they can
"I've,seenpther people who pull every
shenanigan in the
pamper and baby their dogind book because
the old man is
that dog could care less if the more interest
ed in killing birds
guy lives or dies. These people and yakking
with his buddies
would have a much better rela- than he
is in watching the dog
tionship with their dog if they'd and
making sure he does the
set down rules and regulations job.••
and make the dog adhere to
Grimsby explodes several
them"
common beliefs about dogs.
Grimsby breeds, trains and Such as: "The
old cliche that
boards hunting dogs, mostly you can't have a hunting dog
Labrador retrievers, which he and a pet is the biggest joke in
considers the No. 1 dog in the the world. In order to have a
United States today.
close association with a dog
"He's probably more versa- you've got to know that dog.
tile than any of the others," he The best way to know him is to
judged
put him close to you, have him
In hunting doves, ducks, with you all the time.
geese and pigeons, the hunter
•'Another fallacy people have
in most cases remains station- is they think because an animal
ary and the birds come to him. is an animal he should have a
What he needs is a retriever
time when he can be a dog and
Grimsby also prefers a flush- times when he must be a maing dog to a pointer for quail chine.
because of the dense cover
"You can't let discipline and
where quail often live - "A lot control go lax for nine months
of tunes you are in brush over and expect him to suddenly
your head and you can't tell if obey the first day of hunting
the dog is on point or running or
what." and'because of their
nasty habit of running away
Plc Meets Arizona
from a dog on point.
Ill"TCHINAN. Kan. 1 APiThe first mistake many people make when buying a pup, m
taniiles with Arizona
Grimsby's opinion, is to run
!:•,o-uti when play opens today
over and ogle all the cute little in ita' N"iiii na l Junior College
doggies. The correct move, he basketball hiurnament at Hut.
says, is to march right past the
11,15'
pups and go take a look at the
Padu, ah is 24-5: Arizona, 31bloodlines, find out how many
champs are in the family and
1,4Olirll' l!: If, If.;1111 fold are
even watch mom and dad do
incennes, Ind and
some field work.
ria both undefeated
-ItT"k"
checking only to get the type of
plumbing you want. A pup,
FIRST l;.S...RAILROAD
above all"eLse, must be birdy
The first American railroad
To demonstrate what he was chartered on Feb 28, 1627

DEAR ABBY: I am a 41-year-old man, and I feel
like a
jerk writing to you, but I have no one else to talk to,
and I
need some advice before I just drive my car off a
cliff
Over a year ago, my wife had an affair with a married
man she worki with. It was not bee fleet, and rni sure
It
won't be her last. I got fed up with her and her running
around, and.! finally got a divorce. (We have two kids
who
are living with me for good reasons.1
I really tried to work things out before divorcing her
That's how I met Lois. [She's the wife of the last guy my
wife was fooling around with.] Well, to make a long
story
short, I dug Lois and Lois dug me. She has three kids, but
she won't divorce her husband because she says it was his
first offense, and he deserves another chance for the sake of
their children.
I'll be honest with you. Lois and I have been having an
affair. She says she loves me, but she can't divorce her
husband.
Abby, I am crazy about Lois, and can't make it without
her. Please tell me what to do.
GOING CRAZY
DEAR GOING: Quit seeing Lois unless y-u want to wind
up with another wife who cheats on her husband.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married
only two paonths. We were very happy until yesterday when
his ex-wife called to tell him she was pregnant and is naming
him as the baby's father!
Abby, my husband is not the baby's father! He divorced
her for running around with other men and leaving their
two children alone.
If this goes to court, can't a blood test prove for sure
that my husband is not the father of her child? Please tell
us the facts about blood tests. My husband is "0 negative."
We are frantic, but we are determined to fight this in
court if it takes everything we have. wEgr COAST CASE
DEAR CASE: A blood test can only prove who the
baby's father is not! If your husband is in fact not the baby's
father, but the baby's father just happens to have had "0
negative" blood type, nothing is proved.
DEAR ABBY: A woman wrote to tell you what she
thought was a "cute" saying: "The neurotic builds dream
castles. The psychotic lives in them, and the psychiatrist
collects the rent."
Your reply was great! You said, "A competent psychiatrist doesn't collect the rent; instead he helps his
patient find a dwelling he can live in. And his fee is more
appropriately the cost of moving."
You couldn't have given her a better answer. I was in a
psychiatric hospital for a short time recently, and am still
under a psychiatrist's care. He has put me on the right
tree*, and I now see a completely different side of life. The
right side, I don't know what would have happened to me
and my family had I nit found him.
If more peol-le who had serious problems would seek the
help of a psychiatrist instead of hanging onto that almighty
dollar, this would be a better world. I could never pay my
doctor enough for what he has done for me.
Please, Abby, print this. It may help someone who
needs psychiatric help, but hesitates to go because it's too
"expensive."
A NEW PERSON
DEAR NEW: The person who admits he needs help Ishalfway mired. Thanks Mr writing.

Paradise Park
out of this world
HONOLULU, Hawaii - The
only sounds were the screech of
birds and the swish of. enormous leaves as we made our
way through the jungle.
Max Sword, a husky, blackhaired young American Samoan, led the way. He stopped
suddenly and held up a hand.
"Listen!" he whispered.
The voice came from somewhere behind the thick foliage.
"How do you do" it said.
"My name is Charley."
We walked on a few paces
and came to a clearing. It
crouched there on a low
branch,eyeing us sideways La
big scarlet, blue and gold maca w.
"He's worth over a thousand
dollars," Max said, offering it
some seed. "Some of the birds
around here are valued at up to
two thousand."
Paradise Park is but a few
minutes' drive from the hustle
and bustle of Waikiki Beach,
but once inside it you could be
miles from anywhere.
Located in the lush reaches of
Honolulu's historic Mama Valley, a secluded 15 acres where
royalty resided in ancient
times, the park retains the natural beauty of forest and foliage that has been centuries in
the making.
Paths wind through otherwise impenetrable jungle The
sun's rays filter down through a
tangle of trunks and branches,
twisted vines, and towering,
stately bamboos. There are
sparkling streams, tumbling
waters and quiet ponds where
golden carp glide silently beneath large, flat lily leaves.
Pink flamingos stand serene
Insider a peaceful lagoon, or
step daintily away to disappear
among tall green rushes.
The air is fragrant with perfumes from a profusion of exot-

ic flowering plants - delicate
orchids, bright anthuriums,
white, lemon yellow and pink
plumeria, sweet-scented ginger, hibiscus, gardenia and
other multicolored blooms.
Labels inform about rare
species. One tells how Polynesians used the hau. The tangled
branches of this sprawling tree
are said to be the "visible form
of the Manoa wind." But its
wood is tough, especially useful
for canoe outriggers as well as
other products and ornaments.
The -kikui, or candlenut tree
-- the official state tree - pro
\vied ancient Hawaiians with
oil for terchlights, fuel, medicine and dye. Other native medicinal plants are the moa, said
to be the oldest known land
plant here, since it originated
350 million years ago, and the
popolo, which has been called
the foundation drug of .Hawaiian pharmaceutics.
Hawaii's first large-scale attempt at sugar growing was
made in the Manna Valley.
Sugar is now Hawaii's greatest
crop, valued at more than $200
million a year Hawaii has the
most advanced sugar technology of any area in the world.
Other countries have turned to
it for assistance in developing
sugar industries of their own.
Pineapples are the next biggest crop Hawaii supplies
about 65 per rent of the canned
pineapple and about 85 per rent
of the juice consumed in the
United States It also is the only
state in the Union which grows
coffee. Its Kona coffee is noted
for its full body anti fine aroma.
The livelkst attraction at
Paradise Park, however. the
more than 500 tropo al birds.
Not all are indigenous to the islands

.E XINGTON, Ky.-Selection
,..1.iinittee for the coveted
Nti.ter Farm
Homemaker
,i‘iard has had a rough time this
. Taking the gracious.way
they have departed from
i• usual choice of two women
today announce the winning
cues of three Western Ken.acky homemakers.
They are: Mrs. James H.
Rafferty of Route 6, Ownesboro,
Chalres Shennwell, Route
.... Wickliffe, and Mrs. Earl
‘1clborn, Jr., Route 1, Elkton.
ey will be honored next week
,uring the annual conference of
..e
Kentucky
Extension
1 Homemakers
Association,
KEHA ), and will formally
p000me members of the elite
master Farm Homemaker
julin
Atd.award of excellence that
'ad its beginning back in 1928, it
is sponsored each year by
KEHA, the Guild, and the UK
• College
of
Agriculture
Cooperatike Extention Service.
Although'`membership
in
! Extension Homemaker clubs
throughout the Stati-is l'idt a
' prerequisite, such is often the
, case. This year's winners are
all long-time members.
Mrs. James Rafferty
When she was 8 and married
her high schoI sweetheart,
1 twenty-six yezs ago, you
couldn't have convinced Jessie
Rafferty that she would
someday be named a Master
Farm Homemaker. When she
joined
an
Extension
Homemakers club a few years
later, "desperately in need of
help," as she put it, she would
have believed it even less.
She found the Sorgho community Homemakers club in
Daviess County a training
ground for learning and improving all sorts of about-thehome skills, Today, she is a
marvelous cook and runs her
household with flexible ef-

P*6E- NINE

ficiency. Her remodeled, than a task, and sharing the presidency of the state Farm
redecorated, century-old, work at home helps give them Business Analysis Group,
Cathy's recent International
Colonial style home is full of the
time for such activities.
Farm
Youth Exchange trip to
eVidence of her homemaking,
In addition to the 130-acre
furniture-refinishing and farm they bought in their early Finland, or Carrie's school and
handicraft skills.
years of marriage, they also 4-H work.
"You can't win the Master
If she is, as she claims, rent 320 acres and raise cattle,
beginning to feel her age it's hogs, tobacco, corn, small Farm Homemaker award
understandable. At 44, she is grain, and hay. They give much alone," Sarah says. "I've
back into the toddler routine credit to the UK Cooperative always had my family to back
with 2-year-old Samuel. A baby Extension Service for their me in anything I've done."
daughter died in infancy, and Management ,..know-how, An
WORTH REPEATING
son Frank, 20, was killed in an Extension-sponsored Farm and
The deepest hunger in human
accident 5 years ago.
Home Development School in beings is the desire to
be appreAll the years of Frank's life, 1919 helped them make long- ciated.
the family ran a dairy. "We range plans, and they've
were a very close family, followed through with many
having to work together for improvement over the years.
ANNUAL
what we now have," says his
Mrs. Earl Welborn Jr.
mother.
Twenty-five years ago, Sarah
Twelve years ago they bought Welborn was a new bride living
120 acres and moved into their in an old house in a strange
present home. Today they farm community. A native of Ten800 acres, half of which they nessee, she was working in
own. Husband James Herman, Louisville when Earl Welborn,
now a grain, tobacco and beef Jr. married her, and brought
farmer, is a man who likes to her to live in a small house built
plus 12
hunt and fish and walk in the by his 'grandparents on their
woods. Farm life suits them Todd County farm.
.
.
both.
Today, Sarah is a Kentucky
Mrs. Charles S_Impty01
ker;
_Mastsr Farm Homema
. a
Master Farm Homemaker - valued citizen oiher _"adOpte
tr
ettoice- of 4 Proofs
Emily Shemwell of Ballard county; and the mother.of two
County always inawes to find daughters-Cathy,20,‘
a junior at
time for her family and friends Murray State University, and
and the things she likes to do Carrie, 14, a freshman at Todd'
Under 12 Only
most.
County Central High School.
Reg.
She enjoys the tasks that
The
Welborns
have
ONLY $595
come her way as a wife and remodeled and enlarged their
mother,-ansewuigis a favorite home and furnished it with
activity!--she eve - makes many antiques, handed down
lingerie. And she welcomes the from Earl's family and
frequent visits of their son, refinished by Sarah. They have
and
Jerry, who works in Paducah; expanded
their
farm
married daughter Cheryl, a operation to 540 acres, on which
extra
junior at Murray State they raise livestock grain,
University;
and son-in-law, tobacco, and soybeans.
Randall Williams.
Besides being an. active
Emily also likes farm work member of the
Elkton
and says, "In summer, I work Homemakers Club and several
almost as much outdoors as I other local organizations, Sarah
do indoors." Both Charles
alsoa teachers' aide, working
Shemwell and Emily consider with special educatio
n classes.
3pl
their involvement in church,
An energetic family,
they
community
county encourage each other's
and
ac5M0u rraPyo, ayr..
organizations more a pleasure
tivities-whether it is Earl's
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COFFEE

BLACKEYE

303 can

89'

2/29'

2/69C

TOASTETTES

boxes $1°°

TURNIrGREENS I

2/37'

PEAS

300- can

6-oz

Nabisco

13

Kitchen Kraft

Joan of Arc
Red Kidney

300 can

_BEANS

2 39
fix

Bush's

SPINACH

MUSTARD GREENS

303 can 2/39'

Blue Bonnet

3 lbs

Bun
BowNET

MARGARINE

j3r.3, 2/37'
39C
CRA
rs CKERS
1-lb.

MargRrIne

CRACKERS

Fresh Produce

MEATS

SLAW

U.S. Choice or ProTen

pkg

25'

6 Pak

T-Bone Steaks $13
! Chipos TOMATOES 39'
'box OVONs 2 29
53
Beef Liver
lb 53'
16 oz
7.4pFresh, Sliced

for

Smoked

Jowl
All-Meat, Sliced
Bologna

RADISHES
39c
•
35t Liquid
COUNTRY
Gold
69' $1" TURNIP GREENS
lb 25'
Scott's

Sliced lb
In The Piece

lb
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Pkg 10
(

lb
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Ferry & Crossman package

L&M

Hunt's

Peanut Butter
3 lbs.

$139

Tomato Sauce
8-oz.

2for 29'

Women's Cloth

GARDEN GLOVES

GARDEN SEED

pair

59'

•S
3
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Fully Cooked

AL

Swift's ProTen

Picnics

Chuck
Roast

by Fields

39

lb

Ifold
phs
ildren

rs
Its
extra

Pure
GROUND BEEF

Chestnut

Bacon lb.59!

lb

Red & White

P
COBBLERS
ORANGE JUICE
FRIED CHICKEN

9"
ALL flavors

2 Pack

KELLY'S
•CHILI with Beans
•TAMALES
•SPAGHETTI & MEAT BALLS

3/89,

Red Cross

SPAGHETTI
16 oz

9 oz.

Banquet

1-lb.

All No.
300 Cans

21b.

Orange Plus

CRACKERS
35'
39'

29'
89'
45'

2 lb. 10 Pieces
$1"

Flavor-Kist Fudge Creme
Sandwich

*
1 lb. Bag

CARROTS
CABBAGE
LEMONS
FRESH SLAW
RED POTATOES

Reg. Size

t

Gallon

25'

10'

lb
Doz. Bag
12 oz
10 lb

39'
19'
39'

Red & White Pure Vegetable

DOG FOOD
All Flavors

15.2/29'
59t
JOY

SHORTENING

69'

3 lbs.

King size

Washing Powder

AJAX

Fryers

PRODUCE

Friskie

COQKIES
,o1/20z 3/$100

Whole

Alcoa

ALUM. FOIL

200 Ct

59t KLEENEX 29'
29'
3/4
9
,
OLEO 29 CORN
GREEN BEANS
TOMATOES
'
Del
BEANS 2/35t
29 2/45'
PUREX

18"x25'

Blue Bonnet

Pride of Illinois
White or Yellow

303 can

Del Monte Cut

"b.

303 can

Joan of Arc Red Kidney No. 300 can

Stewed
303 can

FOLGER'S

COFFEE
59'

59

lb 2
9

*

IE SHELLS

Old South

AS

59

* FROZEN FOODS *

10
plar
Ky.,

lb

BEEF... REAL TENDERNESS FOR BEEF LOVERS

nly

$595

1st Cut

JOHNSON'S COUPON
DEODORANT

dip - Zes/45 7 or Bdrs

3,

Bath Size
A QC .
Only
/ mt,J
Without Coupon 69'
With This. Coupon
Good Only at Johnson's
Good thru March 21, 1972.
Limit: One Coupon .Per Family

JOHNSON'S COUPON

SAVE 12-`
With This Coupon on Three
Packages
-Jumbo

BOUNTY
TOWELS
Offer Expires March 21. 1972
One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only at Janson's
Johnson's Coupon
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Educational TV draws criticism

Frances Drake

NEW YORK — Anything
that is labeled education is assumed to be in the public interest," observed a former Frank(in Delano Roosevelt "brain
truster," Raymond Moley,
'even when it permits the
knowledge and opinions of the
people to be shaped according
to the specifications of a political government."
Moley was adamant when he
wrote this in July, 1967, opposing the subsidy of National
Educational Television and the
creation of the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting.
In five years, CPB has
demonstrated by its programs
and policies _that educational
IV has become a pipeline for
Socialist and anti-American
propaganda that appeals to an
eastern intellectual elite. Congress now has before it a proposal to further fund educational TV to the tune of MO million
on a permanent basis.
While CPB and its program
arm, Public Broadcasting
ServicCRLUAve_rmariek
to be as biased and anti-American as they choose, they do not
have the right to use taxpayers'
money to, subsidize their antiAmerican and Socialist propaganda operations. The scandalous nature of educational TV,
however,is more rampant with
its eastern production centers
than with its 200 or so educational TV outlets across the
country.

FOR THURSDAY,MARCH 16, 1972

Two such programs are particularly obnoxious: "Black
Journal" and the now defunct
"The Great American Dream
Machine." "Black Journal,"
infested with black Marxist
revolutionaries who preach
racism in reverse, became so
blatent that even the liberal
New York Times radio-TV columnist John O'Connor felt
compelled In rall attention W it
in print. "In attacking white
racism," O'Connor wrote of the
program,"Black Journal' has
sometimes merely offered the
other side of' the same coin —
and that side is no less ugly."
"The Great American
Dream Machine," the most
lavishly funded of the PBS programs, turned out in its two
seasons to be a hate America
harangue. It is personally
known to this columnist that
the producers of the program
deliberately set out to-cast the
show as an anti-Establishment
vehicle. At the onset,it used the
names of nonliberal corrunentators in its ___
• of the
program,
never -honored
the, executed contracts the
show's producers signed.
Yet, "The Great American
Dream Machine" used proNew Leftist muckraker Paul
Jacobs as a regular coaunentator to the exclusion of other
points of view. In one instance,
Jacobs' attack on the Federal
Bureau of Investigation late
last. year was so shot through

Look in the section in which and better. Much depends upon
your birthday comes and find YOUR will and general
what your outlook is, according behavior. Avoid dissension.
to the stars.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
ARIES
Here is
Li a special chance for
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) iffi
Are you putting your talents you to display your ingenuity,
to their best use? Review this quick wit, and ability- to draw
_
11*
pertinent question NOW. Speed others out, make them feel
t
of effort not as important as good. Any and all kind deeds
tw t
maw.
will be appreciated.
consistency.
41
..-,:t
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
FAXON STUDENTS—Mrs. Tuckers Seventh Grade
science
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Apr. 21 to May 21}
. class at Faxon Elementary School
disect beef organs in conMostly favorable influences. nection with studies of
There's more than one way to
the circulatory, respiratory and exretor)
tackle and manage a problem. "Do not let pressures or tensions systems.
If your first effort is not suc- hamper steady, well-tempered
cessful. try again — and with action. Especially favored:
better and stronger purpose.
Business and organizational
GEMINI
affairs.
May22 to June 21)
CAPRICORN
Observe others' strategy, how (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
and why they think and act as
Work promptly on the knotty
they do. A little serious ob- problems, but do not blow them
servation could be worth a great out of proportion. Let incidents
deal. Some good opportunities remain just that; concentrat
e
F. J. West Jr. was a captain to prove its point — that steadin the offing.
on insuring good results in in the Marine Corps and served fastness of both Americans and
- --0
Yeltfit-area.in Vietnam.-Ile -spent muth_ot Vietnamese- working together
(June 22 to July 23)
AQUARIUS
his time in a village somewhat in the face of Communist
New trends should not ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
similar to My Lai — the village brutality and cunning will tridisconcert you. If you overplay
Remember how many varied of Binh Nghia.
umph in the end.
your hand, you could lose out on temperaments are
involved in
What happened in Binh
There are mistakes and there
returns for your efforts.
any project and you won't be Nghia, however, has no rela- are local defections to the Reds
LEO
wondering how so many tionship to what'happened in now and then. But, the end
re(July 24 to Aug. 231
divergent opinions could be
Consolidate your position; expressed on the same subject. My Lai, and West's story, as sult is a village eventually safe
told
in
"The
Village," might re- from Viet Cong terror and a
expand where it is warranted. Listening to all sides
could assure many who have had un- feeling of mutual affection and
And be calm, tending day's prove illuminatin
g.
easy feelings about the work of respect among the Americans
chores adequately, without PISCES
Americans in the hamlets of and natives who stood firm and
undue concern. Complete t Feb. 20 to
Mar. 20) X
Vietnam.
fought hard together.
assigned tasks on time.
Tolerance, being kindly
The work in this story is
VIRGO
disposed and understanding of documented as truth and it is
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
the difficulties of-others will be not typical of the fighting that
A desire to reach beyond your a big help
during this ad- went on(and goes on) throughlimitations could unhinge vantageous but
also
nerves and disposition, cause period. Shun excesses. tricky out Vietnam. Less than one-per
cent of Americans were emdisruption of a smooth schedule.
YOU BORN TODAY have a ployed in the manner recorded
Watch it!
multitude of talents with which by West — in this case 12 MaLIBRA
to build a rich, rewarding life. rine volunteers serving 1-7
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Intellectually inclined, you months along with 12 members
Observe the rules as closely would make
an outstanding of a South Vietnamese Provias your most diligent associate, writer, educator
or scientist. sional Force.
Politics may appeal to you and,
What West proves is that the
if so, you could become a leader passions, the instincts, fears,
of prominence in the fields of hates and loves that comprise
statesmanship or diplomacy. the human condition will assert
You are a true humanitarian, themselves despite language
filled with compassion for the and color barriers if a mixed
helpless
and
the
un- group remains together long
derprivileged; would shine as a enough. And the 17 tough
leader in any institution devoted months would seem to be long
to the care of the young, the enough.
The v.cirld's finest baitcasting
aged or the sick. In your perBinh Nghia was a village
reel with unique features.
Louisville, Ky.—Tips are sonal life, this sympathy for the where — until the Marine-PF
afflicted
could
let
you
"taken
be
volunteers turned the tide detaxable income and also subject
to withholding when they are in," if not careful. Try to spite death and privation —
discrimina
te
between
real need 5,000 simple people were domiover a certain amount. Those
who receive cash tips of $20 or and exploitation of your nated for years, first by the
charitable impulses. Birthdate Viet Minh, then by the Viet
more in any calendar month of:
James Madison, 4th Pres.,
from one employer, should U.S.A.; Jerry Lewis, comedian. Cong. It was a place where
i:
d
/1
terror reigned at night; where
Zebco Reel
report them to that employer
the
local
Viet
Cong
warlord
had
according to Robert J. Dath,
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
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beheaded
the
four hamlet
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District Director of Internal
by day forecast complete guide It)
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in
control
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market
square
to
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Pe !Pensive character arselysvs - .5
polished , stainless
Oath said cash tips are subject
now aviltiebte For yew personal
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forecast. sena S100 Plus 2.5 cents in
steel covers, antito withholding of income and
coin for postage artd,hanolhg to th,s
The
Americans
choien for
etahrolgigilf: time-et Werosecese--eeea
reverse. REG. 11.99
Social Security taxes and must
the 12-Man volunteer - group
Department Bov 173. Old Chelsea
Stat.On. Pilew York, NY 10.311 Pr,h,
.be reported to the employer on
were not just any GIs. They had
exit NAME. ADDRES.Vtv
VT. and
or before the 10th day of the
DATE OF BIRTH
to prove a genuine empathy
following month.
with the Vietnamese people.
SEA DISASTER
For more information, see
They had to have the confiFree spool worm reel, 1 34 inch
IRS Publication 531,"Reporting
On March 5, 1912, the Spanish dence of those they set out to
solid oaluminum spool, deluxe
Your Tips for Federal Tax steamer Principe de Asturias protect. They had to show comoversized
power
handle,
Purposes." It explains the went down off the Spanish coast plete courage in the face of Viet
requirements of the law and with 500 passengers on board. Cong efforts to destroy them,to
intimidate them as the Reds
contains illustrations of the
had . intimidated the village's
forms needed to male the
DRESDEN OBLITERATEDnecessary reports to employers.
On March 4, 1945; a German civilian population.
This meant night patrols
The publication is available radio broadcast said that Dresfree by writing your IRS district den had been wiped from the night after night. It meant a
map of Europe by Allied deadly cat and mouse game of
ambush or be ambushed, It
Mr. Dath emphasized that tip. bombs.
meant full support of some
•
Income counts,- -toward Social
very unconventional operations
-SPANISH SHIP BUILDING
• Security
Railroad
and
The number of
in every Marine echelon —
Retirement- benefits and can ployed in Spanish persons em- right up to the top where It.
result in higher benefits for the expected to reachship yards is Gen. Lewis Walt presided.
a total of
employee and his family.
45,000 men in 1972.
The Village" is not a pretty
story all the way. But, it seems
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

no,"

.12

with errors and miastatements
of fact that it caused a major
controversy in New York, and
consequently was withdrawn
and not shown throughout the
nation.
Richard K. Doan of TV Guide
concluded last year that in effect PBS has become "upperclass TV." Doan then pointed
out just who watched PBS. Reporting on surveys taken in a
number of sample cities in the
East, South and West, Doan observed that PBS has become a
"segregated vehicle" for a
higher educated segment of
American society.
The ideological makeup of
the PBS. programs
p be.
judged by the private silpport
educational TV stations received. According to the survey, the "interviewer found
that 37 per cent of those who
donated money to public TV in
four cities rated themselves as
liberals las against 32 per cent
middle of the road and 21 per
cent conservative); 60 per cent
-were (*liege -graduates Aux!
nearly 45 per cent had incomes
over it20,000." The cities sampled, moreover, were outside
the nominal liberal urban areas
such as Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, and Washington.
Federal Communications
Commission Chairman Dean
Burch back in October, 1970,
bluntly opposed long-term
funding of educational TV, a

posit on that has subsequently
been adopted by the Nixon administration.
"If and when it is independently funded," warned Burch,
"Public Broadcasting will go,
careening off with its own bent /
on issues to be covered, and
will be a propagandist for one
point of view on those issues."
.However, even without the;
long-term financial dole from .gt
Congress, PBS has become a:
"propagandist for one point of
view" since 1967, if not before. :
Its specials on race, student
riots, Cuba, North Vietnam and
other issues have been onesided and scurrilous in their denunciation of the U.S. domestic
and -foreign policy.
•
Liberal and New Left elitists
wish to perpetuate their
stranglehold on educational TV
in America and thus promote
Socialist and anti-American
*ideas. And they brazenly insist
that taxpayers' hard-earned
money do the major job of.
bankrolling this propaganda
_pipeline called "educational" 1
teTlsloii Congrest
launch a full-scale inquiry into
this scandalous state of affairs
before one more dollar of taxpayers' money supports the in—
tellectual corruption and
tyranny of Public Broadcasting.
In 1945, Soviet troops were
besieging the outer defenses ate
Berlin.
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20 percent
needs. Call
Farm Burea
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YOUR CHOICE

AQQ

Garcia Spin Reel
Open face spin reel, full
bail, wi- de range drar'
light weight, anti reverse.
MODEL 301

Ultra fast, teflon drag, anoaluminum spool,
stainless bail and line
roller. REG. 11.99
dized

Cane
Fiberglass fly rod Pole
mono line,
with
Kook, cork, sinker.

PEG. 5.99
in:
Mnee 1.0a1
:
, point

Guidelines
Clarify Tax

LOUISVILLE—Divorced or
separated parents planning to
claim a child as a dependent on
Federal income tax returns can
avoid tax controversy by
. VA&
carefully
reading
the
V"
,
37 Tell
Pr.r.r-r
49 Unusual
guidelines, Mr. Robert .1,,
38 Facts
52 Satlor
(colloq
40 Heavy dronkers
eases
District Director of Internal
41 Reaches.
54 Anger
of play
Revenue for Kentucky, said
AC MSS
57 Note of
,n,es
44 Erase-.
scale
today.
,rint.r,g)
513 Compass
Generally. the parent with
47 t,wird
pennt
50 COnfunrifon
custody of the child for the
4
6 7 71 9 10 e , greater part of the year is
3
5
:.,
..,r-r-4... ---oentitled to the dependency
Jr..,•, 1 2
13
deduction There may be ex,.•
r.,
... -wo....r. .,
.1-. --i...--..
.
ceptions to this rule, depending
16 •
E.: I 5
on the terms of the decree and
9
.
1
.
9
7 7,0
4 t??
the amount contributed to the
14
1-5-17. -,r'W
child's support by the parent
27 s••••• 1g
who does not have custody, Mr
1
-I
31
T
4 1 1i%.
2
3.
Dath said
•
..T.7:713
f - 45; ''- 135
,:7.-.
The special rule does not
-.': '..•li
•::::fm, apply if someone other than the
34 17
j
7 lg 1 1-30
40 Al
parents provides over half the
42I -1
.14 1 ff-1
77
4
45
child's support for the year, Mr.
'
24
Dad; said.
Kentucky taxpayers can get a
'''
7
7.*•
•7*.'.
7
&I
4 •
3? l'......,.... 53
54
• .. 55
free copy of the guidelines by
, _, . . ..
i.:::.•;,)
i-sending A post card to the
56
i
57 15g ,...
district office
Ask for
6
t . :62
,...,•';
Publication
501,
"Your
/...,,
-I
...„,,,..4 Exemptions
and Exemptions
for Dependents."
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NEW X-11
tablets, $3
Guarantee
Pharmacy
CANCE
As low
year-a

G AR AGE
refrtgerati)
Items, at 1
pIP.ne 753-----

CHICK
Thurs.,
or Go T

tivWeeh i t t

re Reel
Pos i
mFtoo0p6 S9
drag,
he :
udiustabl
compl fea:::a
etwith ch
PEG.13.99 8,14

99

brands, spin
name
rods,
rods, heavy
14ew 1972 ily worm Presidentiol,
cost, spin Whittemore
Brown ,
duty spin.Avocado, Daiwa
ferrule Garcia
Berkeley, Glass

SPIIING

Sponsored
Sorority,
9:00
9018.
'OR YoU
'Fontact 0
Service, 4

Daiwa or South Bend, 2
Pc. spinning or 2 Pc.
spincast rods. Glass construction, stainless steel
guides.

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
1-6 Sunday Acres of Free Parking Phone 753-8777
We Reserve The Right To Limit
Quantities

')4NC
-

WATCH
22 paper f
inachiner
at the Ray
Grove to

15, 1972
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NOTICE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

Shapemakers Health Club of Murray
LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
including Steam Bath and/or Massage
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
Now Available thru April 1
EXTRA BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75

Phone 753-2962
GH COST of hospital visi - TRY OUR Unique savings planrry you? Why not let MFA You'll love it. Charles M.Carter,
surance Company pay ths.. Farm Bureau Insurance, 753Is for you. They can even pay 9726.
M17C
u after you return home. Phone
1222 or go by 505 Main an
FOR RENT
the low rates.
M15P
Prime Sirloin Steak Dinner
with baked potato or trench
with
•d
choice of dressing, 3 onion
rings, our roils S1.49..Each
Mon., Tue., Wed, Is34953

A

INN

crnourx SALES & Ser7ees,Box 213, Murray, Ky.,C.M.
nders, phone 382-2468, Fargton,Kentucky.
TFC

Miss

Your Paper

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
or

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call Jetthn
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

E ESTIMATE on septic tank
ixtaHatlon. Phone 7321:-7610, 11PC
MOBILE HOME Ovmer, Save 1020 percent on your insurance
needs. Call Charles M. Carter,
Farm Bureau Insurance,753-4703
M17C
or 753-0726.

FOR SALE

TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. THE LYNNVILLE Shoe Store
East al Murray on Hwy. 94. WM spring shoes for ladies, mens and
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a childrens are arriving daily. We
month.Call 753-6202or 75;receive large shipments of spring
3648.
TFC shoes every week. Open Monday
FIVE INSIDE doors• one through Friday 8:30 op. to 6:00
commode and two lavatories. See p.m.- Saturday - 830 • a:rn: .
at the Ledger & Times office, 103 p.111.,Sunday 1:00-5:00 p.m. M27C
North 4th Street.
TFNC
HOUSE BOAT. Also would like to
buy used porch swing and anBe healthy , oealthy and
tenna
rectangular
type
Slender-Wise
clothesline. Phone 753-3593. M16C
Have a egetable plate..$.69
Here or Go
753-4953
JAP- HAY,10 mxnta per bale.
M16C
TRIANGLE INN Phone 492-8218.

* OPENING SOON *

If You

e•-•

rTrel

ra,

al

.71Q

Call
Lt
]
. 753-1916

FOR SALE
SPRING FOR Sale; 1969 Honda
175 cycle, helmet, new tires, just
tuned. Low miles. Ready to go!!
Lots of fun for $395.00. Phone 7537620.
Aprill8C
POOLTABLE-,lPive feet,-folding.
Good condition. Phone 753-6030
TFNC
after 5:00 p.m.
1971 HONDA 750. Bogard Motor
Sales, 753-1343 or 753-3673. Price
M21C
$1250.00.
AUTOS FOR SALE"-

AUCTION SAM

ESTATE
AUCTION
Saturday, March 25
10:00 &m.
On Highway 94 Between
and
Aurora, Kentucky
KentuckyMurray,
Approximately 5 Miles West of
Aurora, Kentucky-Watch
For Sale Sign.

In Case of Heavy Rains or
1968 CHEVELLE 396 Super Extremely Cold
Weather,
48
MODEL
tractor,
FORD
ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant
Sport, 4 speed, 34,000 actual Sale Will Be Held Following
Massey-Ferguson
mower
and
guest checks, sold at cost, $10,00
miles, extra nice. Phone 753-1331 Saturday.
per case 1100 books). Sold incase equipment. Phone 489-2434 alter befbre 6:00p.m.
wise
3:30
p.m.
M16P
lots only Ledger & Times Office
The Estate of the late Mr.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
Supply, 103 North 4th Street. TF
1964 MERCURY COMET four
Raymond Colson
living room, kitchen, bathroom
SET OF used golf clubs; 2 door, VI automatic:
NC
Local car. 1963 Chevrolet Biscayne 4 dr.,
with shower and • th. One or two
through wedge, Spalding irons, Low
mileage. Good tires. Extra ylinder with Radio and 41
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartActual Miles, One owner.
14
SIZE
James
Kenrob
knit
,
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
1
$4
5
.
•
7
0
5924
or
753-1681.
M
I6C
Chevrolet
Pickup Truck, aelux
long
sleeves,
light
beige color,
753-6609.
M15C
Cab. New 6-ply Mud and
•
long zipper in the back. Machine
Tires, 100x16-New 6-ply on Front.
LOSE WEIGHT with New Shape
SERVICES OFFERED
HELP WANTED
VOLKSWAGEN with auto- With New Motor and Cattl
washable. Worn only twice.
1970
DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five roons
Tableta_and Kydreic Water Pills.
beautiful, but .tob small!
matic stick shift. One owner with Racks-A Sharp Little Truck
and bath; central heat and air, FURNITURE REFINISHING, X-RAY TECHNICIAN
Say-Rite Drugs.
M22C only
Diet Miss if
.A Veni Hite 111- NW*
wanted. $22.00, will sell for $15.00.
13,000 actual miles. Has Allis ChambliS Tractor
Phone
carpet throughout, extra large all work guaranteed. Free pick Apply at
With Good
Scottsville, Kentucky 753.1916 days or
753-3147 after COMPLETE TOILET, $7.50, trailer hitch. Real good clean car. Rubber. Good Paint, In Good
master bedroom, range. Days up and delivery. Free estimate. Allen County Hospital,
237With Plow. Disc
5:00p.m.
TFNC bathroom lavatory, $10.00, (both Call 753-4947 after five p.m.TFNC Condition
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after Antique or natural finish. Jerry 3131. •
Cultivator With Hydraulic. 4 Wheel
MSC
Rubber Tire Farm Wagon, Good
5:00p.m.
TFC McCoy,753-3045.
pieces $15.00.) Phone 753-5653
Marchl6C
1968 FORD LTD, four door Bed, End Gates. Good Wagon.
CARPETS a fright? Make them a after 6:00p,.m.
M16C
Tractor Post Hole Digger, 3 P
hardtop, 390 motor, power Hitch, Real Good. 4 New Rolls
beautiful site with Blue Lustre
THREE ROOM apartment. INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
WANTED
steering,disc brakes,factory air. inch Woven Wire. 1 and 1-2 New
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Phone 753-1273after 4:00 p.m.
painting; any size job. All work
Rolls 4 Prong Barb Wire. Team
Waitress Apply in person Begley Drug Store, Central FOUR WHITE Collie puppies, 6 Phone 753-2960.
M16P Pull
M15P
typeMower One Horse Corn
guaranteed. Use first oualitv
Drill And Plow. 2 Big Saw ManShopping Center.
paint. Free -estimate. Call Steve at Jerry's Restaurant
?ANC weeks old. Sire and dam hard
•rils.
Approx. 50 Bales Red Top
1972 FORD % Ton pickup truck.
April 10C
working cattle dogs, $10.00
and Jap Hay. Approx. 500
WILL HAVE trailer for rent Apr• Todd,753-8495.
South
12th
Phone 753-9879.
M16C Sticks. Metal Trough. Tobacco
Several
each. One set of Barnes counter
1st. Couple preferred. C,ontac
Grass Sacks.
computing scales, like new.
Mrs. Brandon Dill at Dill' FOR 'RADIO, Television and WE
1966 PONTIAC TrIest, two 'Id Wood Desk Chair. Small Wood
ARE looking for one hard
Trailer Court, Murray Drive I electrical appliance repair, also working
Phone 753-5117 after 7:00p.m.
salesman who wants to
326 V8 Tables. Living Room Suite, Couch
door spolt, Vop
Theatre Entrance. No phone cal plumbing maintenance phone join a
M16P
auto tiUansmission, new and Chair. Enterprise Electric
fine sales organization.
Cookstove, Good. Roll.A•Way Bed
please.
March 27NC Expected
MI 753-6091.
•
income, $2504300 per
car. $575.00.
tires.
and
Mattresses.
Frigidaire
23-1/16x35"
FISH TANK, full
hood,
I. Refreigerator-Freezer across
week. Leads furnished, local
153-81
flourescent
light,
TWO BEDROOM mobile home
stand, $35.
Top. Sea-King Outboard Motor.
.009
area.
No - . other _ letting
Large Hydraulic Jack. Big
$7. Call 435aW eteatte, air cOnditibned FOR ALL
organization can give you as These plates are perfect Round.baby walker
"ailrOad.Jactc. ,Large Black and
1970
GTO,
alterations,
ariti.
yourba
etc.
rem
cTding
POWER
e
el
th
,
brakes,
5643.
M16C
private. $65.00 per • month. Al
Skil Saw, Good. All Kinds
much self-satisfaction through
power steering, vinyl roof, fac- Decker
Estimates.
Free
Phone
753f Wrenches, Stilsons, Box End
lie bedroom small trailer, $35.
accomplishment as this one. for siding or roofing
tory air conditioned, stereo tape, nd Others Socket Sets. Drawing
6123.
°
4
,
TFC
per month, available now.
Hack Saws. Chisels.
Excellent future. If you like barns, for placing
Take along a sack full from
automatic with 440 cubic inch Knives.
amrners. Planes. Steel Tapes.
two bedroom furnished apart
our Meat 'n Biscuit Menu.
talking to people and want to get
engine, one owner. $2500.00 firm. Prophane Gas Torch.
Country Ham on a Biscuit
around bottom of
tlient,..ayailable March 1Q,,r1,0,1 SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back ahead by training to be a
leader,
Phone 753-2420 after 5:00p.m.
" Sausage
uarter•inch Electric Drill. Eas
489-2595.
•'hoe work. phone Rex Camp,753- phofte Paducah, Kentucky,
mobile homes to keep
44
M17C
1.•43r-ace and Sits. Hand Drills
.TFC
'
33.
S.'25 each or 4 for S.89
4594 for an appointment. This is
Chalk Lines. Mete) Tool Saxes
out
and
the
snow,
wind
753 4953
Pulleys.
Lots of
INN
and Bolts.
an ixcellent sales position with
1967 BUICK Wildcat four door Drop Cards. BrairNuts
Hooks.'ShovelS
27 YEAR OLD.Married Veteran tremendous
and for many other
future.
arid
M21C
Grinders.
thatirt..
- ••• •
sedan,
air
and
power.
Phone 753with BS.,varied ability and work
ar Wheels and Tires. -Pipe Roc •
M21P
as
uses
such
•r Pickup Truck. Large Tar
experience needs evening emREGISTERED ENGLISH Setter 4974.
aulin, Good. Old Frows. 01•
ployment. Phone 753-2951. M17P MECHANIC WANTED, only
pups champion bloodlines.Phone
"building out"
Farm
Sledge Hammers.
experienced need apply. Apply in
- r
mix
DREAM CAR - Like new 1971 DoubleLanterns.
4374328.
Bit Axes. Cross•Cut Saws.
rats.
mice
person only to Sanders & Puror
Grand
Prix,
new
tires,
all
the
Scoop
Shovel.
Hand Tobacc•
BULLDOZER- WORK, trucking,
(Iom,1406West Main_ Sprayer. Greese Guns.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
FORMAL,Sit& 9, red and white. extras,....need capital for, intopsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569 or
worn once. Phone 753-2645 after vestnient. You -must see this one. Hand Post Hole Digger. Hors
WESTERN AUTO
April18C Collars. Homes, Cow Yokes. Som .
3544161 after 6:00 p.m. Apt.
M17C Phone 753-7620.
3:00 piii.•"1
New Hard Wood Flooring.

ALUMINUM.
PLATES
Thick

--Bacon

A

Rent A New

Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

25 each

WANTED

Home of
The Wishing Well

Call at

Scra•

Lumber Child's Red Wagon. 12
AUCTION SALE
TRACTOR REPAIR work
Gallon Iron Wash Kettles. Old Iron
1971 _SKYLINE- Mobile home
. Pots. Ciit-Orionis..-Cacivas For
Experienced mechanic on duty
12'x50', all electric, two AUCTION SALE, Saturdityi; Tobacco Beds. Old Box Type Corn
We make field service calls day
103 N 4th St.
bedrooms. Real nice. Set up at March 18, 1972, 10:30 a.m. rain or Sheller. 10-Gallon Stone Jars
or night. Phone 753-9879 or 753Stone Churns. Step Ladders. Wood
Midway Trailer Park. Phone 753- shine, one mile South of Highway Extension
Apply
In
Person
Ladders. Old Glass
Nlarehl7C
Murray, Ky.
FURNISHED APARTMENT; 9$57.
Stella,
the
-Kentucky
121
from
at
andy Showcase. 6' Fold Down
M21C
6027.- t o_ blocks _from__ college
to
ood-CheitS.
Long
• John Silvers
Al C. Bailey lard':
, EED -SPRING- cloarliagAvailable for summer. Married
7
;pan •
1
LIVING ROOM suite,five pieces, -Wilaeli.1953 ard-tractor, 1st
South
.1 P
baby-sitter? Responsible college
12th
home,
air
1970-12'x52'
MOBILE
students.only. Phone753-Hey
class condition, plow, disc, 1.1 t . •4e9Veigitt.
girl needs jobs desperately. Age
conditioner included. Will._sell like new, used only one month,
Hooks. Old Broad Axe. Old Iron
4684.
M16C
cultivator-,
haegow-,
two
row
between
753-2623
Phone
$145.00.
ea
Kettle.
bid
21. Experienced. Phone 767-2903 WANTED BABY-SITTER in rit- furnished or unfurnished. Phone
Smoothing trona.
M17C planter and two wheel car trailer. Fishing Tackle Box-Full of Plugs.
or 767-3854.
M17C hoine, 6:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 753-7276.
N117('. 5:00and 7:00 pin.
Hooks,etc Old Wood Flour Barrel.
THREE
ROOM furnished
o
Air conditioner, two dinette Several
Pieces of Tin Roofing.
Phone 753-8921.
MI7C
apartment. See at 412 South 6th
WILL DO house cleaning from
NICE OFFICE desk and chair, tables, one round; dining chairs, crap Lumber. Galvanized Tanks.
Opens 7 a.m.
SOLID
drop
HARD
Rock
Ma
Street. Middle aged lady
mat- Large Rolls of Slick Wire. 6 or 12
8:00 a.m.'to 12:00 noon. Phone
•
leaf itifihfoorf
ina also set of grocery. store corn bedsteads, springs and
oil Battery Charger, 20 inch
a
preferred.
M16C 753-7143.
battery
electric
tresses,
.and
good
shape.
in
David Bradley Chain Saw.
scales,
puter
12th & Poplar Street
4:00
M17P WANTED WOMAN to stay with cabl,
radios, treadle sewing machine,
•
----- 3115C hone 435-4042 evenings. M17 piarioi-bolli
elderly lady, 5 days a week. p.m,- •
Id 8 Day Mantle Clock, Good
in eteellent toadition. New 1_2
REAL ESTATE FOR SALL Light housework. References
trich- Efectric Drill 2-12
BEAUTIFUL
VALARAH
Lee
Refrigerator, dresser, two -Nig auge Single Barrel Shotguns.
NEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42
BELTONE
FACTORY
fresh
Tequired.
Phone
753-3496
or
753Apartment,
yrifurnished, 2
JOHN DEERE tractor mower feeders, baby play pen, large car
back
tablets, $3.00. Money
2365.
' FOR SALE
M17P hearing aid batteriesfor all Make fits Ford tractor. Price $100.00. jack,15 pieces depression glass, ots of Miscellaneous Items Not
Guarantee. Safe-T Discount bedroom, living room, kitchen,
entioned Here-Come Be With
I
tearing
aids.
Wallis
Drugs.
MI5C
Brick house In CautebRry
Phone 489-2242.
M17C taus toy haul-a-way, wash Us For This Spring Sale.
PIlariiracy
MI6C utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air
Estates,
ctir
_4
bedroom,
2
WANTED
Station
SERVICE
conditiouefik. -04shwashe
kettle, and good horse drawn MRS. COLSAIN AND YOAJR
CARPET HAY FOR SALE, Timothy and
refrigerator, stovb, garbage gage, with a automatis- attendant,experienced man Only. CLEfilINGEST
tools and possibly a nice):-'oung AUCTIONEER AND ADcleaner
you
ever used, so easy Orchard Grass. Luther Geurin,
References required. No phone
disposal. Phone 753-3865. M20C door, iuilt la appliances,
CANCER INSURANCE
gaited horse, ready to train and MINISTRATOR, OF,
carpet throughout, central
THE
all please. Trotters Gulf, South t(••• Get Blue Lustre. Rent phone 753-1508.
1TP many other items •
As low as $15.00 per
ESTATE INVITE EACH &
electric
shampooer
$1.
Big
K,
heat & air, well land12th Street.
•M17C
TWO
duplex,
BEDROOM
year-all ages
Belaire Shopping Center. M18C CLEARANCE SALE; Popeil Douglas Shoemaker in charge EVERYONE TO - ATTEND
scaped. Call..Days 753available- March 21. Central heat
'1 sale.
Phone 753-3375 for fur- THIS SALE.
Golan Hays
5315, Nights 753-3954.
kitchen
magician, $10.00. ther infi•rmation.
and air, fullly carpeted. Outlets
753-1976
M16C
WANT TO BUY
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE
Hatrack, (holds 10 hats I 8100.
for washer and dryer. Phone 753FISH DINNER
9741.
•
M21C GOOD INVESTMENT property; WANT TO BUY old player piano, With salad or slaw, bush Wooden mail box, $6.00. Phone AUCTION SALE, March 18, 1:30 SERVED DURING SALE.
nearly two acres in heart of town, any condition. Also a copper puppies & french fries $1.29 753-1712.
GARAGE SALE - 5 days,
M17NC p.m, rain or shine at Robert
Terms: Cash Day Of Sale. Not
refrigerator, stove and other HORSE TRAILERS for rent and near 8th and Sycamore and the boiler. Phone 753-7683.
Flood Home, three miles from Responsible For
M16C Here or Go Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Accidents.
home
retirement
12th
Street,
North10 VARIABLE SPEED Mina Murray on Highway 121, New
Items, at 114
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, hospital. Nice
M17C Kentucky. Phone Max at 753sight. Buyer gets land, old 9 room WANT TO BUY February '2 TRIANGLE INN7s3-49s Kota trolling motor, bought new Concord Road.
pl •ne 753-3639.
SALE BY
last fall. Trolling motor, two Will sell refrigerator, stove.
9131.
ITC hi me, and remodeling material. copies of the Ledger & Times.
Phone
A sound buy at $9,850.00.
Please bring to office of Ledger & SOY BEANS for seed, 3,000 batteries and carrying case, bedstead, springs and mattress.
April I8C Times, 103 North 4th Street. No bushels York, germination of 88 $75.00. Also have 48" bear hun- dresser'c rockers and other
CHICKEN DINNER
ONE BEDROOM efficiency 753-7620 or 753-9912.
or
TFNC per cent. Phone 435-5165 or 435- ting bow with stabilizer. Must chairs. Four hanger hall tree.
phone calls please.
apartment at 1602 *Dodson
,
of
one
acre
4415
on
house
ROOM
FIVE
CHICKEN LIVER DINNER
M16C sell. Phone 753-7707 after 5:00 Aladdin lamp, complete, unusual
k venue. Phone 753-6564.
M17C
pm'.
land, good well, good out- WANT TO BUY good used ful
M17P 'antique table, drop leaf sewing
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. $.99 Here
hot size bed with bookcase head- 14' CHEROKEE Fishing Boat, 18
or Go
machine, kitchen cabinet, dishes,
MO ROOMS and shower bath buildings, shower bath, new
TRIANGLE INN apartment on 121 Coldwater water heater. $3500.00. Phone 753- board and mahogany finish Iii' F,vinrude motor, Moody
and cookware. TV antenna and
305 HONDA STREET Scrambler, rotor, lawn pruners, electric
COL. JACK COLSON,
m17c Phone 753-4530.
MI6(' ii air,with silver-trol trolling
Road, one mile from college, 8014 after 5:00 pin.
newly rebuilt motor. Selling, grinder, 8 H.P. riding
t.'1.4% ready for spring fishing
Auctioneer
inower,
Day double garage. First place west
.$P1IING CLEANING
arfil I small used refrigerator need itioney. Phone 436used 6 hours, 312 H.P. push
CARD OF THANKS
sponsored by Alpha Sigma Alpha of Shady Oaks,.Trailer Court.
WANT TO BUY a half of a beef. fttitl new. Calf 753-9382 after 5889.
M17C mower, 4 H.P. tiller, Remington
PHONE 898-2967
Sorority, Saturday, March 18, Phone 753-4552.
M17P
about 150 pounds. Phone 753)110pin.
chain saw, small building full of
M16C
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.111. Phone 753We would like to take this :1757,
1TP
META1. UTILITY trailer with ioes,racks,saws,etc. Other than LEDBETTER, KENTUCKY
ITC TOBACCO BASE: best barn in
$018.
_
opportunity to thank each and
spare wheels and tires, nice eggs, Down's Poultry Farm FOR WHATEVER
two
TT1.E GIRL'S shorts, slacks,
the county. Phone 753-8118.. M21P everyone for the
JOB IN
kind deeds WANT TO BUY 18 or 25 H•
MI7C if able will add a lot of equipment SELLING THERE
00. Phone 753-7832.
$55
sizes
some
3-6X
like
new,
needs
sale
auction
IS TO BE
r'OR YOUR
shown us during the illness and outboard motor. Phone 753-1556
iii size 8. Lady's knit dresses
pontact Otto Chester's Auction THREE BEDROOM house with passing
to this sale. Douglas Shoemaker DONE!
our dear wife and after 5:30 p.m.
N117(' :lid slacks, size 16. Also shop LARGEST VARIETY of pistols in charge of sale.
pervice,-435-4042, Lynn Grove. central heat and air, newly mother,of Lucy
M21C
Colson. We
imm
Kentucky. No increase in
lacuuin cleaner. Child's
10"
fConiplete auction service. April decorated 'at 1509 Sycamore.
especially want to thank Dr. Bell, WANT TO BUY speed bicycle. It it)cle,
prices.
Boy
Country
Stores,
like new, 16" tricycle,
,
)4NC
Phone 753-5902 or 753-2888. M17C the
fourth floor nurses at the Pti• me 767-2655.
TFNC
jui op chair, tan vinyl lounge Army Surplus, 9 miles from
.Calloway county Hospital, Max
MSC Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
lull Phone 753-4487.,
4
Churchill and staff, also- our
-117 and 164.0pen Sunday until
FOR SALE OR TRADE
many friends for the beautiful
MI7C
BABY GRAND piano Kohler and 4:00p.in,
flowers and lovely food supplied
Campbell, WI years old. Will
FOR SALE OR TRADE grocery. in this time of sorrow. To the Rev.
sacrifice. Phone Buchanan, 901- BALDWIN GRAND piano, used,
Doing good business, reason for Willie Johnson, Terry Sills and
117-5413.
M20C superb condition. Wurlitzer
selling, retiring. Phone 753Bob Witheringten for the comGrand Piano, used. Two
March 15NC
7663.
forting words.
repossessed Baldwin pianos. New
1968 TWO BEDROOM Mobile
May God's richest blessings be
Baldwin organs and pianos.
WATCH THE Wednesday, March
4-FOLINII.
home,
12':55',
complete
with
With yntrand yours:
Practice pie n.os. Rentaa.
72 paper for the ad on big farm
underpenoing
and porch. Present
ilusband and children,Carl
Purchase plan. Lonardo Plan;
machinery and livestock Auction LOST BLOND Cocker Spaniel
lot may be rented for $15..00 per
Colson,Frank Colson, Mrs. Brent
C
ompany, across "'from Post.
at the Ray Jourdan home in Lynn named Sherman. Reward. Phone
month, including water. Phone
Atkins, Mrs. Joe ROSS, Mrs.
Office.
Paris,Tennessee. M I 7C
Grove to be held March 25. 1TP 753-9030 or 753-8342.
435-5781 or 435-56711.
M16C Barnet Trenholm.
M20C 17
1
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Educational TV draws criticism

Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY,MARCH 16, 1172

NEW YORK — "Anything
Two such programs are parthat is labeled education is as- ticul
with errors and misstatements
position that has subsequently :
arly obnoxious: "Black of
;
7
fact that it caused a major
sumed to be in the public inter- Journ
been adopted by the Nixon ad-)
al" and the now defunct contr
est," observed a former Frank- "The
oversy in New York, and
minis
•
trati
on.
Great American Dream conse
lin Delano Roosevelt "brain
quently was withdrawn
"If and when it is indepenMachine." "Black Journal,"
truster," Ftaynnand, "holey,
infested with black Marxist and not shown throughout the dently funded," warned Burch,
•'even when it permits
"Public Broadcasting will go,
the revolutionaries who preach nation.
knowledge and opinions of the
Richard K. Doan of TV Guide careening off with
racism in reverse, became so
its own bent
people to be shaped according
blatent that even the liberal concluded last year that in ef- an issues to be covered, and
to the specifications of a
fect
PBS
has.
beco
me "upper- will be a propagandist for one
New York Times radio-TV colpolitical government."
umnist John O'Connof felt class TV." Doan then pointed
point of view on those issues."
Maley was adamant when he -compelled
However, even without the;
to call attention to it out just who watched PBS. Rewrote this in July, 1967, oppos
tong-term financial-dole from*
- Ui print. "In attacking white porting on surveys taken in a
ing the subsidy of Natio
nal racism," O'Connor wrote of the number of sample cities in the Congress, PBS has become a
Educational Television and the
program,"Black Journal' has East,South and West, Doan ob- "propagandist for one point of
creation of the Corporation for sometimes
view" since 1967, if not before.
merely offered the served that PBS has become a
Public Broadcasting.
other side of the same coin — "segregated vehicle" for a
Its specials on race, student ?
In five years, CPB has and that
highe
r
educa
ted
segment of riots, Cuba, North Vietnam
side is no less ugly."
amt.:
demonstrated by its programs
"The Great American American society.
other issues have been oneand polisies that, educational Dream
The
ideol
ogica
l
make
up
of
Machi
sided and scurrilous in their deTV has become a pipeline for lavishly funde ne," the most' the PBS programs can be
nunciation of the U.& domestic
d of the PBS proSocialist and anti-American
judge
d
by
the
private support and foreign policy.
grams, turned out in its two
propaganda that appeals to an seasons to
be a hate America educational TV stations reLiberal and New Left elitists
eastern intellectual elitetCon- harangue
. It is personally ceived. According to the surwish to perpetuate their
gress now has before it a
pro- known to this columnist that vey, the "interviewer found
stranglehold on educational TV
posal to further fund education- the produ
cers of the program that 37 per cent of those who in America and thus promote
al TV to the tune of $40 milli
on deliberately set out to cast the donated money to public TV in
Socialist and anti-American
on a permanent basis.
.show as an anti-Estab
four cities rated themselves as ideas. And they brazenly insist
ljahr
i)ent
While CPB and its program
vehicle. At the onset,it used the liberals i as against 32- per cent that , taxpayers' hard-earned
arm, Public Broadcasting names of
middle of the, road and 21 per
nonliberal
money do the Major job of.
ServiCel•PBS,Ilave every right _ tators in its promo conunen- centconser
bankrolling this propaganda
tion of the
vative); 60 per cent
to be as biased and anti-Ameri
- program, but never honored were college- graduates 'and
peline called '_'educatinnal"
can as they choose, they do not the execu
nearly .45 per cent had incomes
ted
television. Congress should
have the right to use taxpayers' show's produ contracts the over
$20,000." The cities sam- launch a full-scale inquiry into
cers signed.
money to subsidize their antiYet, "The Great American pled, moreover, were outside this scandalous state of affair
s
American and Socialist propa- Dream Mach
ine" used pro- the nominal liberal urban areas
before one more dollar of tax-.
ganda operations. The scandal- New Leftis
t muckraker Paul such as Boston, New York, payers' money supports the inous nature of educational TV, Jacobs as a
regular conunenta- Philadelphia, and Washington. tellectual corruption and
however,is more rampant with tor to the
exclusion of other
tyranny of Public BroadcastFederal Communications
its eastern production centers points of
view. In one instance, Commission Chairman Dean
ing.
than with its 200 or so educa- Jacobs'
attack on the Federal -Burch back in October,
1970,
tional TV outlets across the Bureau of
In 1945, Soviet troops were
Investigaticei late bluntly opposed long-term
country.
last year was so shot through funding of educationa
besie
l TV, a Berli ging the outer defenses1
n

Look in the section in which and better. Much
depends upon
your birthday comes and) find YOUR will
and general
what your outlook is, according behavior. Avoid
dissension.
to the stars.
SCORPIO
ARIES
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Meer'
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) /40
Here is a special chance for
Are you putting your talents you to display your ingen
uity,
to their best use? Review this quick wit, and abilit
y to draw
pertinent question NOW. Speed others out, make them
feel
-WO
,
of effort not as important as good. Any and all
kind deeds
consistency.
will be appreciated.
- Jar
*XI)
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
FAXON STUDENTS—Mrs. Tuckers Seven
Apr. 21 to May 21)
th Grade ideate
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
class at Faxon Elementary School disect
There's more than one way to
beef organs In conMostly favorable influences.
nection with studies of the circulatory,
tackle and manage a problem.
respiratory and exretot,
Do
not
let
press
ures
syste
or
tensi
ms.
ons
If your first effort-is not successful, try again — and with hamper steady, well-tempered
action. Especially favored:
better and stronger purpose.
Business and organizational
GEMINI
affair
s.
( May 22 to June 211
Observe others' strategy, how CAPRICORN
and why they think and act as (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Work promptly on the knotty
they do. A little • serious observation could be worth a great problems,.but do- not blow-them
deal. Some good -opportunities out of proportion. Let incidents
remain just that; concentrate
F. J. West Jr. was a captain to prove its point
in the offing.
— that steadon insuring good results in in the Marine Corps and
CANLeFft
served fastness of both Americans and
YOU
R-ar
ea:
in.
Vietn
am._ He spentinuch of YieingMtae
June 22 to July 23)
_W_OrtiAg...1011Caler_
his time in a village somewhat in the face
New trends should not AQUARIUS
of Communist
(Jan.
21
to
Feb.
19)
similar to My Lai — the village brutality and cunni
disconcert you. If you overplay
ng will triRemember how many varied of Binh Nghia.
your hand, you could lose out on
umph in the end.
temperaments are involved in
What .happened in Binh
returns for your efforts.
There are mistakes and there
any project and you won't be Nghia, however,
LEO
has no rela- are local defections to thelleds
n
wond
erin
g
how
so many tionship to what happened in now and
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ototA.3u4
then. But, the end reConsolidate your position; divergent opinions could be My Lai, and West's story, as sult is a village event
ually safe
expand where it is warranted. expressed on the same subject. told in "The Village," might re- from Viet Cong terro
r and a
Liste
ning
to
all
sides
could
aKoire many who have had un- feeling of mutua
And be calm, tending day's
l affection and
prove
illum
inati
ng.
easy feelings about the work of respect among the
chores adequately, without
Americans
Americans in the hamlets of and natives who stood
undue concern. Complete PISCES
firm and
Feb.
(
20 to Mar. 20)
assigned tasks on time.
Vietnam.
fought hard together.
Tolerance, being kindly
VIRGO
The work in this story is
disposed and understanding of documented
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
as truth and it is
the
diffic
ulties
of others will be not typical of the fighti
A desire to reach beyond your
ng that
a
big
help during this ad- went on (and goes
• limitations could unhinge
on) throughnerves and disposition, cause vantageous but also tricky out Vietnam. Less than one per
disruption of a smooth schedule. period. Shun excesses.
cent of Americans were emYOU BORN TODAY have a. ployed
Watch it!
inthe manner recorded
multi
tude
of talents with which by West — in this
LIBRA
case 12 Mato build a rich, rewarding life. rine
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
volunteers serving 17
Intel
lectu
ally
incli
ned,
you
Observe the rules as closely
months along with 12 members
as your most diligent associate, would make an outstanding of a South Vietnamese Proviwriter, educator or scientist. sional
Force.
Politics may appeal to you and,
What West proves is that the
if so, you could become a leader passi
ons, the instincts, fears,
of prominence in the fields of hates
and loves that comprise
statesmanship or diplomacy.
the human condition will assert
You are a true humanitarian, thems
elves despite language
filled with compassion for the and
color barriers if a mixed
helpless
and
the
un- group remains together
long
derprivileged; would shine as a
enough. And the 17 tough
leader in any institution devoted
months would seem to be long
to the care of the young, the
enough.
aged or the sick. In your perBinh Nghia was a village
Louisville, Ky.—Tips are sonal life, this sympathy for the where —
until the Marine-PF
afflic
ted
taxable income and also subject
could let you be "taken volunteers
turned the tide deto withholding when they are in," if not careful. Try to spite death
and privation —
over a certain amount. Those discriminate between real need 5,000 simple peopl
e were domiwho receive cash tips of 120 or and exploitation of your nated for years, first
by the
chari
table
impul
ses. Birthdate Viet Minh, then
more in any calendar month
by the Viet
jrom one employer, should of: James Madison, 4tla Pres., Cong. It was a place where
report them to that employer U.S.A.; Jerry Lewis, comedian. terror reigned at night; where
•
•
•
.according to Robert J. Dath,
the local Viet Cong warlord had
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
beheaded the four hamlet
FOR 1q77tr
District Director of Internal
rcluel*n9•4•44444 der
by day forecast. cornpiete ou•de TO
chiefs in the market square to
Revenue for Kentucky. Mr.
lone and marr,aile
and a COT
enensfv• ctsariKtar analysts S show the people who was in
Dath said cash tips are subject
now availab
For yovr persora• charge.
forecas
t, vendle.-1100
plus 25 cents • in
to withholding of income and
can for postaoe and hand7ng to th-s
The Americans chosen for
- Social Security taxes and must
newspaper, Care of Horoscope Book
Department Boo )72 Old Chelsea
the 12-man volunteer ,group
be reported to the employer on
Station, New York, N I11
were not just any GIs. They had
yew' NAME. ADDRESS ertbC0211.P•••••
and
or before the - 10th day of the
DATE Or 85R714
to prove a genuine empathy
following month.
with the Vietnamese people.
For more information, see
REG . 32.88
SEA DISASTER
They had to have the con&
IRS Publication 531, "Reporting
On March 5, 1912, the Spanish dence of those they set
Free spool worm reel, 134 .inch
out to
Your Tips for Federal Tax steamer Principe de Astur
ias protect. They
solid aluminum spool, deluxe
Purposes." It explains the went down off the Spanish coast plete coura had to show comge in the face of Viet
oversized "" power
handle
requirements of the law and with 500 passengers on board. Cong effort
s to destroy them,to
contains illustrations of the
intimidate them as the Reds
forink., needed to maie the
had intimidated the village's
DRESDEN OBLITERATED
necessary reports to employers.
On March 4, 1945, a German civilian population.
The publication is available radio broad
This meant night patrols
cast said that Dresfree by writing your IRS district den had been
night after night. It meant Do
wiped
from
the
_.
office.
map of Europe by Allied deadly cat and mouse game of
ambush or be ambushed. It
Mr. Dath emphasized that tip' bombs.
meant full support of some
income counts toward Social
SPANISH SAIP BUILDING
veryInconventional operations
Security
and , Railroad
The number of persons em- in every Marine
Retirement benefits and can
echelon —
result in higher benefits for the ployed in Spanish ship yards is right up to the top "here Lt.expected to reach a total of Gen. Lewis Walt
employee and his family.
presided.
45,000 men in 1972.
"The Village" is not a pretty
story all the way. But, it seem
s
Answe• to

)(44c>

TrA

Americans help
fight Red terror

X
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Jo Taxation,
IRS Advises
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avoid tax controversy by
carefully
reading
the
guidelines, Mr. Robert J. Dath,
District Director of Internal
Revenue for Kentucky, said
today.
Generally, the parent with
custody of the child for the
greater part of the year is
entitled to the dependency
deduction. There may be exceptions to this rule, depending
Ian the terms of the decree and
the amount contributed to the
child's support by the parent
who (tiles 710( haVP rtNifkly. Mr
1)atti said
The special rule does not
ipply if someone other than the
parents provides over half the
child's support for the year, Mr.
Oath said.
Kentucky taxpayers can get a.
.free copy of the guidelines by
mauling
post card to the
district office
Ask for
Publication
501,
"Your
Extmptions and Exemptions
for-lierAtients7"
—
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Zebco Reel
Thumb control button,
polished
stainless
steel covers, antireverse. REG. 11.99
Garcia Spin Reel
Open face spin reel, full
bail, wide range drag,
light weight, anti reverse.
MODEL 304

Ultra fast, teflon drag, anodized -aluminum spool,
Penn Reel stainless boil and line
MODEL 720 roller. REG. 11.99
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with mono line,
hook, cork! sinker.
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FOR SALE

TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. THE LYNNVILLE Shoe. Store
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will spring shoes for ladies, mens and
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a childrens are arriving daily. We
month. Call 753-6202 or 753receive large shipments of spring
TFC shoes every week. Open Monday
3648.
FIVE INSIDE doors; one through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 6:00
Saturday 8:30 a.m. 5:00
commode and two lavatories. See
1:00-5:00p.m, M27C
at the Ledger & Times office, 103 p.1 n.,Sunday
TFNC
North 4th Street.
HOUSE BOAT. Also would like to
buy used porch swing and anBe healthy, wealthy and
type
rectangular
tenna
Slender-Wise
clothesline. Phone 753-3593 M16C
Have a vegetableigate-$A9
Here or Go
753-i953
JAP HAY, 50 cents per bare,
M16C
Phone 492-8218.

* OPENING SOON *

Shapemakers Health Club of Murray
LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
including Steam Bath and/or Massage

Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
Now Available thru April 1
EXTRA BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75

Phone 753-2962
COST of hospital visits rTRY OUR Unique savings plan•
orrY You? Why not let MFA You'll love it. Charles M.Carter,
ance Company pay those Farm Bureau Insurance, 753M17C
for you. They can even pay 9726.
ou after you return home. Phone
1222 or go by 505 Main and
FOR RENT
M15P
k the low rates.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
Prime Sirloin Steak Dinner
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with-baked potato or french
, tessed-adel-ad-wi-th--- with chnwer and bath One or two
ce of dressing, 3 onion
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartrings, our roils st.49..Each
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
Mon., Tue., Wed. 7534953
M15C
753-6609.
A INN
SERVICES OFFERED
DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five coons
ELECTROLUX SALES & Sof- and bath, central heat and air, FURNITURE REFINISHING,
vitas,Box 213,Murray, Ky.,CM, carpet throughout, extra large all work guaranteed. Free pick
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- master bedroom, range. Days up and delivery. Free estimate.
TFC phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after Antique or natural finish. Jerry
mington,Kentucky.
5:00p.m.
Marchl6C
"McCoy,753-3045.
-TFC

FOR SALE
SPRING FOR Sale; 1969 Honda
175 cycle, helmet, new tires, just
tuned. Low miles. Ready to go!!
Lots of fun for $395.00. Phone 753AprillIC
7620,
POOL TABLE,Five foot,folding.
Good condition. Phone 753-6030
TFNC
after 5:00p.m.
1971 HONDA 750. Bogard Motor
Sales, 753-1343 or 753-3673. Price
M21C
$1250.00.
AUTOS FOR SALE

Call
753-1916
,AUCTION SALE

ESTATE
AUCTION
Saturday, March 25
10:00 a.m.
On Highway 94 Between
and
Kentucky
Aurora,
KentuckyMurray,
Approximately 5 Miles West of
Aurora, ICehtucky-Watch
For Sale Sign.

TRIANGLE INN

In Case of Heavy Rains or
1968 CHEVELLE 396 *Super Extremely Cold
Weather,
48 MODEL FORD tractor, Sport, 4 speed, 34000 actual
Sale Will Be Held Folkteing
ENNIS SS & XE Restaurant
Massey-Ferguson mower and miles, extra nice. Phone 753-1331
Saturday.
guest checks, sold at colt, $10.00
equipment. Phone 489-2434 after before 6:00 pm.
M15C
per case 100-books). Sold in case
•M16P
3:30p.m.
The Estate of the late Mr.
Jots only. Ledger & Times Office
four
Raymond Colson
COMET
MERCURY
1964
4th
North
103
Supply,
Street. TF- SET
OF used golf clubs; 2 door. VS-automatic. Local car. )903 Chevrolet Biscayne 4 dr.,
NC
through wedge, Spalding irons, Low mileage. Good. tires. Extra cylinder with Radio and 41,
Dwner,
od
pinber, drivel 3 and 4 wood. 'Clean inside and out."-Phdhe 753- -Act“Al Miles._
Rubber. Good Condition. 1949
SIZE 14 James Kenrob knit shell, $45.00. Phone 7624729.
•11172 to, WIMP! relate* "V.I..... I.
M17C 5924 or 753-1681.
M16C Chevrolet Pickup Truck, Deluxe
long sleeves, light beige color,
Cab, New 6-ply Mud and Snow
Tires, 700x16. New 6-ply on Front.
long zipper in the back. Machine LOSE WEIGHT with New Shape
autowith
VOLKSWAGEN
With New Motor and Cattle
1970
HELP WANTED
washable. Worn only twice. Tablets and Hydrex Water Pills.
Sharp Little Truckmatic stick shift. One owner with Racks-A
beautiful, but too small! Cost
Don't Miss It. A Very Nice B Model
M22C only
Say-Rite Drugs.
13,000 actual miles. Has Allis Chamblis Tractor With Good
X-RAY TECHNICIAN wanted. $22.00, will sell for $15.00. Phone
trailer hitch. Real good clean car. Rubber, Good Paint, In Good
Apply at Scottsville, Kentucky 753-1916 days or 753-3147 after
Plow. Disc
With
COMPLETE TOILET, $7.50,
p.m.TFNC Condition
Allen County Hospital, 237Cultivator - With Hydraulic. 4 Wheel
TFNC bathroom lavatory, $10.00, (both Call 753-4947 after five
Rubber Tire Farm Wagon, Good
M18C
3131.
pieces $15-.00.1 Phone 753-5651 1968 FORD LTD, four door Bed, End Gates. Good Wagon.
Post Hole Digger, 3 PTractor
a
them
Make
fright?
a
CARPETS
M16C
after 6:00
hardtop, 390 motor, power Hitch, Real Good. 4 New Rolls 40
beautiful site with Blue Lustre.
If You
Woven
Wire. 1 and 7-2 Nevd
inch
steering,disc brakes,factory air.
WANTED
THREE ROOM apartment.INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Rolls 4 Prong Barb Wire. Team
16P
M
work
All
753.2960.
job.
size
Phone
any
painting;
Phone 753-1273 after 4:00 p.m.
Pull-type Mower. One Horse Corn
Waitress Apply in person Begley Drug Store, Central FOUR WHITE Collie puppies, 6
Drill And Plow. 2 Big Saw Manguaranteed: -Use first quality
Ml5P
M18C,
Shopping
Center.
hard
dam
and
Sire
old.
weeks
Approx. 50 Bales Red Top
drils.
1972 FORD 34 Ton pickup truck. and Jap
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve at Jerry's Restaurant
Phone.Hay. Approx. 500 Tobacco
working cattle dogs, $10.00 Phone 753-9879.
M16C
10C
April
Sticks.
Metal Trough. 'Several
South 12th
WILL HAVE trailer for rent April Todd,753-8495.
each. One set of Barnes counter
.
Grass Sacks.
Contact
1st. Couple preferred.
computing scales, like new. 1966 PONTI C
two
st,
and
Television
Chair.
Small Wood
Desk
Old
RADIO,
Wood
Before 5:00 p.m.
Mrs. Brandon Dill at Dill's FOR
WE ARE looking for one hard
Phone 753-5117 after 7:00 p.m.
326 V8 Tables, Living Room Suite, Couch
door sport
repair, also working salesman who wants to
appliance
electrical
In
Drive
Murray
Court,
Trailer
or
Chair. Enterprise Electric
M16P
auto atiOansmission, new and
Cookstove, Good. Roll-A-Way Bed
Theatre Entrance. No phone calls plumbing maintenance phone join a fine sales organization.
Phone
$575.00.
car.
Frigidaire
and
Mattresses.
27NC
March
M16C 753-6091.
please.
Expected income, $2504300!per
hood,
FISH TANK, full
23-1/16x35"
Refreigerator-Freezer across
7tir53-8"1
local
furnished,
week. Leads
Top. Sea-King Outboard Motor.
flourescent light, stand, $35.
Between 6:00 p.m. TWO BEDROOM mobile home,
Thick
.009
Large Hydraulic Jack. Big
No
selling
other
area.
435Call
$7.
walker
baby
Round
and
ALL your home, additions,
1970 GTO, POWER brakes, Railroad Jack. Large BlackKinds
7:00 p.m. In The all electric, air conditioned, FOR
M16C
Decker Skil Saw, Good, All
alterations, remodeling, etc. organization can give you as These plates are perfect 5643.
facroof,
vinyl
steering,
power
Also
month.
per
$65.00
private.
through
much self-satisfaction
Evening
g
ElVavi9flid
Free Estimates. Phone 753for sidIng or roofing
tory air condned,stereo tape, Knives Hack Saws Chisels.
,rie bedroom small trailer, $35.00
If you know your route
TFC accomplishment as this one.
6123_
inch
cubic
400
with
automatic
Take along a sack full from
Hammers. Planes Steel Tapes.
Excellent future. If you like barns, for placing
boy's number, please call , per month, available 'nOW: One
our Meat 'n Biscuit Menu
engine, one owner. 050000 nrm•*Prophane Gas Torch
talking to people and want to get around bottom of
two bedroom furnished apartCountry Ham on a Biscuit
him first. If you get no
back
Phone 753-2420 after 5:00p.m.
Quarter inch Electric Drill...Easy
" Sausage
ahead by training to be a leader,
ment;available March 19,Phone SEPTIC TANK cleaning,
results then call John
Outs. Brace and Bits.-Hand Drills.
M17C
Phone Rex Camp, 753- phone Paducah, Kentucky, 443- mobile homes to keep
work.
hoe
Bacon ••
M16C
489-2595.
above
Pasco , Jr. at the
Chalk Lines. Metal Tool Boxes,
$25
each
4
or
for 89
Irt 4594 for an appointment. This is
5933.
Pulleys LotsLots of Nuts and Bolts.
753-1953
number during the hours
out the wind and snow,
INN
door.
Wildcat
four
1967
BUICK
Cords Brair Hooks. Shovels,
an excellent sales position with
listed
many other
sedan, air and power.Phone 753- Hand Grinders. Chains: 4-600x 16
27 YEAR OLD Married Veteran tremendous future
M21C and for
far. Car Wheels and Tires. Pipe Rack
4974.
with B.S., varied ability and work
for Pickup Truck. -Large Taruses;tuch as
REGISTERED ENGLISH Setter
paulin, Good. Old Frows. Old
experience needs evening em- MECHANIC WANTED, only
Phone
bloodlines.
pups champion
Lanterns. Sledge Hammers.
E ESTIMATE on septic OS
"building out'
ployment. Phone 753-2951. MI7P experienced need apply. Apply in
new 1971. Farm
Like
CAR
DREAM
Double Bit Axes, Cross Cut Saws.
M17C
437-4328.
atallation. Phone 7335731111, TFC
all
tires,
new
the
Pr_it,
Shovel, Hand Tobacco
Grand
Scoop
mice
or
rats.
person only to Sanders AL ?Ur:
_
for
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, (loin, 1406-West Main.
M16C
white,
and
red
9,
FORMAL,SILk,
MOBILE HOME OWner, Save 10•
eltr
rilyeodu must see one. Hand Post HoleGU".
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
a
vestment.
Digger. -Horsed
worn once. Phone 753-2645 after
20 percent on your insurance
Aprill8C Collars. Hames. Cow YOkes, Some
topsoil.'Phone Hardin, 354-8569 or
753-7620.
Phone
M17C
t:OOp.mii.
New Hard Wood Flooring. Scrap
WESTERN AUTO
Call at
needs. Call Charles M. Carter,
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m. Apr.7C
Lumber Child's Red Wagon. 12WANTED
Farm Bureau Insurance, 753-4703
AUCTION SALE
Gallon Iron Wash Kettles. Old Imo
Home of
1971 SKYLINE Mobile home
M17C
TRACTOR REPAIR work.
Bean Pots. Oil Drums. Canvas For
ç753-9726.
SALE, Saturday, Tobacco Beds. Old Box Type Corn
AUCTION
two
electric,
duty.
all
on
12'x50',
mechanic
Experienced
or sp eller . io-Gai ion Stone Jars.
The Wishing Well
103 N. 4th St
bedrooms. Real nice. Set up at March 18,1972, 10:30 a.m. rain
We make field service calls day
Churns. Step Ladders. Wood
of Highway Stone
Extension Ladders. Old
Midway Trailer Park. Phone 753- shine,one mile South
or night. Phone 753-9879 or 753at._the
Apply
In
Murray, Ky.
i21 -from Stelln,-KantuckyPerson
f1027.
MarchTTC
FURMSHED APARTMENT, 9857.
Wood Chairs.
A. C. Bailey farm.
two blocks from - college. NEED SPRI-NG cleaning' or- to Long John Silvers
/St
tractrfr,
-Ford
1955
Sell
Wilt
ty
ktieerta riapierktu
eezthsi. irzfid c3t
suite,five piece
Available for summer. Married
711 South 12th
1970-12S52' MOBILE home, air 1.IVING ROOM
condition, plow, -disc,
baby-sitter? Responsible college
Hook. Did._ BrOad Axe. Old iron
likenew, used only one. month, class
udents-only.. Phone 753-sell
Will
included.•
(TTridttioner
Cultivator,' two row -Tea Kettle. Old Smoothing Irons
girl needs jobs desperately. Age
$145.00. Phone 753-2623 between harrow,
M16C
4684.
plaiiter and two wheel car trailer. Fishing Tackle Box-Full of Plugs,
1. Experienced. Phone 767-2903 WANTED BABY-SITTER in my furnished or unfurnished. Phone 500 and 7:00 p.m.
M17C
Hooks, etc Old Wood Flour Barre;
M17C
or 767-3854.
M17C home 6:30 am,to
Air conditioner, two dinette Several Pieces of Tin Roofing.
4:00 p.m . 753-2276.
.
furnished
ROOM
THREE
Lumber. Galvanized Tanks.
MI7C
Phone 753-8921.
and chair, tables, One round; dining chairs, 4Scrap
cipartment. See at 412 South 6th WILL DO house cleaning from
Large Rolls of Slick Wire. 60r 12
drop NICE OFFICE desk
SOLID HARD Rock Ma
springs and mat- 4volt
bedsteads,
comstore
Charger 20-inch
grocery
of
Battery
set
Opens 7 a.m.
also
Street. Middle aged lady 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon, Phone
ina
leaf t2S forlph s a
good shape. tresses, electric and battery- David Bradley Chain Saw.
in
gcales,
puter
M16C 753-7143.
preferred.
4:00
a
honlil
M17P I WANTED WOMAN to stay with cabin
sewing machine,
12th & Poplar Street
Phone 435-4542 evenings. M17P radios,_ treadle
Old B Day Mantle Clock, Good.
M15C
piano, both in excellent condition. New 12 Inch Electric Drill. 2-12
elderly lady, 5 days a week.
,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALL Light housework. References
Refrigerator; dresser, two hog Gauge Single Barrel Shotguns.
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
NEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42
753- BELTONE FACTORY fresh JOHN DEERE tractor mower feeders, baby play pen, large car Lots of Miscellaneous Items Not
or
Phone
753-3496
required.
Apar talent- unfurnished; _ 2
tablets, $3.00. Money 'back
2365.
Ml7P hearing aid batteries for all make fits Ford tractor. Pr.ice $100.00. jack, 15 pieces depression glass. Mentioned Here-Come Be With
FOR SALE
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M15C Phone 489-2242.
M17C rarge toy haul-a-way, wash Us For This Spring Sale,
Guarantee. Safe-T Discount
Cantebury
in
house
Brick
M16C utility, and -bath. Carpeted. Mr Estates, 4 bedroom, 2 car
Pharmacy.
kettle, and good horse drawn MRS. COLSON AND YOUR
WANTED SERVICE Station
Dishwasher,
conditIoned.
man only. CLEANINGEST . CARPET HAY FOR SALE, Timothy and tools and possibly a nice young AUCTIONEER AND ADa automatic
with
experienced
attendant,
garage
refrigerator, stove, garbage
,
door, built in appliances,
References required. No phone cleaner you evere used, so easy Orchard Grass„,Luther Geurin, gaited horse, ready to train and MINISTRATOR OF THE
Rent phone 753-1508.
• 1TP inatiy: other items.
.!., CANCER INSURANCE : dispi tsal„ Phone 753-3865. ,M20C carpet throughout, central
calls please Trotters Gulf, South too. Get Blue Lustre.
ESTATE INVITE EACH'&
As low as $15.00 per '
Douglas Shoemaker in charge EVERYONE TO ATTEND
•
M17C electric shanipOCer $1. B,ig K,
heat & air, well land12th Sfreet
duplex,
BEDROOM
'
MO
Belaire Shopping Center. MI8C CLEARANCE .SALE: Pope!' of sale. Phone 753-3375 f(;14 fur- THIS SALE.
•
- year-all ages
scaped. Call..Days 753' available March 21. Central heat 5315, Nights 753-3954.
M16(magician. $10.00. ther information.
Golan Hays
kitchen
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE
WANT TO BUY
-- - : and air, fullly carpeted Outlets
1, holds 10 hats) $3.00.
753-1976
Hatrack,
-FISH DINNER
SERVED DURING SALE.
for washer and dryer. Phone 753Phone
1:30
March
18,
$6.00.
SALE,
AUCTION
box,
Wooden
mail
M21C '5 D INVESTMENT property; WANT TO BUY old-Player plan°, With salad or slaw, hush 753-1712.
'
9741.
.M17NC p.m, rain or .filitne' at Robert Terms: Cash Day Of Sale. Not
nearly two acres in heart of town, any condition. Also a copper puppies & french fries $1.29
days,
5
SALE
GARAGE
Flood Home, three miles from Responsible For Accidents.
and the boiler. Phone 753-7683.
MI6(' Here or Go Thurs., Fri., Sat,
i•efrigerator, stove and other HORSE TRAILERS for rent and neat-lith tend Sycamore
410 VARIABLE SPEED Mina Murray on Highway 121, New
home
retirement
Nice
tspital.
Items, at 114 Nnrth 12th Street, sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, hi
SALE BY
Kota trolling motor; bought *new Concord Road.
sight. Buyer gets land, old 9 room WANT TO BUY February 2 TRIANGLE INN753-4953
M17C Kentucky. Phone Max at 7,53pl N.ne 753-3639:
Will sell refrigerator, stove,
fall. Trolling motor, two
Igiast
material.
remodeling
and
Times.,
ihoine,
&
Ledger
the
of
copies
1TC
9131.
batteries and carrying case, bedstead, springs and mattress,
A sound buy at $9,850.00. Phone Please bring to office of Ledger & SOY BEANS for seed, 3,000
Also have 48" beai hun- dresser, rockers and other
$75.00
99
43.5.
p
o
.
tY
n
ls
e
e
(
.
k,ng
sh
1
2
rho
4
(
p
b
rof
4
o
eer
tion
65
1
mina
April18C Times, 103 North 4th Street. No
753-7620 or 753-9912.
CHICKEN DINNER
ONE BEDROOM efficiency
Wig bow with stabilizer. Must chairs. Four hanger hall tree.
TFNC
phone calls please.
or
apartment at 1602 Dodson
migc sell Phone 753-7707 after 5:00 Aladdin lamp, complete, unusual
4415.
house on one acre of
ROOM
FIVE
DINNER
M17C
CHICKEN LIVER
Ml7P antique table, drop leaf sewing
Avenue. Phone 753-6564.
p
outland, goa well, good
WANT Tfle BUY good used full.
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. 199 Here
machine, kitcheitegloinet, dishes,
bath, new hot Size bed with bookcase head- ;4' f'HEROKEE Fishing Boat, 18
shower
buildings,
TWO ROOMS and shower bath
and cookware. TV antenna and
753
Moody
motor,
Phone
Ill'
Evinrude
"G° TRIANGLE INN
water heater. $3500.00.
board and mahogany finish.
(U1.. JACK COLSON,
305 HONDA STREET Scrambler, rotor, lawn pruners, electric
aphrtment on 121 Coldwater
M17C Phone 753-4530.
MIE1C trader, with silver-trot trolling
8014 after 5:00 p.iti
rebuilt motor. Selling, grinder, 8 WIN riding mower.
Auctioneer
Road, one mile from college,
Hu ir, ready for spling fishing new'
need "")ney phone 436_
push
6
H.P.
used
.3'2
hours.
CLEANING • Day double garage. First place west
SPRING
refrigerator
and
1
small used
_
PHONE 898-2967
M17C mower, 4 H.P. tiller, Remington
CARD OF THANKS
WANT TO BUY a half of a beef. fair ly new. Call 753-9382 after 5889
Sponsored by Alpha Sigma Alpha of Shady Oaks Trailer Court.
M17P
18,
of
full
753-4552.
small
chain
building
Phone
saw,
March
about 150 pounds. Phone 753Sorority, Saturday,
MI6(' LEDBETTER, KENTUCKY
00 p.m.
METAL UTILITY trailer with hoes, racks,saws,etc-. Other than
1TP
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Phone 753We would like to take this 3757.
in
two spare wheels and tires. nice eggs, Down's Poultry Farin FOR WHATEVER JOB IN
ITC TOBACCO BASE; best barn
$018.
opportunity to thank each and
' LITTLE drru:s shorts, slacks,
M17C if able will add a lot of equipment SELLING THERE IS TO BE
$55.00 Phone 753-7832.
the county. Phone 753-8118. M2IP everyone for the kind deeds WANT TO BUY 18 or 25 H.P.
,tresses,some like new,sizes 3-6X
to this sale. Douglas Shoemaker IN1NE'
'OR YOUR auction sate needs
shown us during the illness and outboard motor. Phone 753-1556 ;old size 8. Lady's knit dresses
'
pistols
of
VARIETY
with
LARGEST
house
Auction
BEDROOM
THREE
Chester's
„tacks,
and
.
MIK;
M21(
wife
TH
„
after 5:30 p.m.
Fontact Otto
in charge of sale
o
passing of our dear
size 16. Also slip
10- in Kentucky.- No increase in
alikcs
Service, 435-4042, Lynn Grove. central heat and air, newly mother, Lucy Colson. We
vacuum cleaner.
!Complete auction service April decorated at 1509 Sycamore. especially want to thank Dr. Bell, WANT TO BUY speed bicycle. trit:ycle, like new, 16" tricycle. prices Country Boy Stores
Surplus, 9 miles Iron
M17C
753-2888.
or
Phone
753-5902
4NC
the fourth floor nurses at the l'hone 767-2655.
TFNC baby jump chair, tan vinyl lounge ArmY
MI6(' Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
Calloway county Hospital, Max
753.4487.
Phone
( I inn
117 and 164 Open Sunday unti
Churchill and staff, also our
M17C
FOR SALE OR TRADE
many friends for the beautiful
4 4) P'"''
BABY GRAND piano Kohler and '
flowers and lovely food supplied
'
Campbell 31'2 years old Will
GRAND piano, used.
FOR SALE OR TRADE grocery. in this tune of sorrows To the Rev.
saci ifice. Phone Buchanan, 901- BALDWIN
for
reason
condition. Wurlitzer
business,
superb
Doing good
Willie JOhnson, Terry Sills and
247-5413.
IVI20C
.Grand Piano, used. Two
selling, retiring. Phone 753B b Witherington for the com15NC
arCh
-M
repossessed Baldwin pianos. New
7663.
forting-words.
1968 TWO BEDROOM MoblieNaldwin .organs and pianos.
May God's richest blessings be
with Practice iso."virrepr#0
Home, 12'05', complete
00
Rent-TopreasoLromform
_ LOST & FOUND
pianos_
- WATCH THE WednesdarMarch
with yuU dud .your.
and
underpenning
porch.
on big farm
22 paper for the
Husband and children,Carl
lot may be rented for $15.00 per Company, acroSs from Post
machinery and livestock auction LOST BLOND Cocker Spaniel Colson, Frank Colson, Mrs. Bren
month, including water. Phone 'Office, Paris,Tennessee. M17('
Phone
.
Reward
man
Sher
Lynn
named
in
home
At the,Ray Jourdan
- Mrs. Joe Ross, Mrs.
•
M20e
or 4364678.
435-5781
M16C
Grove to be held March 25: 1TP 753-9030 or.753-8342,
1 •
• . 4Barnet Trenholin.

§

Miss Your Paper
753-1916

ALUMINUM
PLATES

753-7278

zidWdtrecrhsesSoNeMst's

A

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

25' each

DAY SHIFT
COOK

Ledger & Times

STARKS
HARDWARE

5.99

I.

COLSON
AUCTION
SERVICE

REG.

I

5.49

5 99
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"Your
QUESTION:
thoughts, please, on basketball's Lew Alcindor."
ANSWER: Born Ferdinand
Lewis Alcindor Jr., on April 16,
1947, Kareem hails from New
York City. Last year his name
was changed legally to Kareem
Abdul Jabbar, which translates
"strong and generous servant
of Allah." This name change
was the result of his conversion
to the religion of Islam. ( He is
not a Black Muslim.)
Kareem is a native of Aries;
people born under this Zodiac.
sign are noted for bravery, for
energy, and for getting their
cnvn way. Aries is a fire sign; if
you want to start a blaze, just
anger one of the Aries-born.
At this writing Kareem
stands preeminent in pro basketball. He was voted the most
valuable player; his contract
with the Milwaukee Bucks will
- yield-hirn-ever -one znillion doh _
lars; he was a major factor
when his team became world
champions.. With all these accomplishments behind him, we
can pause and study the man in
terms of his horoscope.
The Sun is at 25 Aries. This
denotes a man who overcomes
many barriers. •
His North Node is located
where Mary Baker Eddy had
her Saturn, in early Gemini.
This suggests he was deeply
sincere about his spiritual
awakening, some three years
.ago.
Forceful Uranus is at 18
Gemini in Kareem's money
. house. While he may appreciate money, Kareem loathes
those who are unethical. Uranus is in a hostile angular relationshipto his Venus, hinting at
heartaches in the romance department.
Grim Saturn is in the horoscope house of. the childhood
home.
From this we can assume
that his family endured a real
struggle. Yet we feel confident
in saying the lad was deeply
-loved at home, because his Saturn (older people i is in perfect
harmony with Mars. Some
good came to him in secret.
Sinister Pluto may also be
found in the fourth house. Pluto
is at 11 Leo, a challenging Zodiac degree. This implies a battle
to overcome the lower side of
human nature. Because his
Pluto is blessed by Mars ( desire 1, we believe Kareem has
achieved a high degree of selfcontrol .
, "I had this ability to draWinto myself and be perfectly con-tent," falls, in speaking of
his chi
Neptune governs inspiration
as well as dreams. Neptune is
stimulated by an opposition
from Mars."I have these great
dreams. Always in color," he
told writer David Wolf. •
This Mars-Neptune opposition means that Kareem should
avoid lawsuits wherever possible. This chart indicates to me
that Kareem has had to teach
himself the value of patience.
Where once he showed pe.ssimism, he now states that "people are going to have to live and
work together." Patience is
god soli whioll' you hope to
plant seeds of understanding.
One is awed at the thought of
how much this young man can
contribute, because the young
people of America would listen
to him.
Jupiter represents Lady
Luck, and any sports fan will
tell you. she has smiled upon
Kareem Jabber. Jupiter may
be found at 25 Scori.io, a degree
of material riches.
We speculate that his Moon is
at 26 Aquarius, a degree of service to others. Philanthropist
Andrew Carnegie had Uranus
here.
•
Venus stands for Cupid and
all his works. Located at 19 Pisces, the Evening Star tells us
Jabbar has a real love for his
fellowman He is deeply devoted to his wife, Habiba.
Mercury tells us his mind is
often tuned to religious
thoughts. Yet he is no prude.
When there is horseplay in the
locker room, Kareem is sure to
be part of it. Mercury is in late
Pis.es. where Charles Evans
Hughes had his Mercury
Mars is the motiVe power for
this Superb athlete. We find it in
early Aries, its own Zodiac
sign. Mars here says Kareem
can aim for true nobility.
In progressing his chart, we
want to sound a note of caution.
Sun is now at 19 Taurus. Last
year, Kareem was especially
combative. This year, watch
for a subtle change. He may
well lIrcome more cautious. If
he does not, he could lose some
of his hard-earned popularity.
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Golden Harvest

FLOUR

Plain or Self-Rising
25-lb. bag

'1"

RED WINESAP

APPLES
TEXAS
WHITE & RUBY RED

GRAPEFRUIT'

4+

4+

POT PIES

4+
*

GARDEN DELIGHT

*

4E1

i;D
FRESH CRISP

MORTON'S

5-lb. bag 4,f
t 4E1
69Y if*

Beef,
Turkey
8-oz.

,

I FR. FRIES

4+
4
Olt .

4+

2-lb.
cello bag

FROSTY ACRES

4

8-oz. pkg.

4+

Fresh & Crisp

CELERY

BROCTI
t SPEARS
4+

k
+
t
,
9
.
lge. 36 size stalk]

***********************

_
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4Light
*

*
*
4

4

*
*

Chunk

2-oz. can
/
61
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ALCOA WRAP
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may b
clearci
leaves
aged s
forest,
guaral
growth
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Shaw
write
Forest'
''If!

49'

KreyKozy Kitten

CAT FOOD
"Premium Quality"
15-oz. can

MEAT BALLS

4+
4+
Grade

1+
st

4+
4+
4+
4+
4+

BLEACH

,rk

Lean, Freshly

Ground

Hamburger

WIENERS

Spare Ribs
lb

59

I+
*
412-oLpkg.
4
4+

.,i

s .**

je

EGGS

3

American

SWEET
PICKLES

_
jar

j9

'

Sunshine

LIQUID
PIMENTOS.For LUX
Dishes
4-oz. glass

25'

PRICE!"
"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY. .YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR

PARKEI'S

4 *
C'

with '5.00 order or
more, excluding
tobacco and dairy
products.
(Limit: 3 doz
Per customer).
doz.

4+
4+
1+
4+
4+
4+
4+

f

1' 1
a1*

'
A (‘k4l,
Large

4+4+
4+
4+

Ur

$

f

1+

Boneless Rolled

w

39t

SPAGHETTI
*
and
*
4+
Si

Heavy Duty

Star-Kist

TUNA

2/49

i. caSed in Down town
Shopping Center
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Grant Gives Lexington
Police New eleprinter

No Change In
Interest Rate

Many Families Have Guests I n Their Homes In Recent Days

By Mrs. Ophelia Bazzell
Although there has been a
March 8, 1972
succession of cuts in the prime
Recent guests of Mrs. Lillie
LEXINGTON, KY,—A $69,3 typewriter, where the message . interest rate, the rate charged Bazzell were Mr. and Mrs.
federal grant issued through the to be transmitted is punched on by banks on loans to big cor- Newell Bailey and Mrs. Eddie
Kentucky Crime Commission, tape,
porate structures, no change is Hale and daughter. In the afhas provided the Lexington
—The teleprinter, which can reflected in the interest rates ternoon they were callers of Mr.
Police Department with a send the message to any or all of being charged smaller en- and Mrs. Dan Bazzell and
unique communications the department's 40 patrol and terprises.
children. Mr. and Mrs. Noel
system—the mobile teleprinter. canine units equipped with a
This is indicated by the Bazzell also called on Mrs.
The system, the only one of its receiver; and,
continuous survey of the Lillie Bazzellt and _Mrs. Dewey
instrument which
._kind_iu_the state and one of the
-National Federation of
—An
Bazzell and grandson.
few in the U.S., consists of three resembles a portable television dependent Business which
Callers of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
machines:
with a typewriter keyboard to shows that the average rate Hopkins recently were Mr. and
—An "overgrown" allow the message to be typed reported nationally remained in Mrs. Cody Darnell, Bill Adams,
and proofread off the screen. February at 7.8 percent, the Preston Adams, Mr. and Mrs.
The teleprinter, according to same as that reported in Edison Hopkins, Jimmy Turpolice officials, will offer the January-.
ner, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Turner,
While the average interest Mr.and Mrs. Dee Lamb. Newell
Lexington police a variety of
rate reported in the Midwest Hopkins and David Hopkins and
benefits. _
Sgt. Bob Howard, operations and in the states along the
on officer for ,LPD„ said, "One Atlantic _seaboard shows
flourishes
Wildlife
-ffiahagerr forest lands.
main advantage is that com- decline, and in the New England
In fact, Southern Forest munications are more secure and deep South the rate is
Products 'Association studies since the possibility of message holding steady, in the more
have proved that increases in interception by unauthorized western areas the rates are
many woodland 'species in radio channel monitoring is shown as on the increase.
recent years are due in great greatly reduced.
In the Pacific States the rate
part to the increasing use of
"The mobile teleprinter has jumped 2 tenths of a persound forest management communications can provide cent, up from a flat 8 percent
practices.
efficiencies in operation that average of the previous month,
The once diminishing turkey are difficult, if not impossible, while in the Mountain States a
and ruffed grouse have made to achieve with voice corn- big jump from 7.3 percent to 8.4
tremendous gains on managed tnunications," he added.
percent is reported.
lands since the 1940's, and deer
In the west south central
Only 40 units now have the
receiver, but, states tha rate also moved
populations in the southern teleprinter
states have jumped 800-percent depending on the success of the upward from 7.4 percent to 7.7
in the last two decades, ac- outfit, Howard says he hopes percent.
cording to SFPA.
From the standpoint of
eventually all city units will be
Wildlife growth is par- equipped with the system.
vocations, independent service
ticularly evident in forests
Kentucky Crime Commission firms are paying the highest
which have scattered open officials report they are
rate, hittirig 7.9 percent but this
spaces resulting from even- keeping a close eye on the is a decline from the average of
aged management, a timber system's effectiveness for 8.1 percent reported by this
improvement technique both possible use throughout the category in the previous month.
Independent retailers and
government and industry have state.
used, for several decades.
"Several different com- manufacturers report paying
systems are an average of 7.8 percent which
A U.S. Department of Interior munication
report on the Piedmont available through the grants," represents a one percent increase over the previous month.
National Wildlife Refuge in said one KCC spokesman.
Horever, independent concentral Georgia states that
Howard said the LPD had
"under the sound silvicultural been contacted by crime struction, transportation and
concept of even-aged forest commission personnel about the professional enterprises report
management..,wildlife, Umber
feasibility of having the lower average rates than the
and other conservation benefits surrounding Central Kentucky preceeding month.
can be developed and main- towns install only the receiver
tained near optimum levels so that auto larcenies, missing
REAR GRASS
without major conflict."
persons and other information
BAFFLE
Clearcutting, of course, is the can be at hand.
Deck
Under
final harvest eta of frees under
The procedure; utitch—subPrevents Grass t
even-aged management. Not stantially cuts down voice
Clumping
only is it an efficient timber communications except in
The Atomic Energy Commisharvesting technique, it is one emergency cases, begins when sion may allow Metronics, Inc.,
of the most effective means of the operator punches the of Minneapolis to implant nuAfter clear-powered heart paceproviding food for wildlife. message on a tape.
Moreover, it provides the best proofreading the information, makers in 10 patients at the
conditions for regenerating the operator feeds the tape to Veterans' Administration Hossouthern pines, oaks, black the teleprinter and selective pital in Buffalo, N.Y.
LIFE- GARD
The nuclear pacemaker will
walnut, yellow poplar, Douglas addressing, if necessary, is
10
years,
long
as
work
for
-as
it
find
CHUTE DEFLECTOR
_..Fir.and other trees _that
difficult to grow in the shade.
In the patrol car, the officer compared with one and a half
Where eve-n'-aged receives a permanent message to two years for the battery
management is used, only one eliminating the need to commit typa.
to three-percent of the forest facts to memory. Also, time is
may be harvested annually be saved since the police officer
YOUNGEST MAYOR
clearcutting. In effect, that does not have to write down
Jody Smith, a 19-year-old colrepeat
and
leaves a patchwork of even- information
lege student, is the youngest
aged stands in an uneven-aged
messages are eliminated.
mayor in the United States. He
forest. This rotation pattern
And if an officer is away from
presides over the town of Ayrguarantees the continuous his vehicle when a message is
shire, Iowa, which has a popugrowth of the forest, while also transmitted, there is no need to
lation of 298.
headquarters—the
providing a continuous yield of contact
forest products.
message will be right at hand.
SPACE EXCHANGE
The close relationship betMessages also are accurately
The National Aeronautics
ween forest wildlife and
received even in cases where and Space Administration- and
productivity caused Samuel P. surrounding noise makes a the Soviet Academy of Sciences
Shaw of the Forst Service to
voice message impossible to
have agreed to excnange medwrite in the Journal of
hear.
ical and biological data-on their 'Forestry:
experience in linanned flight.
If I were asked,to make a
wildlife management plan for a
sizable woodlot, I would make a
timber rather, than 'a wildlife
plan; I, might dress up the area
with some shrub plantings, a
Members of the Jewelry
Massachusetts expects to besold clearing or a water hole, if
Workers Union in California refunds were available, but I aril- 4 cently won an agreement that come the first state to abolish
convinced that area wide, at
they can laminate their union all juvenile prisons as an exleast 90-percent of the
label into dental plates made - periment.
Three jails for boys and girls
by dental technicians.
vegetative manipulation for
They say it will help patients have been dosed, and the rest
forest wildlife can be achieved
to "identify dentists using un- should be empty in six months'
through a well-planned cutting
time.
ion-made products."
program."

Management
Aids Wildlife

WITH LIFE-GARD FAMOUS.94
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• solid Glass Rod with Spincast Reel
• Stringer, Float and Hook Disgorger
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• 100 Falcon Hooks• Plastic Utility Box
• Six Popular Lures
• Hi Impact Polystyrene Tackle Box
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will identify product sheting juvenile jails
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her home, Sunday the 27th of
February. Those pt esent were
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Haneline,
Mr. and Mrs. Artie Haneline,
Mr. and Mrs. James Cooper,
Jimmy•Lee, Mark and Jeffrey,
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Tidwell, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert James, Mrs.
Ophelia Bazzell. and Mr. and
Mrs. C.E. Richie.

*met &ace

Longlife MOWER

FULL GRAIN cOw/-4DE
line,ei Hp.

Special surgical masks have
been designed at the Stanford
University Medical Center for
doctors with long hair and
bushy beards, to keep operating theaters free from bacteria.
The new masks leave only a
narrow opening for the eyes.

Mrs. Effie Bean and Miss and Mr. and Mrs. -Lynn WinRuby Turner were recent chester and children were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis recent guests of Miss Carlene
Lamb and Mr. and Mrg. Earl
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Perich and Lamb.
Mrs. Lovie Finney honored
Mrs. Ophelia Bazzell were
Sunday afternoon callers of Mr. her son and son-in-law with a
birthday dinner, February 27th.
and Mrs. Harry Wilkerson.
, Recent callers of mine were Their birthdays were February
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Bazzell, 29th. Those present were Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy, G. Turner, and Mrs. Clifton D. Finney and
Mr. and Mrs. Jennings Turner, son, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Mr. and Mrs. James Black, Mr. Rowland and son, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. B.A. Davis, Charlie F'. Lee Rogers and children, Mr.
Arnett, and Mr. and Mrs. Roy and Mrs. David Cherry and son,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Bazzell
Perich.
Mrs. Harue Adams spent one Ind son,and Mrs. Lovie Finney.
Mrs. Lottie (Cooper) Richie
day the past week with Mr. and
was honotbect- with a 'birthday
Mrs. Dale Rose and sons.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lamb dinner on her 81st birthday- at

son Others also called.
Mrs James Morrill and
daughter spent several days
With her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Truman Turner and called on
other relatives. Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Jitium Turner, Mrs. Ophelia
Bazzell and others have called
on the Turners.
aq_Mrs, Motheral, Mrs.
Hattie Watson, Mrs. Algie
Tabers and others visited Mrs.
Sarah M. Sanderson, Mrs.
Treva Peay and Mrs. Clettie
Black.
Mrs. Dathel Wilkerson spent
a few days the past week with
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Miller and
children.

LIFE-GARD
REAR SHIELD

ALL DAY THURSDAY (Murray Only)

New surgical masks
for shaggy surgeons

Coldwater News .. •
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EDUCATION NOTEBOOK

Many Young People Registering
As Independent Party Members
By TERRY RYAN
Associated Press Writer
The nation's 11 million 18-to20-year-olds are demonstrating
a streak of independence as
they register to vote.
Though figures in many
. states are only estimates, election officials around the country report a large percentage of
the new young voters—up to 69
per cent in Alaska—are spurning the major parties to enroll
as independent or nonpartisan
voters.
"Young people have simply
lost Taith in the traditional parties." said Leonard Slosky, a
student who lobbies in the Colorado Legislature for
his
campus colleagues. "They are
not interested in participating
in politics at the party level,"
The Associated Press sampling also found that on the average somewhere between 25
and 311 per rent of the eligible
young people have already registered, with substantially higher registration in some urban
areas,
Among young people opting
to register in the major parties,
the sampling among election of' ficials found that on the average two were signing up as
Democrats for each registering

Dr. Lyman V. Ginger

Lyman Ginger
Featured At
MSU Breakfast
Dr. Lyman V. Ginger, state
superintendent of public instruction, will be the featured
speaker April 14 at the annual
breakfast hosted by Murray
State University during the
spring_ KEA _meeting._ in
Scheduled for 8 a.m: in the
Label Room of the Executive
Inn,the breakfast is expected to
attract- a turnout of about 250
alumni, friends and facultystaff members, according to
Mancil Vinson, Murray State
alumni,affairs director.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray
State president; will welcome
guests and preside during the
breakfast, which will be the
climax of the university's activities during the convention of
the
Education
Kentucky
AssociaRon April t2i-1,3-14.
A native Ballard countian,
Ginger has experience in
education
ranging
from
. teaching to coaching to administration. He was elected to
a four-year term as the head of
the state Department of
Education in 1971.
He coached and taught at
Winchester and at Owingsville
before becoming asso-ciated
with the University of Kentucky
as principal of the University
School in Lexington.
Arlive in the teacher training
- program at UK at both the
elementary and secondary
levels, Ginger served for
several years as dean of the
: ('liege of Education.
The only Kentuckian to hold
, the office of president of the
; National
Education
Association, he has also served
two times as president of the
• Kentucky
Education
, Association He took an active
role In the Minimum Foun. dation Program Low in its
ortglnal T,rin while heading the
state oreanuation
•
He earned the baccalaureate
(leave at Rerituck, Wesleyan
' rollegy in 'Owensboro and the
maters and doctoral degrees
at the University of Kentucky
Breakfast tickets are $3 each,
Vinson said. arid reservations
may be made through the
alturini office at Murray State
. before April 7 Tickets will also
Is on sale at the Murray State
booths in the lobby of the
Executive Inn and at the
Fairgraurfils pavilion April 12

Republican.
The tendency of young voters
to register in significant numbers as independents was noted
in the natonwide sampling of
election officials by The Associated Press. The trend was
backed up by reports that the
new voters were more interested in candidates and issues
than party labels.
In 1970, the last year for
which national figures are
available, slightly less than 10
per cent of those registered
were on the rolls as independents.
Election' officials in Connecticut estimated that half the
new young voters have registered as independents. A survey at the University of Washington foUnd.that 52 per cent af
the students said they had or
would register as independents.
Denver and Boulder counties
-Colorado- -reported- OM
young voters registered as independents, compared with 3,373 as Democrats and 1,111 as
Republicans. Registration figures in the three most populous
counties of Wyoming showed 1,125 youths registered as independents, while 498 filed as
Democrats and 435 as Republicans. .
Opinion on the importance of
the youth vote varies widely:
"There is no question they
will have a real impact on the
elections," said James Neal,
Republican state chairman of
Indiana. "I see no reason they
would not respond overwhelmingly."
"I don't think they will have
a major influence," said Floyd
Hart, Republican chairman in
Oregon. "They will be just as
diverse as the rest of us."
There is a clear possibility,
however, that young voters
could have immense impact on
the election of the next president.
If half the 11 million eligible
18-to-20-year-olds register, and
even half the registrants vote,
both reasonable estimates according to election officials,
their 2.7 million votes could
siring an election as close as
John F, Xenne4y'.1_11840-yote
victory in '1960 or Richard M.
Nixon's 511,944-vote in 1968.
In addition, there are 14 mil-

lion 21-to-24-year-olds who were
"Busing is for the birds.
too young to vote in 1968. ComForced anything is unbined with the 18-to-20 year
American." This caustic
olds, they form a pool of 25 milcomment by a Minnesota
lion potential first-time voters.
plastics manufacturer sums up
To measure the present exthe overwhelming opinion of
tent of young voter registration,
independent business people
Associated Press bureaus in 42
polled on the question of a
states gathered local and stateConstitutional Amendment to
wide figures on the registration
prohibit compulsory busing of
of 18-to-20-year-olds.
school children.
Statewide figures,supplied by
By almost a 10-1 margin, the
officials in 14 states, ranged
independents polled by the
from an estimated 10 per cent
National Federal of Inregistration among potential
young voters in Kansas to 48 dependent Business endorse a
Constitutional Amendment by
per cent in Ohio.
Senator Robert
Griffin,
The statewide figures inMichigan, to prohibit busing
dicated an average 27.6 per
cent registration among young based on race, creed, color or
national origin. Nationally, 86
eligibles, approximately the
percent favor the legislation,
same percentage indicated by
,
ionly
9 percent oppose it and 5
county registration figures in
-percent
reserve their opinion,
areas where statewide totals
with little regional variation.
were not available.
Kentucky business owners
It must be borne in mind that
vote,87 percentArong far the
.some-af these-figttreafrern--effimeasure, against 9 percent
cials are estimates.
opposed;
with 4 percent unRegistration figures were
much higher in some large decided. Support runs 80 percent or more in all but eight
cities and in campus commustates_
(three are in New
nities where drives have been
with the highest
mounted to enroll young people. England)
approval in Alabama (95 per.
In Nassau County on Long
) and lowest in Hawaii (72
Island, N.Y., officials estimated
percent).
that 75 per cent of the young
,The most frequent cominent
people were registered after
campaigns that included the by responding business people
use of mobile registration units is that busing is a waste of
taxpayer money which could be
at high schools.
For the most part, however, better used for upgrading
officials said registration education.
As the votes. were being
among the 18-to-20-year-olds
was less than they had ex- counted, Congress was embroiled in the busing issue, with
pected.
some
Senators seeking a
There was almost universal
agreement that youth registra- compromise, less sweeping
tion will increase substantially than that urged by Senator
as the year goes on. Many offi- Griffin, who views forced
cials noted that young people busing as -court-ordered
have had comparatively little discrimination."
Typical of business comments
time to register and that the
presidential campaign was to the Federation are these:
really only beginning. The 26th a"Forced busing can never
Amendment, ratified last year work. All it can do is aggravate
on June 30, extended the fran- and separate communities and
neighbors,"
wrote
a
chise to 18-year,tlds.
"I believe d4 early regis- businessman who urges lower
tration figures are misleading," student-to-teacher ratios in the
said Anne Armstrong, cochair- lower grades.
"It's stupid," said a northern
man of the Republican National
Committee with respimitfbility California retailer. "Certainly
the slams quality, of eduentisie
for young votaiht
Natioigil conventions, whenit is ganClitill -Amid& maintain&
one Democrat against Presi- Walla/noels, which would seenl
dent Nixon, you will see a big the most important goal to
achieve."
increase."

Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m

r.voiZed.di

isx,cumir
EAST SITA OF THE S011AllE

"The children all suffer from
busing."
"I am in favor of equal
education. I am in favor of nonforced integration," wrote a
Houston, Texas, building
supplier. "I am NOT in favor of
forced busing."
"Busing children to an inferior school does not improve
the school or the teachers,"
wrote a Californian. "If busing
is deemed necessary, bus the
teachers..."
Some who oppose school
busing voted against-the Griffin
measure, in the belief that a
Constitgtional Amendment is
not needed. Many feel Federal
district judges have overstepped their bounds:"If courts
don2t abide by the law of the
{and already enacted, why
would they abide by new laws?"
wrote one. "Supreme Court
enforce laws by deciding
against district judges and
H.E.W. mandates."'
"The Constitution is no place
for specific legislation of this
kind," said another.'
A Federal judge in Virginia
recently ordered busing across
district lines to mix city and
suburban Richmond, Virginia,
children,and a similar prospect
Virginia
Detroit.
faces
businessmen voted 94 percent in
favor of the Griffin amendinent; Michigan proprietors
Senator's
support
their
Amendment 88 percent to 8
percent.
Some of the independents zero
in on the problem of tax-poor
school districts in minority
areas and urge solutions to this
problem in lieu of busing.
"Some schools get three or four
times as much money per
student as others...If this were
equalized, all the schools could
be upgraded in teachers and
equipment so as to eliminate
any so-called need for busing,"
wrote a California machinery
company owner.
DISNEY MONUMENT
The third monument to Walt
Disney In the province of Garma,Spain, was dedicated during a recent program of festivities honoring the patron mint of
the city of Gernoa.

Independent schools
looking for students
Independent, nonpublic and
nonparoChial schools are in the
midst of a national campaign to
dispel the myths about private
school education and to attract
pupils.
Parents who never considered a private school and can
afford one are being sought eagerly. Most of the nation's 5.5
million nonpublic pupils attend
religious parochial schools operated by Catholics, Protestants and Jews. About 400,000
are-at what once' were elitist
preparatory or private boarding and day schooLs catering to
the very rich and established to
get their scions into eastern Ivy
League status colleges.
Today's independent school
population is as diverse as any
equivalent public school, although independents accept
fewer pupils of below average
geceand can get-rid-of
problems more easily than
public schools. Many independents are more open than segregated public schools..
Independents allow parents.to educate their childreh in a
school sharing their philosophic views. Standards are high,
discipline is as firm as required
or parents request and stress is
placed on basic skills, liberal
arts and activities producing
well-rounded individuals.
The average class contains 10
pupils and studies are tailored
to them. Instructors are retained solely for their ability to
teach children and to maintain
interest in them 24 hours a day.
Since instruction is individualized,each child gets all the help
he requires and progresses at
his own rate. Curriculum is
constantly updated, frequently
featuring unusual approaches
to subject matter. Most independents board their pupils and
accept some for the school day.
Tuition ranges from several
hundred dollars for day pupils
to $6,000 a year for board, tuition and extras.
Independent
boarding
schools nationwide opened this
last fall about 3,000 pupils short
and 10 per cent under capaciV.•
jugary slftool gwollrnent is.
off olik per. goer and many of
these Met4Are-peeking
away uniforms, practice rifles
and forsaking drill for more
conventional exercises to at-
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CASHMERE BOUQUET

Lysol
TOILET
BOWL
CLEANER

BODY
POWDER
BIDETTE
A Refreshing

TOILETTE
6-oz. bottle

High Potency Vitamin
Formula with Minerals
Bottle of 100 Tablets
with 30 FREE!
$4
10.58 Value
SALE

19

Supei!tough wonder-plastic
jacket can't rust, dent, stain
... ever!
QUART SIZE ONLY

HI-C
LIQI
TIDE

Reg. '3.19 SALE
$ 1 46

HAIR COLO
Reg. '2.50

29
SALE $ 1

THERAGRAN-M

.
sale

FOAM-IN CONDITIONING

64;t

SQUIBB

I.G.A.
I.G.A.
BETTV

CLAIROL
HAPPINESS

sALE3

UyORIS
32oz.

for complete feminine
assurance
Box of 12 Packets
Reg. 891

Refrigeration and Electrical Service
202_Main Street
Phone 753-720c44
Doyce Morris - Owner
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Regular and Menthol with FREE 69% 3-oz, Bottle
Bright Side Shampoo Reg. '1.09,

Reg. '3.50
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Refrigeration Service

TOOTHPASTE

16-oz.
plastic
bottle
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MORRIS

ULTRA BRITE

Grain Leather Cowhide
• Removable Pass Case
Swing Clip

Reusable
Pitcher at
No Extra Cost
with (B)

distributed a formal statement
tract pupils.
and completed an orientation
Mergers are commonplace
and there is a switch to coedu- and recruiting film. Current
and prospective pupils are to be
cation, although this trend may
heavily involved.
have run its course. Many sin"An awful lot of independent
gle-sex schools are developing
schools have traded on their
cooperative use offacilities and
staff with neighbors of the op- exclusivity, their ability to get
pupils into a good college and in
posite sex. The authoritarian
atmosphere at many indepen- isolating children from the
world, keeping them safe and
dents is giving way to a more
pristine until age 18," says
relaxed attitude. Some have
John C. Armor,the campaign's
closed.
The 120-year-old Hill School, project director. Today, independents have to be positive
iti"Pcittstotini,' Pa., -redently Inand make valid educational
vited a dozen alumni with pubpoints for themselves or go out
lic relations and journalism exof business."
perience to campus to discuss
There is an independent
ways to recoup a 12 per cent enschool for nearly every taste
rollment loss. A soul-searching
pupil, staff and alumni work- and pocketbook. Scholarships
are more plentiful, with 25 to 30
shop developed a statement of
belief in independent school ed- per cent of independent secondary school pupils receiving
ucation and completely revised
the school's recruiting presen- aid. Grants range up to 50
tation. It was a lesson m uti- tentaf charges and
lizing alumni resources that schools gave $12 million to 7,
pupils last year. "Any pupother schools might copy.
Three years ago, the Hill --who meets the academic
School and other independents, dards has a decent chance
under the aegis of the National get a scholarship based
Association of Independent need," Armor says. Many
Schools and the Secondary
schools seek minority group
School Admission Test Board, pupils and have student bodies
began planning a national cam- active in community projects.
paign to reach people who had
The greatest danger to indenever considered an indepen- pendent schools today is that in
dent boarding school education
their fear of financial failure,
and to emphasize the educa- they will bow to the golden calf
tional advantages of indepen- of government subsidy, lower
dent schools. Today, 131 standards — academic or othschools are ready to spend erwise, pander to so-called
$83,000 on the project. The "community pressures," forcampaign, aimed at parents get traditions and reasons for
thus far, has advertised in ma- their founding and thereby lose
jor professional magazines, their reason for being.
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4-lb bag
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8-oz. can
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on Unemployment Rates

Need
Editor's Note: Whether the
government's monthly unemployment report sheds heat or
light depends a great deal on
how yuu read it, as shown in
this first of a three-part series
by the AP Special Assignment
Team on what goes into compiling the key economic indicator.
By JEAN HELLER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP)- When
the Labor Department announced this month that unemployment dipped to 5.7 per cent
in February, some officials
hailed it as a sign of progress
toward economic recovery. Others said the f43ure was meaningless.
In some respect, both opinions were correct. In February
unemployment decreased in
seseral key categories, yet the

total number of unemployed
didn't change at all.
The general impression that
the basic monthly unemployment figure accurately reflects
the nation's unemployment situation is just one of the popular
misconceptions which have
grown up around this key economic indicator.
There is, for example, the notion that if a person is not
working he is unemployed. Not
necessarily so, according to
government criteria. Many who
aren't working aren't even included in the statistics.
It also is erroneous to conclude that a 6 per cent unemployment rate means that 6 of
every 100 principal family
wage-earners are out of work.
In fact, adult married men
have the lowest unemployment
rate of any group surveyed.

Nor is it accurate to equate
the 6 per cent unemployment
rate of 1971 with the last 6 per
cent rate, in 1961. The nature of
the American labor force and
of unemployment has changed
drastically in those 10 years.
And, finally, the unemployment rate is made up of dozens
of components and subtleties
that make it subject to misinterpretation.
prilbabIfeelatiVe
'Theft'
ly few people who get past the
headline and first few paragraphs of the monthly unemployment statistics stories,"
said economist John E. Bregger of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. "These people can get a
completely Tals impression of
what's going on."
Raw data for the report are
gathered each month by the
Census Bureau which visits 47,000 homes and interviews 100,000 people. Each household.rnt
resents 1,300 households
throughout the nation; each individual represents 1,300 in the
nation's popul-clloo.
While this might seem a
small sampling, BLS defends it
as scientifically representative
and claims it is the largest
monthly survey in the world.
To offset errors likelyato oc
cur in any sampling, BLS sa,
the monthly jobless rate must
change by at least .2 per cent
to be significant. That makes
analysis of each month's figure
a tricky proposition.
Between December and
January, for example, the jobless rate dropped from 6 to 5.9
per cent, a .1 per cent change
that was well within the margin
for error.
So while White House press
secretary Ronald L. '211egler
said that the report "gives us a
sense of optimism," administration economists acknowledged.that.the figure meant little.
Although the decline of .2 per
cent in February just barely
squeaked into BLS' significant
column, Labor Secretary
Jams "IV - Hodgson declared
that it "confirms what we have
been saying," that the economy
is recovering on schedule.
But there is cause to view the
new jobless rate decline with
prudence. Between December
1971 and February 1972t the
rate has dropped -Al-per-Oast,
precisely the same rate of decrease in the corresponding
months a year earlier. After
those consecutive months of decline last year, the unemployment rate started up again.
If the rate continues down for
anothermonth or two this year,
it may indeed signal an eco-mimic swing,but it will be that
long before anyone knows for
certain.
Determining the percentage
of unemployed by federal government standards is more
complex than simply finding
out who is working and who
isn't.
The Census Bureau survey is
consistent every month, dealing
with the one week in which the
12th day of the month falls.
A person is considered employed if he performed a minimum of one hour's work for
pay during_14 week or if he -is
terni)oraril}:' idle because of illness, strikes or vacations. A
person also is considered employed if he worked more than
15 hours without pay in a family farm or business.
Classified as unemployed are
those persons who did not work
.at all during the reference
week, but were available for
work and took some specific

step to find a job. A person also
is listed as unemployed if he
has been laid off or is waiting
to begin a new job within 30
days.
Critics of the bureau's sampling criteria claim there are
holes in the process that result
in distorting unemployment statistics and the state of the nation's economy.
Some people aren't covered
at all. For example a college
graduate who is living at home
and is riot trying to find a job is
not considered to be unemployed. -So far as BLS is concerned, he simply hasn't joined
the labor force.
On the other hand, a schoolboy Woking unsuccessfully for
part-time work is given just as
much weight in the over-all
unemployment statistics as an
aerospace engineer who has
been laid off, when in fact, the
Iwo have substantially disproportionate effects on the national economy,

Forrtxxox STOCKED
On Feb. 28, 1941, the United
States completed secret removal of $8.5 billion in gold
from New Yuri City to subterranean vaults at Fort Knox,
Kentucky.
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CHECKING UP
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Britain's Prince Charfes, under.
going trlining in the Royal Navy, peers through a periscope
of nuclear sub HMS Churchill off the Scottish coast.
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SHOES

The two most
exciting sun
shoes ever.
San Juan in
four glorious
bright shades
with low covered heel. Aca•
pulco keeps the
look light in all
• over white or
bone. Now's
• the time for the
Frorsheim
leisure
ones.

FEAR OF RUSSIA, JAPAN

ade with China
backecrby AustrdIià
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service

kind of dialogue if peace is to be
achieved. We also like communication with mainland
SYDNEY - Fear of Russia
China because it opens up a
and Japan plus the hope of re- large
trade area."
gaining a recently lost major
What this official did not say,
wheat market are reasons for
perhaps, is more important
genuine although understated
than what he did say.
Australian support for imAustralia in the fiscal year
proved relations with Red
1968-69
and 1969-70 had the
China.
makings of a rapidly increasThe Canberra government,
much like the Tokyo govern- ing wheat trade with Peking.
ment of Japanese Prime Minis- However, a near scandal in the
ter Eisaku Sato, originally felt government of Prime Minister
-left out" in President Nixon's William McMahon - regarding
one-man approach to Peking. an "unofficial" Peking visit by
However, Australia is satis- a member of his cabinet
fied now that the U.S. assistant angered Premier Chou En-lai,
secretary of state for Far East- and China turned to Canada for
ern affairs is coming here soon much of the wheat formerly
to explain the Nixon talks with purchased from Australia.
In 1968-69 Australia had exRed Chinese Premier Chou En-.
lai..More important, the prac- ports to Red China of $80 miltical results of better Lt.& rela- lion and in 1969-70 this figure
tions with the Peking Reds rose to $151 million. However,
have more-iitraciTtri-fik the this has dropped to a level or
barely $100 million. Thus, AusAustralians.
•'We think it is great and it tralia hopes that some of this
can only make for better un- will be restored plus exports in
derstanding," an Australian wool through President Nixon's
foreign affairs official said. door-opening efforts.
Australia also is becoming
No understanding had existed
and there must be one - some uneasy about both Japan and
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Russia and is pleased that
Nixon's talks with Chou may
box off new adventures by
these countries.
There are many Japanese on
the streets of Sydney - businessmen and technology .et--perts who are driving a hard
bargain in helping Australia
develop mineral resources in
the outback, the vast, deserted
but in some areas valuable land
to the west. They are not received in the most friendly
manner.
More important and as improbable as it may seem, Australian memories of World War
II Japanese bombings in the
northwestern city of Darwin
and Japanese submarines firing within the harbor of Sydney
are still very much alive.
There is a genuine fear of any
Japanese expansion and the
Nixon trip to China seems to
calm these fears, in that it may
be a subtle warning to Tokyo
not to go too far, either economically or as a resurgent
military power.
Somehow, Australians have
no such fear of any Red Chinese

WEDNESDAY-MARCH 15, 1972
expansion that might pose a
danger to this country, whose
people like to describe it as the
"European outpost in Asia."
They view China as looking
mostly inward.
Last, there is the matter of
the Soviet Union. Not much is
.said here about the Russian
danger to the West and more
specifically to Australia.
However, Australia is building a major naval base facing
the Indian Ocean on the west
coast.
This is said to be part of a
_U.S.-Australian move to erect
some kind of protective barrier
to Russia's recent naval penetration of the Indian Ocean.
U.S. military officials long
have voiced fears of Russian
activity in the Indian Ocean
and it is apparent that AusAruba has similar sentiments,In any event, the Nixon trip;
even though it maywult in
abandoning the RMftlic of
seems to give Australia
protective assurance in regards to Japan and Russia plus
the chance to send wheat west-ward to the Chinese mainland
again.

THE SET—New

Vork-G•ty Meyer John V. L•net1.0y, who's a Democratic presidential hopeful. pauses briefly
prior to taking his seat in Wash
,ngton for national TV show.
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Amtrak Already
Running Sfiort

_

WASHINGTON ( AP)- Less
than a year after taking over
most of the nation's intercity
passenger train service, Amtrak is running out of money
faster than Congress expected.
Amtrak, the National Railroad Passenger Corp., is fighting for $170 million more in federal help to survive at least until mid-1973.
_ Critics are demanding an end
to federal financial assistance
as Amtrak's program comes up
for congressional review this
week. If cleared by the Rules
Committee, an Amtrak reform
and funding bill could reach the
House floor Wednesday.
The service's backers on the
House Commerce committee
urge approval of the money.
But to Amtrak's distress and
despite Transportation Department protests, the committee
also wants several amendments
to the 1970 Amtrak law.
hearing
committee
The
record on . Amtrak's relatively
brief life "is a tale of woe 764
pages to fiescribing the makmg of a potential debacle,"
says Rep. John G. Schmitz, RCalif.
It amounts to "bad contracts,
continuing bad service and poor
on-time
performance, bad
equipment and small ridership," Schmitz adds in a report
dissenting from the committeeapproved legislation.
Schmitz continued, "And all
this despite paying Arntruk's
president the stupendous salary
of $125,000 a year, second only
to that of the president of the
United States-a salary which
this bill protects by a grandfather clause so long as he is
willing to receive it!"
But committee Chairman
Harley 0. Staggers, D-W.Va.,
says the bill is "an attempt to
preserve and improve an essential system of intercity rail
passenger service to meet the
needs of the public."
The money is warranted,
Staggers adds, 'because "the
program as presently constituted requires a fair test period, especially the opportunity
to provide quality service and
.to restructure and revitalize the
rail passenger network to make
it competitive with other
modes" of transit.
The bill would add $170 million to the original $40-million
grant plus $100 million in federal guaranteed loans to go along
with $197 million paid by participating railroads. The bill
also would authorize $4 million
to provide service to Montreal
and Vancouver, Canada, and
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico.
. Amtrak would be required to
use $147.5 million of its total
funds from all sources for capital improvements, and would
- be pressed toward raising more
revenue by carrying mail and
- . Amtrak backers say
expregs
such requirements would limit
the corporation's flexibility.
The company's future officers
would be limited to an annual
salary of no more than $60,000
each.

Hospital Report
ADULTS .. 96
NURSERY. 5
March lo, 1972
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Barbara Ann Smith and
Baby Boy, 515 College Court,
Murray, Mrs. Betty Ann
Garland and Baby Boy, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dom-thy Louise Guthrie,
1610 Magnolia. Murray, Miss
Shelia Ann Phillips, Route 1,
Hazel, Miss Kristen Michele
McKenna, 105, South 12th-,
Murray, Mrs. Ova Jewell Lee,
Route 1. Dexter, Mrs. Sarah
Katherine Duke, Route
2,
Hazel, Mrs. Eula Estelle
Fortner. 222 'South 11th,
Murray, Thomas Cornelius
Sawyer, Route I, Hardin,
Barney Paschall, Route 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Mildred Sue Peal,
Route 1, Sedalia, Mrs. Karen
Crabb Brurnmer, 1807 College
Cts., Murray, Master Ronald
Keith Ray, 202 Willow Dr.,
Murray, Ovie Thomas Lee,
Route 1, Almo, Mrs. Carolyn
Genette Dutton. Route 5,
Benton, Brent Augusta Atkins,
1666 Calloway, Murray. Mrs.
Ira Dean Bu, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs. Joyce Ann
Gordon, Route 7, Murray, Mrs.
Yvonne Melton, 1502
Myrtle
Henry St., Murray, Mrs Anita
Jean Thomas arid Baby Boy,
Route 7, Murray. Mrs. Eula
Mae Jean Rhea, 407 East 12th,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Lulu Boyd,
Lynnville, Mr. Rudy Etxy Fitt,
509 North 54h. Murray, Mrs.
Fay Wall Sledd, 712 Poplar St ,
Murray, Mrs. Mae Goodwin,
- Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. Lucy Mae
Colson I Expired), Route 2,
Murray.
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situations the simulator is also
playing a bigger role. At the
very time complex pieces of
equipment are being designed,
a simulator often is being assembled as well.
An exact replica of the control room of a nuclear power
plant, for example, was used to
train the men who would operate the real thing. The simulator was coupled to a digital
computer programmed with
mathematic models for nuclear, thermodynamic and electrical phenomena.
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Everyone in China bends simuiated Training Now tgular
under rule of conform
frontier enPEKING - Communist Chi- the American
Perhaps a partial structure
essay by
na lies before you - vast, elu- shrined in an
of a new and more modern Chitoo,
presumably,
It
na is appearing in the new
sive, 'ancient, assaulting the Emerson.
doeeye and mind, challenging you has influenced the Maoist
buildings and factories that dot
masto grasp its countless mysteries ti-me that mobilizes the
the land, in the irrigation works
peomillion
800
of
weight
sive
and meaning.
that crisscross the soil, in the
face
For the newcomer, the im- ple to claw and hack at the
tree belts planted around Pepressions crowd the mind. Per- of their ancient land, attempt- king, in the new orchards that
wealth where none
haps the most dominant is Chi- ing to create
seem to be everywhere, in the
to
na's effort to mobilize its most existed before, attempting
elevated status of women, and
degradation
abundant scource of capital, its lift China out of the
the at least temporary cona
manpower, to harness it to and decay of the more than
quest of the worst forms of povwork in unison to overcome the century since the opium wars erty.
Century.
19th
the
of
age-old ills of the land.
Next is the overwhelming
sense of poverty. Stark, soiled,
eroded and ancient farm buildings, slowly crumbling into the
ground, and mile upon mile of
brown bare earth. Winter's
freezing grip on the land accentuates the bareness, the brownness.
of European nations, unU.S. communications, earth
Next is the new admist the resources and weather-foreder the label of Cosmos, is
old. Apartment buildings rising casting satellite development seeking to build its own
satelamong and beyond the crum- will move ahead on its own molites and thus launch a friendly
bling old structures..-New---fac- inenturn, regardless of the conbut vigorous rivalry with the
tories, broadened, well-paved
emarsial manned space ShuteUnited States, just as European
highwLys. New tertrurila bin - tle system's eventual fate.
airplane builders have comtrigs at airports. New buses on
peted with the U.S. plane buildThat is the judgment of
those highways, although still ford J. Kronauer, a retired Air
ers in the world market.
few in numbers.
Force general and a pioneer in
"What we are doing now is
Pressing hard for attention, the development of the nation's
helping the European space ortoo, is a sense of the uniqueness family of military missiles.
ganizations (FSRO and the
of the people. Of their courtesy. Now Krorlauer is new manager
European Launcher DevelopTheir good humor. Their desire
of technical services for Generment Organization) to help
to please. The depressing
al Electric Co.'s Technical and
sameness of their lumpy,form- Operations Services Depart- themselves. At the same time,
less clothing. Their ability to ment at Irvine, Calif.
accept and laugh at hardship.
He is using the expertise and
It is a puritan society, too,
know-how he developed during
stripped of frivolity, drained of more than 15 years as an Air
color, an almost sexless soForce space specialist to help
ciety, women elevated to guide European Space Reequality with men but robbed of search Organization IESRO)
their grace and femininity.
ground support design, conEverywhere there is an over- struction and operations,
whelming sense of the tyranny among other duties.
of the Communist idea. The
Kronauer and members of
stamp of conformity pressed his staff act as advisers at
onto the Chinese mind and per- ESRO's operations and control
sonality. The sense of evercenter at Darmstadt, West
present bureaucracy. It is to be Germany. It functions as the
done this way because the rules equivalent of the National
say so.
Aeronautics and Space AdminIllustration: the efficient girl istration's mission control cenclerk in the telegraph office ter at Cape Kennedy, Fla., and
telling you your cabled stories is staffed by an international
should be addressed by name of team of British, Danish,'Italthe designated recipient first, ian, French, German and
the proper number neit finally Spanish personnel.
the city : "One, two, three," she
The general also has been apsays crisply, jabbing each item
pointed a consultant to the fedin turn with a pencil point. Not eral space agency's tracking
two, three, one; three, two, one. and data acquisition panel
Or two, one, three.
whose mission is to advise
All this in a land that once NASA Chief James Fletcher
was bursting with inflividuality how the agency could improve
and artistic genius - but also that phase of the space proterrible poverty so cruel and gram.
permeating hundreds could die
The unmanned applications
of starvation in the streets of satellite programs have such
any city nightly and no one immediate and obvious earthly
cared.
payoffs that they have become
The conformity sometimes more attractive than the more
builds into police state secu- costly manned space missions,
rity: the ever-present soldier Kronauer said in an interview.
watching nearby, requiring you
-What -the-tawayer should
to show a pass to get into your think about is the fact that beown hotel. It also emerges as fore long he will be able to telerigid military discipline: the phone via satellite over long
honor guard standing rigidly at distances at greatly reduced
attention for 40 minutes waiting rates," he points out. ''And he
for President Nixon's arrival. must remember that many
The guards standing equally years of space technology remotionless outside the Great search went into this achieveHall of the People.
ment.
Underlying all this is a clear"The payoffs from space
ly discernible sense of bitter- technology often are slow, but
ness, humiliation and insult in- they are valuable (mice they arflicted on the Chinese as a na- rive."
tion and a people by the WestKronauer cites the televised
ern powers in the 19th Century. pictures of President Nixon's
In the Chinese mind, the West- visit to Red China as dramatic
ern nations forced open China's evidence of how communicaports with superior guns, poi- tions satellggs can knit the
soned the Chinese people witii.e. *erk m
glumly together.'
opium. humiliated Chinese
Just as the. communications
women, insulted diverse Chi- satellite is revolutionizing
nese religious beliefs by send- man's ability to communicate,
ing swarms of missionaries to the upcOning earth resources
attempt to convert them to an technology spacecraft will ciralien religion, took over control cle the globe to give man a new
of Chinese customs, turned perspective and see his world
Chinese into inferiors in their in a new and more coniprehenown country and arrogantly ex- sive light, Kronauer believes.
ploited the land.
He finds the prospect "tremenWhile the United States dously exciting," even after
didn't lead in this endeavor watching the birth and growth
there is no indication here that of the nation's family of misthe Chinese look upon America siles and satellites for some 15
as having acted any differently
years.
than their other exploiters. In
"I have a feeling there are
so many ways the People's Re- many other thresholds in space
which we eventually will
public expresses its determinareach," Kronauer predicts.
tion that never again will the
While he declines to take
Chinese_people be subjected to
sides, the general indirectly desuch '.reattnent.
fends the' space shuttle proIf foreign armies approach
gram by pointing out it will
their borders, the Chinese will
help to keep this country in a
fight
competitive position with the
If other powers have superior
Soviet Union in space.
weapons, the Chinese will build
"One hendred good men will
equivalent arms. They will momake 1t times the progress of
bilize what assets they have
10 good men," he emphasizes.
and equal.or surpass the West.
They have forged this bitter- The U.S. space program built
ness and motithition into a form up a reservoir of trained techof parianoia that finds insult nicians, scientists and engiwhere none was intended, that neers, but today they aren't beclaims territory as Chinese ing used, according to Krowhen sometimes the claim is nauer, referring to the mass
weak and tenuous, that fi- aerospace indust?y"tweeffs-uf
nances and trains subversives recent years.
in bordering states yet pioush
"We must retain that resercalTs on all nations to uphoM
voir, not with make-work space
five principles including muprojects but with space mistual nonaggression and nonsions that need to be achieved,
interference in each ,other's
to give the U.S. space program
internal affairs
continuity."
But the bitterness also has
Kronauer notes that a woup
forced self-reliance, an ethit of

ability to predict results, the
NEW YORK (AP) - There duce substitute environments astronauts relied on simulators
was little surprise in the simu- through the use of compu,ters assembled at the Manned
lation industry when the Air and videotape. So real are they Spacecraft Center in Houston
are
ne at
.
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- -and at yotshe
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tion
ituriapo
9Se exPtedthe
convinced
often'
-'1114t-41
thythe9me
r
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idedlagive
its pilot training
t was like-thing':
real
the
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—volved
gen.
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malfunctionthe
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While the real thing 'often is
eral reaction.
ing ship was worked out on the
,Sense? How do you teach a difficult to monitor, the simulasimulators. Land-based astrovariety
a
permits
visual
of
tion
loan to fly a plane if he doesn't
nauts went through all the posleave the ground? In the same and electronic checks.
sibilities and then relayed their
a
teach
at
be
to
man
Little wonder then that with
way you
experiences aloft.
home on the moon or to run a equipment and operating sysHowever, in more common
nuclear power plant that hasn't tems becoming more sophisbeen built. By creating''steal- ticated and oomplex, operators
of plant equipment, tankers,
This industry has now devel- earth-moving apparatus, looped an eerie capacity to pro- comotives and even automobiles are taught on simulators.
A relatively small industry
until World War II, it is now
reliably estimated to amount to
In accordance with the IlulesArKigau of the Republican
$250 million of business a year,
State Central Committee, there will be a County Mass
worldwide. And as space veConvention in Calloway County at 1:00 1Y.In. CST
hicles and larger aircraft are
built, its future seems assured.
About one-third of the total is
claimed by the Link Division of
our help to these nations creThe Singer Co., with other
ates a market for American
large segments held by Canafor the purpose of electing precinct chairmen and women
spacecraft and ground suppcut ,
_dials . Aviation
Enterpri
--ao were
components and equipment."
for each precinct in the county. a
1Redifon Ltd., of England,. and
are still
and
1971,
2,
November
on
Republicans
registered
European nations lack..-the --MeDormell Douglas:
registered are eligible to attend the mass convention
vast funds required to launch
The most dramatic demonwill be held at
manned space missions. So
stration of the value of simulathey are oriented instead to untors was given to the world
manned scientific and applicawhen a malfunctioning Apollo
tions satellite projects, hopeand its three occupants were
fully to rival U.S. communicabrought safely to earth.
tions, earth resources and
weather spacecraft, Kronauer
Unable to experiment with
explains.
their craft because of an in-

Republican
Meeting

U.S. satellites safe
despite shuttle cloud
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March 18

Calloway County
Courthouse
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TWO FOR 110
WITH THIS COUPON
YOU SAVE 29C.
It s like no fish sandwich you've ever tasted. Because we take
a hefty, golden Icelandic fillet and add a slice of sharp melted
cheese and fresh, crisp lettuce,
Then we top it all off with Burger
Chef's own special blend of tarter
sauce And serve it up on a delicious warm, toasted bun
(Offer expires March 26. 1972 )
1310 Main St-Murray

burger
cheF

JI

For a double treat, try one with a Coke
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HANCOCK
FABRICS

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

RE11
We feel our selection, quality and low prices are the best we've ever had
(and you do remember what we've had)

Jr

So Shop HANCOCK'S Where The Best
Is Not Expensive

0

The fantastic feminine look of
Seersucker Ginghams—Flocked Voiles

The South's Largest Selection Of
Fine Quality Name Brand

•PERMA PRESS SEERSUCKER
In stripes, checks, plaids and solids. All the "In" looks for
spring from...
Sylvan Loom. $1.98 Yd.

•GINGHAM

Polyester Double Knits

114

Checks and prints all coordinating with solids. All Penn.
Press. $1.19 to $1.49 Yd. From. .Dan River.

•FLOCKED GINGHAMS
Voiles and chiffons. All Penn-Press. $148 Yd. from VIP
& Ameritex.

•NEW BLENDS OF 90% POLYESTER
10% linen. A new look in knits ... still washable and
no iron....from Quirum & Southport.

$5.98 to $9.98 Yd.
4

•NEW BLENDS OF 93% POLYESTER

Elegant Flowing
Party Evening & Bridal Fashions

Wls
7% silk also a new look with the same properties‘Se
toll
i S 44
4
of 100% polyester from .... Wm. Heller & Quorum.
'Oise

$5.98 to $8.98 Yd.
&NEW BLENDS OF 65% DACRON-35% COTTON
Cooler, more snag-proof,softer to touch from Ameritex.

•QIANA DOUBLE KNIT

$5.98 Yd.

In luscious pastels and exotic brights highlight a fantastic
new fabric with the hand of silic lathlkfrom Blue Ride Winkler. $7.98 Yd.

•PRINTED CHIFFONS
Of 100% Dacron are a bit in bridesmaids and evening
wear as well as "sissy" looks from .. .. A.P. Silk Co.
$1.98 Yd.

•
- EMBROIDERED EYELET
Lace 65% polyester 35% cotton a great "old" look with
ginghams and seersutker from ....E Katz Laces.$3.99 Yd.

Also a "New Look" in 100% Dacron
Knits and "Three Acres" to choose from.
•Stehli
•Heller
IP-Carlton
It Milliken

•Gold Mills •Apsco
•Southport
•Blue Ridge
•Jarmel
•D.H.J. Inc.
•Hayderi-towson•Exquisite
Winkler
•Knit Away
•Creative

$498 $098
to • Yd.
Priced from

•100% POLYESTER "AlASKINE"
The rich look of silk in dacron, no-iron ....from Creative.
$6.98 Yd.

•

•10 STYLES IN THE POPULAR "FLOPPY HAT"
4.98 to $8.98 Ea.

•

83

New Looks and Sty es In

SPORTSWEAR FABRICS
•PERM-PRESS SAILCLOTH
Features whimsical prints and nautical themes, solids to
match from .... Avondale. $1.39 Yd.

New
MOYGASHEL LINEN
•100% Linen
•Crease Resisting
•Mode in Ireland
•The World's finest pure-linen fabrics
featuring Vogue styling and now
Crease Resistant

11%

Open Daily
9 A.M.-9 P.M.
Saturday
9 A.M.-9 P.M.

•60"POLYESTER COTTON KNIT
In nautical animals and whimsical patterns, solids to
match from .... Charter & lnwoodr. $2.98 Yd.

•60" VELOURS IN DENIM LOOKS
Stripes & Solids to match from.... Ameritex. $5.98 Yd.

•ELEPHANT PRINTS
And barnyard animals are featured in loom skill prints
on jersey, seersucker and sheer crepe. $1.98 to $2.98 Yd.

HANCOCK FABRICS
Paducah, Ky.

Cardinal Point Shopping Center

400 Free hiking Spam_

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MILIIFRAT;irrarcKy

,...„ _ * Ledger & Times TV Schedtile for Wednesday Evening *
CH. 12
5
Cu. 8
CH. 6
Cu. 3

WSIL
6:00 News
6:30 Sports
7:00 Ed.
Father
7:30 Comedy
8:30 Persuaders
9:30 Anderson
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett

WSM
6:30 Dragnet
7.00 Adam-12
M"
7:30
Y5'
9:
00 M
Night
ht G al
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH.

WLAC
6.30 Mann Singers
7:00 Burnett
8.00 Med. Center
9:00 Marini*
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

WSIX
WPSD
6:30 Nash. MUSIC 6:30 Make-A-Deal
7:00 Adam 12
7:00 Movie
9:00 Comedy Hour
7,30 Movie
9:00 Night Gal
10:00 News
1000 News
10:10 Basketball
1030 Tonight
12:00 Cavett

CH. 29
WDXR
3:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 21
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Creat. Feat.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports
,

KFVS
6:30 Rollin'
7:00 Burnett
8:00 Med. Cent.
9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
1030 Movie

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday *

6:00 Ralph Emery 5:45 Journal
6:00 Sunrise
7:00 Today
6:30 McCoys
7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
4:30 Break Show
7:00 Bozo
6:00 News
9:00 Dinah's
7:00 News
9:30 Concent.
10:30 That Girl
II:30 Romper
N'Ville
6:30
AM
"
ci.sed . 9:10Concentration
8:00 Kangaroo
13-00 am
Sale Cen. 9:00 Lucy
Korn..
7:55 Kitc•
TO:00 Sale-of
Lucy
9:00
.
10:30
11:30 Password
Squares
Mittbillies
9:30
Kangaroo
8:00
Century
11:00 Jeopardy
12:00 My Child.
10:00 Mov. Game 9-30 My 3 Sons
900 Tell-Truth
10:30
Affair
Squares
10:00 Fam,
12:30 Make-Deal
11:30 Who-What- 10:30 That Girl
9:30 T or C
11:00Jeopardy
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Bewitched
" 1:00 Newlyweds
Fam. Affair 11:55 News
11:30 Who-What- 10:00
Barbara
11:30
11:00 Where Heart
12:00
1:30 Dating
-MeChild
10:30 Love of Life
11:25 News
11:45 Sewing
11:55 News
Too
2:00 Gen.
11:00 Heart Is
Search
11:30
11:55
Duvall
C.
12:00
Noon
Show
1230
News
One
2:30
Life
11:30 Search
12:00 My Children 12:00 Farm
PiC100 Our Lives
12:45 Pastor
300 Love Am.
Con.
Singing
12:00
12:30
Make-Deal
Lives
News
12:05
Doctors
1:30
1:00 Our
3:30 Matinee
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
1:00
Newlyweds
Another
200
Turns
World
12:30
Lewis
aBS:00 H.X.
1:00 Love Is
1:30 Dating
World
Many
2:00 Another
1:00 Love
.430 News
...„, 1:30 Guiding Light World
Hosp. 1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Gen.
230 Bright
41:00 News
Secret
2:00
Storm
One
2:30
2,30
Life
Bright
Promise
Secret
Storm
2:00
6130 Safari
2:30 Edge of Night Promise
3:00 Password
Night
2:30 Edge
-1:00 Smith& Jones 3:00 Bugs BOVI/Vit 3:00
3:30 Love Am.
Gomer Pyle 300 Somerset
3:15 Movie
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
$:00 Longstreet
Jeannie
4:00
Gilligan
3:30
Collie
3:30
Calendar
3:30
Jeff's
:25
Weather
Mar- 5
(9:00 Owen
4:30 Green Acres 4 0 0 gig Valley
400 Movie
3:35 Popeye
5:30 News
Shall
5:00 News
5:25 News
4:00 Gilligan
6:00 News
5:00 Hazel
1000 News
4:30 Dan Boone 6:30 Golddigger,
6:10 Tell-Truth
6:30 Dragnet
5:30 News
1030 Cavett
7:00 Smith & Jones 4:00 News
5:30 News
7:00 Flip Wilson 7:00 Chimp
8:00 Longstreet
7:30 61y 3 Sons
6:30 Wagoner
6:30 Primus
8:00 Ironside
Marshall 7:00 Will
7:00 Flip Wilsor9.9:00 0.
9:00 Dean Martin/1:00 Movie
Roger
10:00 Chaparral
C:00 tronside
10:20 News
1000 News
8:00 Smithsonian
Martin
II:00
9:00
10:50
News
Mason
10:30 Tonight
9:00 News-Hour
10:00 News
11:50 Movie
11:30 Cavett
10:00 News
_
10:30 Movie
-/1:50 Movie
_ 10:30 Tonight ,
!

Psychiatrist
Devotions
9:45 Movie
11:35 The Answer
11:50 Sewing
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3 on a Match
1:00 News
.
1:03 Movie Game
1.30 Movie

9:00
9:30

3:00 Munsters
3:30 Fury

4:00 Bozo
5:00 Superman
5:30 McHales
5:57 News
6:00 Bill Dance
6:30 Theatre-29
7:00 Special

9:30 Creat. Feat.
10:00 News
10:30 Theatre

_
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serves up
MUNICH - Beer is to Mu- one of the world's oldest unnich what oil is to machinery - changed pure food codes, enJ necessary lubricant for the
hances the quality of MuLich
smooth functioning of moving beer by limiting its composition
parts.
to hops, malt yeast and water.
At least that is the opinion
No other grains or chemicals
twre in the beer capital of the are allowed, although such
world, where every man, wom- practice is common elsewhere.
an and child consumes more
"Even if Munich did allow
than 200 quarts every year. cheaper beers to be brewed,"
Beer is a tradition, not merely Glanegger said,"the breweries
a thirst-quencher, and Munich
here would not brew them, nor
sustains a state of perpetual would the Bavarians drink
celebration.
them. People who know and
-Munichers have always care about beer will always buy
loved their beer," said Hans Munich beer for quality."
Glanegger, manager of the
Glanegger, a moderate beer
world-famous Hofbrauhaus drinker himself, caters to the
beer tavern here. "They used thirst and pride of nearly 10,000
to take their whole family to the people a day who visit the
beer halls or gardens, and even
the children would drink.
Things are a little different today, but that is not to say the
children don't drink. They just
drink a minimum amount
flow-•
- The demand --for'beer has
turned a tradition into big btisiness. The city's seven Tajo,'
breweries turn out 103 million
iAllons annually at_a value of
$100 million and combine With
countryside brewers in the
state of Bavaria to produce 600
million gallons a year, or nearly a third of West Germany's
total production. .
Munich beer has acquired a
worldwide reputation for quality and is exported to 100 different countries.Citizens attribute
its popularity to the naturally
fresh watet used, to an old purity law, and, of course, to tradition.
The beer water is drawn
from Munich's daily citywide
supply of underground spring
water. It is pure and requires
no treatment, although a constant inspection is maintained.
The Purity Decree of 1516,

world's most famous beer tav- known Adolf Hitler, culmiern, the Hofbrauhaus.
nating in his unsuccessful
The three-story, state-owned "beer hall putsch" in 1923 and
building with a seating capaci- subsequent arrest. Today, poty qf 5,000 is Munich's largest litical meetings are not allowed
beer hall. It was built in 1589 as on the premises, and refera brewery, opened as a public ences connecting Hitler and the
tavern in 1828, and renovated in liofbrauhaus are rejected as
its present form in 1897.
meaningless.
A royal decree in 1844 re"That was an exception to
quired the tavern to provide the
cheapest beer in town to give the. tradition of this house,"
"the military and working Glanegger said. "It's a part of
classes a healthy and nutrition- our history that our generation
al drink." At 60 cents a liter to- doesn't think about, and we're
day, Hofbrauhaus beer is still not interested in discussing it.the cheapest in town.
Indeed, politics and most seIn the early 1920's, the Hof- rious conversation subjects
brauhaus was the site of politi- find little to feed on in the Hofcal rallies staged by then littlebrauhaus' festive environment.
The entice ground floor is one
large "watering hole," primarily for the congenial beer
drinkers who like to lock arms
with their neighbors and sway
to the folksy refrains of small
Bavarian bands and nibble on
white radishes, sausages and
pretzels.
The upper floors contain
....more sedate dining and ban,
quet rooms and a wealth of Bavarian ceiling paintings and
carved-wood chairs.

Glanegger, who has a five1.
year contract from the state of
Bavaria to manage the halt
employs 180 persons. Most art
strong waitresses, some of
whom can carry 15full one-litet
beer steins by their handles at
one time. There are also six
hefty bouncers who control unruly drinkers and try to prevent
the very popular -sport" of
taking beer steins home as souvenirs. Some 50,000 steins,
worth about 75 cents apiece,
are stolen each year, Glanegger said.
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DUALITY DEStGNED INTERIOR with
multiple internal supports
QUALITY DESIGNED EXTERIOR with
separate coatings of aluminum, cadmium, lead & zinc for longer life.,
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